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Abstract
Wearable technologies are investigated to provide in situ monitoring of manual material
handling. New methodologies are presented which semi-automate existing
biomechanical models for use with wearable technologies. Occupational health and safety is
an important worldwide area of investment. This thesis undertakes an analysis of safe lifting
for occupational environments, by focusing on modernising biomechanical models for low
back injury risk factor estimations with wearable technology. The research topics explored in
this thesis focused primarily on developing new methods of applying wearable inertial
sensors for monitoring resistance exercise, supporting the application of wearables through
validation analysis with popular manual methods and higher standard criterions. Will Hopkins
Typical Error of the Estimate and Bland Altman Limit of Agreement analyses were
implemented for validations. To aid in widespread adoption and standardisation, prior to any
intervention, validation of new technologies and methods are required to support reliability,
accuracy and practicality. A gap in literature was filled with no known previous validations
that directly reported inertial sensors temporal errors during resistance exercises, mounted
on the skin or for worn devices. Furthermore current ergonomic standards for primary
prevention of low back disorders were reviewed and models for this purpose were identified,
with greater importance given to those which may be monitored with wearables. After review
the University of Utah Hand Calculated Back Compressive Force Equation and the Revised
National Institute of Safety and Health Lifting Equation were chosen for analysis. New
methodologies are presented which semi-automated these models, providing a foundation to
support future research. This multidisciplinary research included a combination of
biomechanics of resistance exercise, ergonomics of manual material handling and
wearables engineering. Bridging the gap between disciplines created an emerging
multidisciplinary niche which allowed diverse perspectives that may contribute to overcoming
a growing health concern, specifically low back disorders, in the future.
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Introduction

Chapter outline
Occupational health and safety is an important worldwide area of research and investment.
This thesis undertakes an analysis of safe lifting practises for occupational environments, by
focusing on modernising biomechanical models for injury risk factor estimations with
wearable technology. The specific area of focus was the low back, a general term relating to
the human body region encompassing the lumbar spine (from lumbar vertebrae one (L1) to
five (L5)) to the sacral vertebrae one (S1) and surrounding structures. The term low back
disorders (LBD) is used throughout the thesis to refer to health issues and injuries of the low
back region. Some typical types of LBD include muscle sprains, fractured bone, herniated
discs and chronic low back pain. Secondary prevention of LBD is complex due to broad
interplay of numerous factors. These may include variable individual fluctuations or changes
to health such as genetic, social, physical, psychological, environmental, behavioural and
other influences that may not be decoupled. Classifying the complexity of LBD and
secondary prevention methods were outside the scope of this research. Thus LBD is
referred to throughout the thesis from a primary prevention perspective. Primary prevention
in ergonomics protects organisational responsibility and decreases financial burden, whilst
increasing health, wellbeing and productivity of the workforce. The research topic explored in
this thesis focused primarily on validating new methods applying wearable technology for
primary prevention of LBD in the workplace caused by biomechanical risk factors (Chapter
6). This topic was chosen due to results from predecessor research designs which supports
the use of wearable technology for human movement analysis (Chapter 4, Chapter 5) and
conclusions drawn from relevant literature reviews (Chapter 2).
This chapter begins by tying together the different scientific disciplines that contribute to the
research topic bridging the gap between disciplines created an emerging multidisciplinary
niche which allowed diverse perspectives that may contribute to overcoming a growing
health concern (LBD) in the future. The scope of the research summarises the chronological
reasoning for each research project and corresponding chapter. The health issue targeted in
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this thesis is specified as a statement of the problem. This statement created the
fundamental basis for the succeeding research questions. The overall aims and objectives of
the thesis tie together the preceding scientific perspectives, scope of the research,
statements of the problem and research questions. Aims and objectives are further detailed,
specified per chapter, due to each chapter after Chapter 3 representing separate research
projects or answering different research questions. Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 comprise of
peer reviewed publications which complete the aims and objectives. Chapter 1 exists as a
summarised guide for the remainder of the thesis to provide appropriate context.

Scientific perspective
The perspective of human movement correlating positively with benefits of physical activity
has been acknowledged and practised since the birth of western civilisation. For example
ancient Greek civilisations practised resistance training and depicted human transcendence
by conceiving the perfect male body as symmetrical well developed musculature (Dutton and
Laura, 1989). Gladiators, athletes and soldiers utilised resistance exercise training to
increase combat skills and strength in ancient Greek, Roman, Chinese and Egyptian
societies (Stojiljković et al., 2013; Todd, 1995). However, it was not until the Second World
War that scientists and health practitioners began widely acknowledging the effects of
human movement interventions, specifically for soldier rehabilitation (Todd, 1995). Since
then, the development of the sport science fields of research have emerged and undergone
a period of rapid growth, with physical activity linked to a decrease in all-cause mortality
(American College of Sports Medicine, 2013; Stojiljković et al., 2013). Further known benefits
of physical activity include increasing movement efficiency, increasing functional
independence and quality of life, increasing motor skills and improving cardiovascular health
(American College of Sports Medicine, 2013). In recent decades, resistance exercise has
taken its rightful place alongside physical activity in standardised scientific guidelines for
exercise prescription (American College of Sports Medicine, 2013). These guidelines
suggested for resistance exercise are now somewhat synonymous with health benefits such
as increasing muscular fitness and bone density, whilst decreasing sarcopenia and
physiological stress (American College of Sports Medicine, 2013; Warburton et al., 2006).
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Any form of human movement that involves a muscle resisting an external force constitutes
one, or a series of resistance exercises (Kent, 2006). Essentially, resistance is a force that
opposes movement. Therefore the prevalence of resistance exercise spans the entire
population and is manipulated for health, safety and performance benefits in many areas of
society. These areas include daily living, primary and secondary health care, youth
development, structured exercise, social and professional sport, aged care and occupational
labour.
The known benefits and the broad understanding of physiological mechanisms of resistance
exercise have evolved due to the application of scientific research and technological
advancements. The purpose of research in this field has been to identify best practise
methods of performing resistance exercise, to identify applications for performance
increases or health benefits, and to determine the most effective methods of measuring
movement efficiency or safety. Structured human movement has the potential to positively
impact the health of the entire population. However, there are also known risk factors which
may have a negative influence. Performing resistance exercise in inefficient or unsafe
patterns can increase the risks of sustaining acute or chronic injuries which may reinforce
unsafe movement habits or have long term negative health repercussions (Bloomer, 2007;
Faigenbaum and Myer, 2010; Kraemer and Häkkinen, 2008; Wolin and Tarbet, 1997).
Unsafe human movement has had significant global impacts, specifically in occupational
environments, and the scientific perspective on occupational biomechanics has stemmed
from this growing health issue.
The importance of humans optimising and using tools was most likely realised early in
human species development, although the term ergonomics was not used to describe the
science of work until formally published in 1857 by Wojciech Jastrzebowski (Meister, 1999;
Wilson, 2000). However, it was not until the early 1900s that concepts to increase
productivity were published. Increasing systems performance for efficiency benefits was
popularised when there were great physical demands and exertion from employees (Wilson,
2000). The International Ergonomics Association defines ergonomics as the scientific
discipline concerned with understanding interactions among human and other elements of a
system, and the profession that applies theory, principles, data and methods to design in
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order to optimize human well-being and overall system performance (Dul and
Weerdmeester, 2003). Similar to the sports and exercise scientific discipline, ergonomics
was widely recognised during the Second World War (Meister, 1999). This was when the
first meaningful interdisciplinary approach to systematically apply different human sciences
and technologies to benefit military operations was founded. Post World War II the scientific
perspective of ergonomics quickly permeated industry and the International Ergonomics
Association was formed in 1961 (Dul and Weerdmeester, 2003). Current ergonomics is a
combination of disciplines including technology development, adaptive systems and
automation, behavioural sciences, human physiology and biomechanics (Konz, 2017;
Wilson, 2000).
Human movement science lead to the development of physical activity and resistance
exercise guidelines for health benefits. In conjunction with this research the ergonomic
perspective of biomechanics provided foundations for the development of safe lifting
guidelines to avoid negative outcomes of unsafe human movement. Ergonomic guidelines
are integrated within the workforce from a number of international bodies, dependent on the
location country or affiliated institute. Some of the most prominent ergonomic bodies include
the International Ergonomics Association, World Health Organisation, International
Commission on Occupational Health, International Organisation for Standardisation and the
Centres for Disease Control and Prevention. Although there are a range of institutions, all
with separate documents for manual material handling guidelines, they are determined
through current scientific literature at the times of publication, thus are typically
interchangeable. In general safe lifting guidelines recommend that spine postures and joints
remain neutral or where the muscles are mid-length to avoid strain, which occurs more often
in extreme lengthened or shortened positions (Cheung et al., 2007; Luttmann et al., 2003;
Scott et al., 2010). Manual handling tasks are often designed to avoid static postures over
extended periods of time, prioritising postures and movements that are dynamic and varied
over a working shift (National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health, 1981; Scott et al.,
2010). It has been suggested to avoid heavy loads and lift objects symmetrical to the midsagittal plane with both hands, keeping the object as close to the body as possible (Luttmann
et al., 2003). Additionally, sustained periods of continuous lifting should be limited, along with
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a reasonable average maximum energy expenditure of 1300 Kilojoules per hour for an eight
hour work shift (Scott et al., 2010).
One specific area of ergonomics is using safety guidelines for primary prevention of health
issues. The health issue targeted for primary prevention in this thesis was the prevalence of
low back injuries and associated LBD in the workplace. This niche ergonomics field aims to
reduce risk factors of injury to prevent any tissue overload which may cause damage to the
low back. There are generally two categories of risk factors which contribute to likelihood of
injury occurring. These include individual risks and task based risks (McGill, 2015). Individual
risk factors are intrinsically linked to people, including anthropometry, psychology and
movement competency. Task based risk factors are external to people, such as
environmental influences and applied task loads. The first step of primary prevention
involves identifying and monitoring these risk factors during workplace tasks, to compare
them to associated classified tolerance limits of safety. Scientific perspectives of
biomechanical ergonomics is to keep mechanical load on the musculoskeletal system within
the defined safe parameters. This is typically achieved by reducing risk factors of increasing
mechanical load such as repetition frequency, exposure times and unsafe postures (Cheung
et al., 2007; Luttmann et al., 2003; National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health,
1981). Safety guidelines to prevent LBD in healthy individuals suggest that manual handling
tasks should not exceed an upper limit of 350 kilograms compressive force (3432.33
Newtons) at the L5-S1 spinal discs (National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health,
1981). Researchers have established biomechanical models to predict these loads, with the
most popular developed from the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH). The NIOSH models modernised primary prevention of LBD in occupational
environments, utilising a culmination of physiological, biomechanical, psychophysical and
epidemiological manual handling literature. The literature was repurposed to develop
biomechanical models which estimate task based lifting capacity of healthy workers (Waters
et al., 1994). These tools are currently widely adopted in ergonomic interventions and were
partly the focus of this thesis due to the opportunities to modernise models with new
technologies and methods.
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An interdisciplinary scientific perspective including biomechanics, physical activity and
ergonomics goes hand in hand with how humans interact with and incorporate technology to
solve problems. Current disruptive technologies for this purpose includes inertial sensors,
typically housing accelerometers (measuring linear acceleration) and gyroscopes (measuring
angular rates) (Cuesta-Vargas et al., 2010). Inertial sensors were conceived early in the 19th
century and incorporated into inertial navigation systems in the 20 th century, used during
World War II in the V2 rocket and pioneering military guidance instruments for aircraft,
missiles, submarines, ships and anti-aircraft gun fire (Tazartes, 2014). Inertial sensors have
been highly adopted by the automotive and aviation industry and continue through a rapid
period of miniaturisation, cost reduction and mass production for many different types of
applications (Shaeffer, 2013; Yazdi et al., 1998). This rapid development has allowed
opportunities for kinematic applications and sensors have now been designed to monitor
specific human movements, validated as accurate tools of biomechanical quantification
(Cuesta-Vargas et al., 2010; Shaeffer, 2013). As a result consumer adoption has
exponentially grown as inertial sensors have more product availability, practicality, storage,
battery life and affordability (James, 2017). Currently electronic products such as smart
phones or tablets, gaming systems, tools, remote controls and wearable sensors
(wearables) are now ubiquitous with inertial sensors (Shaeffer, 2013). Wearable sensors
have been implemented in research to monitor the positive and negative effects of human
movement and scientific research objectives in this large field of research are focused on
validation, error correction, activity classification and sensor fusion (Lee et al., 2012; LópezNava and Muñoz-Meléndez, 2016).
This thesis combines the disciplines of biomechanics of resistance exercise, ergonomics of
manual material handling and wearables engineering to form a multidisciplinary perspective.
The outdated one size fits all approach may become redundant due to innovative disruptive
technologies, specifically for primary and secondary health care. The interdisciplinary
scientific perspective incorporated in this research lead to identifying a niche research gap,
which filling may provide significant practical implications for research, interventions and
technology development to overcome a prominent health problem.
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Scope of the research
The adoption of wearables applied to kinematics has improved the biomechanical
understanding of human movement and been a pivotal component for innovating new
methods of measuring individual and task based movement parameters. However prior to
any intervention, validation of new technologies and methods are required to support
reliability, accuracy and practicality (Hopkins, 2015). The scope of this research began by
identifying a validation gap in wearables literature. It was highlighted that although there are
many validations of inertial sensor outputs, there was no known validations that directly
report devices temporal errors during resistance exercises (Camomilla et al., 2018; RobertLachaine et al., 2017). Temporal information is important for identifying the timing of task
performances, sensor fusion, activity classification and which body segments are moving
and when. Timing is typically used to provide practical context to other movement
parameters such as events of interest in sport, locomotive durations, task segmentation and
task frequency in repetitive movements (Camomilla et al., 2018). Therefore the first step in
this thesis was to fill the identified gap in the literature by reporting temporal errors of inertial
sensors when monitoring a resistance exercise. This is further detailed in Chapter 4. One
major limitation for implementing inertial sensors to monitor resistance exercise is that skin
mounting devices is time consuming and requires significant expertise. Therefore devices
are typically incorporated into worn clothing or garments for practicality. However similarly to
skin mounted devices, despite numerous pre-existing or current wearable consumer
products and research that apply temporal features, there was no known validation
published for wearables (clothing mounted sensors). Therefore the primary scope of the
research reported in this thesis was to fill a gap in the literature by validating temporal
outputs of wearable inertial sensors during resistance exercise. This research is detailed in
Chapter 4.
The original motivational purpose for research was to develop an accurate, reliable and
practical automated method of measuring resistance exercise technique, which was not
dependent on subjective observational feedback or measurements. It was assumed the
development of this technology may be applied to assist coaches or individuals during high
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performance strength sports or structured strength and conditioning training. Initial literature
reviews formed the perspective of a temporal validation research gap, which was deemed
important to analyse and report on. Additionally it further became apparent that this principle
could be applied to other areas outside of sports and exercise applications. This was due to
the credence that new technologies and methods must be supported by relevant validation
analysis to be adopted into standardised practises and accepted by the scientific community.
After temporal outputs of accelerometers and gyroscopes were supported with validations,
literature reviews and pilot research were conducted to examine the monitoring of resistance
exercise with wearables. The purpose of this research was to determine the range of human
movement parameters important for resistance exercise efficiency and safety. The objective
was to measure the accuracy of inertial sensors to monitor these parameters and report on
or analyse any trends that were observed in the data. It was assumed that this pilot research
would provide the groundwork to build a model to monitor resistance exercise techniques
with inertial sensors. Significant trends included the measurement of spine posture
differences during resistance exercise and the possibility of implementing sensors to
deconstruct specific resistance exercises into segments for more in depth analysis of human
movements. These significant trends were published and are reported in Chapter 5.
The pilot research and relevant literature demonstrated that the original purpose of
incorporating wearables into elite sporting environments to monitor resistance exercise may
have been too optimistic or would have required significant sensor fusion methods and a
lifetime of research and technology development. It was concluded based on the trends
observed in pilot data that the current inertial sensor products may be more suited and more
importantly, have significant positive impacts for wide scale health and exercise interventions
to general populations or environments where lighter loads and individual movement
variability are high, such as certain workplaces (Avci et al., 2010; Pantelopoulos and
Bourbakis, 2010; Rodgers et al., 2015). This was due to wearables providing individualised
data for each individual, the high practicality of inertial sensor products to be incorporated in
most environments and the possibilities for involving paired software with simple user
interfaces (Avci et al., 2010; Rodgers et al., 2015). Furthermore applying wearables to
monitor resistance exercise in high performance facilities or for professional athletes may be
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less critical (compared to other areas of society) in most cases due to the already structured
access to technology and experts. A relatively new field of research where wearables have
been implemented is primary prevention of health issues in the workplace. Inertial sensors
have been identified as a possible practical and accurate means for monitoring risk factors of
sustaining LBD during resistance exercise (De Bruin et al., 2008; Rodgers et al., 2015;
Shany et al., 2012). Low back disorders are a significant worldwide health problem and is
only set to increase over the coming decades with the increasing ageing population
(Dagenais et al., 2008; Hoy et al., 2014; Hoy et al., 2012; Hoy et al., 2010). Current
ergonomic standards for primary prevention of LBD were reviewed and models for this
purpose were identified, with greater importance given to those which may be monitored with
wearables. After review the University of Utah Hand Calculated Back Compressive Force
Equation (HCBCF) and the Revised National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
Lifting Equation (RNLE) were chosen for analysis (Merryweather et al., 2009; Waters et al.,
1994). Inertial sensors were acknowledged as a possible means to modernise these tools.
Occupational LBD, the RNLE, the HCBCF equation and wearable inertial sensors are further
detailed and discussed in Chapter 2.
It was concluded from critiquing the literature reported in Chapter 2, that inertial sensors may
be incorporated to semi-automate current manual predictions of task or individual based risk
factors that may lead to low back injuries in the workplace, which has not been published
before. Developers of the HCBCF equation highlighted that the major limitation with current
standards is that manual material handling estimations are static (Merryweather et al., 2009).
Therefore the estimations do not account for individual inertial forces from movement during
a task, and are limited to only one point in time. Research is required to modify estimation
models to add dynamic components. Inertial sensors monitor movement parameters for
each instance in time and may be an accurate method of modernising current static
estimations including the RNLE and HCBCF equations. This served as the basis for the
updated scope of this research. This is further detailed in Chapter 6.
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Statement of the problem
There was a gap in the literature with no known validations that directly report inertial
sensors temporal errors during resistance exercises, mounted on the skin or for clothing
mounted devices (Camomilla et al., 2018; Robert-Lachaine et al., 2017).
Low back disorders are a significant worldwide health issue, growing due to the ageing
population and people retiring at older ages (Hoy et al., 2014; Powell and Taylor, 2016;
Taylor, 2018). Therefore, primary prevention for workplace interventions and research are
required. Unsafe movement in occupational environments is a contributing risk to sustaining
LBD. Individual and task based risk factors that increase the likelihood of sustaining LBD are
currently estimated manually with biomechanical models of human movement such as the
RNLE and HCBCF equation (Merryweather et al., 2009; Waters et al., 1994). However the
problem is that these manual calculations require significant time and expertise to implement
in wide scale interventions and only provide static information, for only one instance in time
(Merryweather et al., 2009).
Research questions
To overcome the issues highlighted in the statement of the problem, research questions
were updated and served as the basis for aims and objectives of the concurrent research
projects.


What is the validity and error of measuring temporal outputs of wearable inertial
sensors during resistance exercise?



Can inertial sensors measure important parameters for safety or efficiency of
resistance exercise in real time and what are the implications or trends of these
measures?



How valid are inertial sensors for measuring parameters and outputs of the RNLE
and the HCBCF equations?

Aims and objectives
The primary research objective was to fill a gap in the literature by validating temporal
outputs of wearable inertial sensors when monitoring resistance exercise. This was made
possible by first publishing validation results from skin mounted inertial sensors, as detailed
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in Chapter 4. The original secondary objective was to develop a system utilising inertial
sensors to monitor resistance exercise efficiency, to be applied for performance increases in
sport or high performance strength and conditioning programs. However a statement of the
problem was developed based on conclusions drawn from experimental pilot research and
reviewing literature. A review of the literature is reported in Chapter 2 and the observed
trends from pilot research were published and are reported in Chapter 5. Contributing toward
overcoming the issues highlighted in the statement of the problem was deemed to have
potentially more widespread significance than the original secondary objective. Therefore
new research questions were formulated and the secondary research objective updated. The
updated objective of the thesis was to validate new methodologies applied to wearable
inertial sensors to measure currently standardised manual estimations of LBD risk factors.
Method validations of measuring static LBD risk factors with wearables has been submitted
for publication and is presented in Chapter 6. This research was aimed at providing the
foundation to begin developing a comprehensive semi-automated wearable system to
monitor the risk of sustaining LBD in the workplace via manual material handling. Timeline
limitations prevented this development further, however significant research advancements
were made, all research questions were comprehensively answered, and future
recommendations and practical implications are presented and discussed.

Thesis outline
A brief outline for the remaining chapters are detailed. Chapter 2 presents a background of
the literature disciplines discussed in Chapter 1. Functional anatomy of the low back, the
mechanisms of LBD, epidemiology, prevalence and the impact of LBD are reviewed. The
RNLE and HCBCF equations are presented and reviewed. Three Dimensional motion
capture and inertial sensors implemented for human movement applications are reviewed.
Finally a literature review was completed to summarise the ergonomic resistance exercise
applications of wearables.
Chapter 3 provides methodology information that could not be included in publications due to
word limits. Specific data processing and analyses of methodologies per research project are
further detailed in the corresponding publications and submitted manuscripts. Chapter 3
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references appendices and expands on research designs adopted to achieve the aims and
objectives, providing further contextual clarifications. Research questions are restated, a
timeline is presented, participant characteristics are reported and validity statistical analysis
tests are discussed.
Chapter 4 reports two separate publications validating temporal outputs of the devices used.
The articles are unedited PDF copies sourced from the relevant journal or proceedings. Thus
formatting may differ from this thesis, and a list of references is included per publication.
Both manuscripts went through a full paper peer review process before being accepted for
publication.
Chapter 5 reports the outcomes of pilot research published in full paper peer reviewed
proceedings. The articles are unedited PDF copies sourced from the relevant proceedings.
Thus formatting may differ from this thesis, and a list of references is included per
publication. All manuscripts went through a full paper peer review process before being
accepted for presentation or publication.
Chapter 6 reports the results aimed toward validating the semi-automation of two separate
lifting equations (RNLE and HCBCF equation) using inertial sensors. Further detail into
future implications are presented and the potential to use technology to dynamically monitor
these equations in the future is discussed.
Chapter 7 is the conclusion. Chapter 7 ties together the research presented in publications
and earlier chapters. The chapter contains discussion of strengths and limitations, details
topics of interest, reports original contributions to research, recommends future research
considerations, restates aims and objectives and concludes the thesis.
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Background and literature review

Chapter outline
This chapter presents and reviews the literature of the disciplines discussed in Chapter 1. A
comprehensive appraisal of low back anatomy was excluded due to being outside the scope
of specificity in this research. However, functional anatomy of the low back was considered
an important predecessor for knowledge and research which contributed toward making this
thesis topic possible. Therefore this chapter begins by highlighting the importance of the
anatomy for understanding movement functionality. A few key examples of how the structure
of the low back defines functionality are presented which sets the precedent for the analysis
of injury. The mechanisms of low back disorders (LBD) are presented and risk factors that
increase the likelihood of injury are reviewed.
Deconstructing LBD lead to an analysis of epidemiology. The global prevalence of LBD is
reported from relevant systematic reviews, which summarises the significance of the
problem. The impact of LBD on occupational environments is discussed with reference
comparisons to other populations. Conclusions drawn from epidemiology of LBD literature
was used to partly construct the statement of the problem and research questions presented
in Chapter 1.
The scope of the research in Chapter 1 reported two biomechanical models of primary
prevention for LBD in the workplace. These models were the focus of certain research
questions and included the Revised National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
Lifting Equation (RNLE) and the University of Utah Hand Calculated Back Compressive
Force Equation (HCBCF). These equations have been presented and defined. Validity and
equation designs were reviewed, highlighting the important strengths and limitations.
The limitations of three dimensional motion capture are presented, which highlights the
importance of practical alternatives in occupational interventions for biomechanical
movement analysis. To semi-automate or improve the accuracy of measuring the RNLE and
HCBCF equation, wearable inertial sensors were chosen for validity analysis. The reasoning
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for this choice is included in the review, including the accuracy and practicality of inertial
sensors. Finally a literature review was completed to summarise the ergonomic resistance
exercise applications utilising inertial sensors. Conclusions of this review are presented and
Chapter 2 summarised.

Low back disorders
This subsection reviews the body of literature defining LBD, mechanisms of injury, and
human movement risk factors of sustaining LBD. Low back disorders is used throughout this
thesis as a general and commonly used term referring to musculoskeletal health issues and
function of the low back.
Functional anatomy
Considering the anatomy of the lumbar spine provides the foundation in understanding the
movement functionality and injury mechanisms. This is due to the premise that LBD may be
directly caused from altering the resting healthy structure of the low back. The low back is
made up of the lumbar spine consisting of five vertebrae and supporting musculature,
ligaments, tendons and joint capsules. This structure protects the spinal cord and complex
nervous system whilst simultaneously providing highly functional mobility. The mobility is
attributed to the joints connecting each vertebrae including the zygapophysial joints
(between articular processes) and the symphysis, which consists of compressible
intervertebral fibrocartilaginous discs. The hydrostatic nature of intervertebral disc allows
approximately six degrees of range between segments (McGill, 2015). The architecture of
spine segments allows elastic deformation in the intervertebral discs and vertebral trabecular
bone as a coping mechanism of compressive loads, regaining the original structure and
health when loading ceases and with adequate rest. Surrounding functions of low back
tissue further contributes toward stabilisation and control, which may be considered intrinsic
injury prevention systems. For example, the ligaments act to prevent shearing and
hyperextension or hyperflexion and include the anterior and posterior longitudinal ligaments,
supraspinous and interspinous ligaments and the ligamentum flavum (Allegri et al., 2016;
McGill, 2015; Netter, 2017).
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Muscles play a similar role and are most often associated with motor control and motion
stabilisation, which differs from the primary movement driven muscles in limbs that have
distinct agonists and antagonists. Muscles supporting the principle motions of the low back
can be divided into four distinct groups including flexors, extensors, lateral flexors and
rotators (Allegri et al., 2016; Hansen et al., 2006). Additionally the deep layer of small
posterior muscles that attach between spine segments such as the intertransversarii and
rotatores have such small cross sectional areas and force production potential that they do
not have much movement contribution (Netter, 2017). Therefore it has been suggested that
the purpose of these muscles may be primarily proprioception, due to the high muscle
spindle counts acting as stabilising position transducers (McGill, 2015). Torso flexion is
mostly influenced by hip rotation (not lumbar), being driven primarily by the psoas major
which attaches directly to vertebral bodies. Extensors attached to the lumbar vertebrae
include the interspinales, intertransversarii medialis, multifidis, and erector spinae muscles
(Netter, 2017). Erector spinae has three columns including the spinalis (medial), longissimus
(intermediate) and iliocostalis (lateral) (Hansen et al., 2006). The erector spinae can
coordinate with the multifidis to oppose flexion of the trunk when it is rotated (Bogduk, 2005).
Due to the difficulty and ethical considerations of studying spine biomechanics in vivo,
functional anatomy is typically limited to qualitative analysis or cadaver studies. Therefore
structure descriptions have been comprehensively reported in literature, however the
scientific understanding of fibre lengths, cross sectional muscle area, moment arms and
forces during human movement are continually being researched (Hansen et al., 2006).
Human movements are diverse constantly changing actions, and muscle force transmits to
the joints and tissues surrounding them (Myers, 2013). New methods and technologies, such
as electromyography wearable sensors, are continuously being developed for quantitative
analysis of biomechanics for dynamic movements. Furthermore, mathematical simulation
and modelling has provided means to quantitatively predict joint motion and muscle forces.
Biomechanical models or simulations of the spine (whole or segmented) vary among the
literature. This is largely due to complex individual variations and the vast number of
contributing factors to functional anatomy. For example, anthropometric differences between
the sexes is a known contributor. Males have been found to have more mobility in flexion
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and extension, compared to females who have a higher degree of lateral flexion range of
motion (Biering-sØrensen, 1984). Additionally, elderly people have demonstrated
significantly lower levels of vertebrae compressive strength and range of motion for full
flexion and lateral bending, compared to younger individuals (McGill et al., 1999; Skrzypiec
et al., 2007). Therefore individual characteristics contribute to the function of anatomic
structures which varies greatly, and in turn influences load capacity of tissues.
Movement between body segments is relative to tissue strain, which limits movement based
on the coupled motions of tissue elasticity and the coordinated muscle contractions (Hansen
et al., 2006; Miyasaka et al., 2000). Other contributing anatomical factors to low back
functionality and health include neural health and structure, ligament elasticity and health,
bone density and strength, tissue flexibility, intervertebral disc shape and health, muscle
architecture and anthropometry (McGill, 2015). Degenerative or damaging cell mediated
changes to these anatomical structures may alter functionality and contribute to LBD.
Injury mechanisms and risk factors
Human movement may alter the long term functional anatomy of the low back or briefly
disrupt the biomechanical function of structures. Thus any disrupted innervated tissue may
be candidates for LBD or symptoms, such as pain. Pain originates from nerve endings of
numerous pain receptors and can be trigged by mechanical overloads, such as when
pressure increases (Mense, 2008). Different tissues have different ceilings of pressure or
force tolerance, which when exceeded may cause micro damage, pain or more severe
injuries. Tissue damage causes LBD and injuries are typically categorised as acute or
chronic (American College of Sports Medicine, 2009; Bloomer, 2007; Wolin and Tarbet,
1997). Definitions of acute or chronic injuries vary among the literature and there is a need to
standardise injury classifications based on timeframes, anatomic pathology and tissue
quality or repair (Flint et al., 2014). Defining injury types is important to distinguish injury
mechanisms and plan appropriate treatments or management plans, however this is outside
the scope of this research which targets primary prevention opposed to secondary
prevention. In general, acute refers to an injury caused by a sudden traumatic event and
chronic refers to an injury cause by repetitive or prolonged exposure to micro trauma.
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Chronic or overuse injuries are the more common low back injury type and are more
prevalent in occupational environments (Manchikanti et al., 2014).
The focus of this research was the broad spectrum of lifting tasks, specifically for the healthy
population in occupational environments, that when performed unsafely may contribute to
negative changes in an individual’s functional anatomy. During lifting tasks, the forces from
muscles and ligaments required to support postures and facilitate motion demands may
exceed safe limits and lead to injury, due to individual characteristics, technique of
movement, environmental factors and psychological health. Individual factors, such as age
and sex, influence individual anthropometry which directly contributes to safe individual
parameters for lifting (Biering-sØrensen, 1984; Graci et al., 2012; McGill et al., 1999;
Skrzypiec et al., 2007). Therefore separate guidelines are typically implemented for manual
material handling limits of safety based on different subpopulations. Individual characteristics
such as age may be unchangeable. However, the anatomical structures influenced by
unchangeable factors may still operate within safe parameters to avoid LBD by manipulating
human movement techniques and environmental contributions, such as load weights lifted or
duration of the activity. Research reported in this thesis focused primarily on physical
technique of movement, which is considered a fundamental component of efficiency and
safety. This is supported by the literature which demonstrates that lifting and sporting
athletes (experts) lift differently to novices and have lower risks of sustaining injury
(Adelsberger et al., 2013; Lett and McGill, 2006; Siewe et al., 2014). This is due to structured
resistance exercise programs or other exposure to lifting experience eliciting muscle and
neural development which reinforces safer movement postures and technique habits
(Adelsberger et al., 2013; Keogh et al., 2006; Raske and Norlin, 2002; Siewe et al., 2011).
As a workplace example, firefighters have demonstrated less spinal forces and less muscle
activation during pushing and pulling tasks when compared to untrained individuals (Lett and
McGill, 2006). Less muscle activation under identical conditions suggest more efficient
movement or better technique, which resulted in lower spinal forces, thus lower risk factors
of developing LBD (or larger parameters of safety). Therefore the opposite of these factors
that are linked with expertise may be considered LBD risk factors that reduce individual safe
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lifting limits. This may include muscle size and control, neural development and human
movement technique.
Population guidelines typically underestimate limits of safety, due to large individual
variances. However, underestimation in this field is considered appropriate due to a blanket
approach including the most vulnerable of people, thus protecting a wider range of the
population. For example, back compressive force (BCF) is a known risk factor for sustaining
LBD, which can cause a disruption to the mechanical environment of the spine. Compressive
loading induces forces directing down along the long axis of the spine, perpendicular to the
discs (Adams, 2004). High compressive force coupled with a high volume of activity with
inadequate recovery periods leads to degenerative cell mediated changes in intervertebral
discs, lumbar bone segments and surrounding tissues (Hutton et al., 1998). Numerous
sources have classified spine strength limits of safety and the reported tolerance limits vary
across the literature (Genaidy et al., 1993). Possibly the most cited guidelines are from the
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH), defining a safe action limit of
lumbar vertebrae five to sacral vertebrae one (L5-S1) low back compression forces for single
repetitions at 3,400 Newtons (Arjmand et al., 2015; Genaidy et al., 1993; McGill, 2015;
Waters et al., 1994). Biomechanical tolerance limits are typically based on cadaver studies,
however it has been suggested that during human movement a living lumbar spine may be
able to tolerate much larger forces than a cadaver (Arjmand et al., 2015; Genaidy et al.,
1993). The NIOSH L5-S1 BCF action limit is very conservative relative to the manual
handling tasks it was designed for, thus increases the safety of a wider range of job tasks
(Arjmand et al., 2015).
Techniques of lifting that may cause tissue overload and lead to LBD include prolonged
exposure to postures with large degrees of motion (such as flexion), muscle activity and
movement speed (Hoogendoorn et al., 2000; Marras et al., 1995; Waters et al., 1994). The
flexion of the spine during lifting may increase the risk of sustaining LBD by placing higher
compression loads on the spine, compared to neutral spine postures (Bakker et al., 2009). A
fully flexed spine may be 23% to 47% weaker than if it were in a neutral posture (Gunning et
al., 2001). Additionally changing the degree of spine flexion during a task, opposed to
keeping the spine posture motionless, may be linked with higher risk (McGill, 2015).
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Furthermore, along with flexion, rotation of the trunk has been suggested as a moderate risk
factor of LBD. Risk factor increases with higher degrees of rotation or flexion and longer
periods of exposure in these postures (Hoogendoorn et al., 2000). The speed of movement
is also a contributor to risk. Typically muscle activity and neural control adapts to
accommodate for task demands such as speed, for example by resulting in recruiting
different muscles (Frost et al., 2015). Higher speed demands have been associated with
increased risks of injury, typically due to requiring greater force production to perform the
task and the connected increased difficulty in controlling and stabilising motion at higher
speeds (Frost et al., 2015; Haff and Triplett, 2015).
Outside of technique other physical risk factors include high force demands, repetition,
cumulative lifting (job rotations), fatigue and rest (Garg and Kapellusch, 2016; Marras et al.,
1995; McGill, 2015). Repetition or prolonged exposures to repetitive lifting is cited throughout
the literature as a contributing factor in increasing fatigue, creep and tissue overload
(Bernard and Putz-Anderson, 1997; Cheung et al., 2007; Gallagher and Heberger, 2013;
McGill, 2015). Tasks involving greater force demands to facilitate and control motion are also
among the most commonly accepted physical risk factors (Bernard and Putz-Anderson,
1997; Gallagher and Heberger, 2013; Hoogendoorn et al., 1999). Risk factor of sustaining
injuries has been proposed to moderately increase when performing repetitive tasks
requiring low force production and greatly increase when performing repetitive tasks
requiring high force production, suggesting an interdependence and correlation between
force and repetition (Gallagher and Heberger, 2013). This interdependence is closely related
to scientific perspectives of fatigue, rest and cumulative lifting due to increasing risk factors
of LBD via overload.
Cumulative lifting refers to performing multiple manual handling jobs over an entire working
shift, with each individual task having separate risk factors of causing LBD. Numerous risk
factor models have been developed to calculate integrated entire shift level exposures to
cumulative spine loading (Garg and Kapellusch, 2016; Waters et al., 1994). This is a similar
perspective to primary prevention approaches implemented in sport athlete training regimes
to avoid fatigue or overtraining, which focuses on the science of rest. In regard to
occupational exposures, inadequate rest and fatigue have been associated as a risk factor of
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chronic LBD due to the effect of creep, suggesting that tissue micro damage occurs at faster
rates than tissue repair or strengthening (Abboud et al., 2016; Karwowski and Marras, 2006).
Adequate rest between working shifts, tasks or repetitions allows for bodily adaptation and
healing, which is necessary to avoid fatigue. Insufficient rest causes declines in the
functional capacity of the low back, lowering tolerance to force and increasing the prevalence
or severity of LBD (Marras et al., 2014). Current ergonomics aims to prevent LBD by
reducing risk factors of physical technique contributors and environmental tasks demands.
Reducing loads and forces (shear or compressive) instigated by task demands, allowing
ample recovery time between tasks, limiting repetitiveness of tasks, in some cases
increasing loads or muscle activation (to increase support of the spine) and staying within
safe limits of movement technique have all been associated with reducing the risk of tissue
damage (McGill, 2015). However, the workplace is one area of society where these risks
may be overlooked, which is supported by occupational LBD epidemiology.

Epidemiology
This section reports the prevalence of LBD on a global scale and further details the burden in
occupational environments. Additionally the problem of LBD in ergonomics is compared to
professional athletes and lifting experts. The literature in this section were used to support
and identify the statement of the problem reported in Chapter 1. The epidemiology reported
highlights the need for research and investment in occupational environments to prevent
LBD. Furthermore regardless of methodologies or bias in epidemiology literature, it is
suggested that LBD prevalence is significantly higher than reported. This has been attributed
to under-reporting of incidences, lack of qualified instruction or supervision and workplaces
not reporting (or even monitoring) injury rates (Barnes and Plisk, 2002).
Global prevalence of low back disorders
Chronic LBD represents the leading cause of disability worldwide and is a major welfare and
economic problem (Allegri et al., 2016; Balagué et al., 2012). The elderly are at an increased
risk of sustaining LBD compared to younger individuals (McGill, 2015; Skrzypiec et al.,
2007). Therefore this worldwide health issue is set to increase over coming decades due to
the ageing population (Hoy et al., 2014). Reports in the literature demonstrated the incidence
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of LBD steadily increases with age until 60 to 65 years and then gradually declines (Hoy et
al., 2010; Meucci et al., 2015). This may be due to coinciding with the retirement age in most
countries, therefore less occupational exposure to risk. Low back disorders are most
prevalent in people aged between 40 to 80 years (Hoy et al., 2012). In the 2010 Global
Burden of Diseases Study, LBD ranked first out of 291 conditions studied for years of life lost
and sixth in overall burden (Hoy et al., 2014). Additionally the authors reported that LBD was
ranked highest in 12 of the 21 included world regions as a contributor to disability and first in
overall burden in Western Europe and Australasia. The study also reported that disability
adjusted life years increased significantly from a 1990 report, attributed to population
increase and the ageing population. Mean overall prevalence of global LBD (regardless of
prevalence period) has been estimated at around 31 percent and global age standardised
point prevalence estimated at 9.4 percent (Hoy et al., 2014; Hoy et al., 2012). Significant
differences are present between time periods studied, countries and literature methodologies
or bias, thus global means should be interpreted with caution. However regardless of these
factors, it is a common conclusion that LBD is a significant health issue requiring more
research and investment to prevent. Furthermore, clear definitions and classifications are
required for the low back region, chronic pain, and disorders as large variations are present
throughout literature.
Until relatively recently, the LBD issue was primarily associated with wealthy western
countries. However, epidemiological research has increased for low and middle income
countries which demonstrate LBD as a major problem (Hoy et al., 2010). Chronic LBD may
be under-reported and occur at high rates by early adulthood, with most instances likely to
have ongoing reoccurring symptoms throughout life (Hoy et al., 2010). Prevalence of LBD
has been reportedly significantly higher in females, who are also more likely to take time off
work and claim compensation when compared to males (Hoy et al., 2012; Hoy et al., 2010;
Meucci et al., 2015). The burden of LBD causes substantial economic loss to individuals,
families, communities, industry and governments (Hoy et al., 2010). The high prevalence of
LBD and associated costs, specifically in occupational environments, spans many countries
and is more prevalent than the majority of other health conditions, supporting the need for
research and investment.
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Occupational impact
Workplace LBD accounts for the largest percentage of work day absences throughout most
of the world and contribute to high workers compensation costs (Boda et al., 2010; Safe
Work Australia, 2013). Australian workplace prevalence of LBD due to manual handling
tasks support technique of movement as a significant contributing risk factor. In the
Australian 2009/10 survey, 175,000 (27 percent) people, from 650,000 reported workplace
injuries were lifting, pulling or pushing related occupational injuries (Australian Bureau of
Statistics, 2011). Furthermore, the same report indicated that of the twelve million total
workers in 2009/2010, 53 people out of every 1000 received some form of low back injury.
This equates to approximately 14 to 15 people per 1000 that received an injury in Australia
over a one year period, caused by lifting, pulling or pushing related resistance exercise while
at work. These types of injuries were the most common cause of injury for females and the
second highest cause for males (Safe Work Australia, 2012). The follow up survey in
2013/14 demonstrated one out of three injuries (34 percent) occurred from preventable
lifting, pushing, pulling or bending human movement tasks (Australian Bureau of Statistics,
2015). Repetitive or strenuous forms of human movement, specifically when performed in an
unsafe manner, were the leading cause of low back injuries and prevalence increased by
seven percent from the previous survey in 2009/10 (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2011).
Work related compensation claims data gathered over a 15 year period (2000/01-2015/16)
demonstrated that back injuries, although decreasing by 36 percent over the 15 year period,
are still the most common type of injury claimed (Safe Work Australia, 2018). High workers
compensation costs from injuries claimed by manual handling contribute to 45 percent of the
total yearly economic cost in Australia (approximately $61.8 billion AUD) (Safe Work
Australia, 2015).
Similar occupational prevalence of LBD and associated costs span the globe. For example in
the USA 2008, sprain or strain workplace injuries accounted for 39 percent of total injury and
illness cases reported (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2008). Back injuries represented 40
percent of these cases and accounted for the highest percentage of lost working days at
20.6 percent (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2008; Boda et al., 2010). Iranian databases
have demonstrated an estimated prevalence of 25 percent for LBD in industrial workers, and
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significantly higher rates in health care workers (Mehrdad et al., 2016). To summarise, there
is a high prevalence of workplace injuries caused by activities that reflect resistance
exercise, and these injuries occur more often than other injury types. The most likely cause
of these injuries is overloading, from consistent practise of unsafe technique. The most
common site of injury or chronic pain is the low back which may be attributed primarily to
avoidable risk factors of injury such as technique of movement. Preventing the incidence of
LBD in occupational environments may have significant impacts on population health and
functionality whilst reducing high associated costs to industry, individuals and government on
a global scale.
Low back injuries in professional sport
This section briefly highlights prevalence of LBD in professional athletes, which
demonstrates the discrepancies between epidemiology in population subgroups. Low back
injuries and shoulder injuries are the most common sites of injury in professional strength
sports, which includes power-lifting, weightlifting, cross fit and strongman competitions
(Keogh et al., 2006; Kerr et al., 2010; Raske and Norlin, 2002; Winwood et al., 2014).
Strength sport athletes typically have much lower rates of injury compared to other
populations, specifically those in occupational environments. The literature has reported
injury rates per 1000 training hours for strength related sports, which ranged from 0.24 to
5.50 injuries (Beardsley, 2008). These injury rates are also considerably lower than those
found in the majority of other sports or recreational exercise subpopulations, regardless of
individual demographics (Hespanhol Junior et al., 2013; Keogh et al., 2006; Spinks and
McClure, 2007; van Mechelen, 1992). Furthermore, less experienced individuals
participating in sport, specifically adolescent amateurs, have significantly higher LBD
prevalence than occupational environment subpopulations or general population (Schmidt et
al., 2014). Adolescent athletes participating in regular sport and exercise may have higher
rates of LBD compared to adults and other subpopulations due to less technique expertise,
undeveloped musculoskeletal and neural systems, lower tolerance limits to force and
repetition, experiencing and reporting pain in the low back for the first time and participating
in large quantities of activity. The significance of these findings is that it supports the
literature demonstrating that more developed anatomical structures and safer task technique
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execution may reduce the risk factors of sustaining LBD (Kerr et al., 2010; Raske and Norlin,
2002; Siewe et al., 2011). Strength athletes have large exposure times to resistance
exercise with extremely heavy loads, however have lower rates of injury compared to other
subpopulations. This suggests the key variables in preventing LBD is how individuals move
(expertise/technique) as well as functional anatomy, which can be changed through
structured exercise or general exposure periods. Primary prevention initiatives to reduce
LBD prevalence should target these two variables.

Ergonomics perspective of primary prevention
Modelling biomechanical systems is a major area of primary prevention for ergonomics, and
includes a multidisciplinary perspective for research and investment. In Chapter 1 it was
highlighted that the scope of this thesis includes validating new methodologies with wearable
inertial sensors in order to modernise or semi-automate biomechanical models. These
models are essentially computational algorithms which simulate realistic postures and
associated forces on the human body. There are numerous types of static and dynamic
models that exist and these range in complexity. Some models have been developed for the
specific purpose of estimating task based musculoskeletal risk factors of sustaining LBD.
Arguably the most popular of these models, the RNLE, and a more current model, the
HCBCF, were chosen for research focus. This section of Chapter 2 defines these models,
reports on the validity and adoption in occupational environments, and reviews the models
strengths and limitations.
Revised lifting equation
A lifting equation was developed by the NIOSH in 1981 to prevent manual material handling
related low back injuries and promote research and investment. This was due to strong
evidence, which NIOSH publications contributed toward, for correlations between LBD and
injury with work related manual material handling tasks (Bernard and Putz-Anderson, 1997;
Waters et al., 1993). Criteria used to develop the equations included a maximum limit of
compressive force of 3400 N, a maximum energy expenditure of 2.2 to 4.7 kilocalories per
minute and adhering to a maximum acceptable movable load weights for 99 percent of the
male population and 75 percent of female population (Waters et al., 1993). The original
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purpose was to implement an equation for wide scale interventions to reduce task based risk
factors of sustaining injuries for simple two handed lifting tasks in the workplace. The work
was a culmination of physiological, biomechanical, psychophysical and epidemiological
literature and was reviewed over a 10 year period before a revised NIOSH lifting equation
was publically released in 1991. Thus the RNLE is more than just biomechanical, using a
multidisciplinary scientific perspective to define task based lifting capacities of healthy
workers by estimating a tasks recommended weight limit. The Recommended Weight Limit
is defined as the weight of the load lifted for a specific task that nearly all healthy workers
could perform over a substantial period of time or typical work shift (approximately 8 hours),
without increasing the risk of sustaining LBD (Waters et al., 1994). The RNLE to estimate the
Recommended Weight Limit (Equation 1) (Waters et al., 1994):

RWL = LC × HM × VM × DM × AM × FM × CM
Where;


RWL: Recommended Weight Limit for the task being analysed.



LC: Load Constant (23 kilograms). This is the maximum recommended load that
healthy individuals may lift under ideal conditions.



HM: Horizontal Multiplier, calculated as 25/H. H is the distance, in centimetres,
between the mid-point of the ankles to a point on the floor directly below the midpoint of the hands. The mid-point of the ankles is defined as the centre of the line
between the inner ankle bones. The mid-point of the hands is measured similarly,
from both largest middle knuckles.



VM: Vertical Multiplier, calculated as 1 – (0.003 × |V – 75|). V is the vertical
height of the hands (measured from large middle knuckle) above the floor, in
centimetres.



DM: Distance Multiplier, calculated as 0.82 + 4.5/D. D is the vertical travel
distance of the hands between the origin and destination of the lift, in centimetres.
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AM: Asymmetry Multiplier, calculated as 1 – 0.0032A. A is the twist angle, in
degrees, between the asymmetry line and the mid-sagittal line.



FM: Frequency Multiplier, drawn from an empirically determined table derived
from the frequency of lifts per minute.



CM: Coupling Multiplier, drawn from an empirically determined table derived from
the gripping method utilised on the load being lifted, classified as good, fair, or
poor.

Each multiplier further has a separate empirically determined table for use on work sites in
situations where calculations are unable to be made. This provides an added layer of
simplicity and practicality. The Frequency Multiplier table includes further separation
between activity durations split into three categories (short, medium and long duration). In
some cases when using these tables it is necessary to use linear interpolation when
multiplier values sit between cell values. The RNLE uses static individual parameters of
movement including the horizontal and vertical location of the object being lifted, vertical
displacement of the object between the start and the end of a single repetition, the twisting
angle or asymmetry of the trunk, the number of lifts completed per minute and the grip on the
object lifted. These are measured manually at two static points in time, the origin and
destination. The origin refers to the very beginning of motion and destination refers to the
very end of motion for one repetition (Rajaee et al., 2015). Each of these parameters are
given separate weightings of risk contribution, which is applied as a multiplier. Each
parameters multiplier is used in the equation to decrease the defined Load Constant, with
the final result being the Recommended Weight Limit. The Recommended Weight Limit
represents load capacity for a task, however does not account for the inherent risks to
individuals due to the task performed.
Therefore the RNLE involves a second equation to define a Lifting Index. This index provides
a standardised relative estimate of the physical stress associated with a single repetition of a
manual lifting task. The Lifting Index is a ratio between the actual load lifted during a task
and that tasks Recommended Weight Limit. Therefore a Lifting Index greater than 1.0
indicates an increased risk for sustaining lifting related LBD (Waters et al., 1994).
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Furthermore the higher the Lifting Index, the more risk the task involves. The inverse is also
true. The RNLE can be utilised to adjust manual handling tasks accordingly to attempt to
reduce a tasks Lifting Index to below 1.0 and adhere to the Recommended Weight Limit to
minimise risks of sustaining LBD. The RNLE for the estimation of the Lifting Index (Equation
2) (Waters et al., 1994):

LI = LW / RWL
Where;


LW is the Load Weight representing the amount that is being lifted, in kilograms.



LI is the Lifting Index and RWL is the Recommended Weight Limit.

The applications manual for the RNLE is one of the most downloaded NIOSH publications
and the RNLE is the most widely utilised job analysis tool in occupational environments (Lu
et al., 2016; Waters et al., 1994). However there were no supporting validations for the
RNLE at the time of public release. Numerous validations were reported across the literature
in the decade following, with the first of the NIOSH epidemiological validations published in
1999 (Hidalgo et al., 1995; Marras et al., 1999; Waters et al., 1999). This analysis included
data from 308 workers across various facilities and reported odds ratio, a relative statistical
measure of effect between two groups, typically an intervention group and a comparison
group (Waters et al., 1999). Thus if an outcome effect is the same across both groups the
odds ratio will be 1:1 which implies no difference. Results demonstrated a significant odds
ratio for self-reported LBD when the Lifting Index was between 2.0 and 3.0, compared to a
Lifting Index of less than 1.0. However these early validations lacked appropriate study
designs and did not report on correlations between specific risk factors and associated LBD.
In 2011 the NIOSH followed up the initial validation by monitoring 677 participants employed
over 125 manual handling tasks over nine industrial sites (Waters et al., 2011). Results from
this larger data set demonstrated significant odds ratio for self-reported LBD when the Lifting
Index ranged from 1.0 to 3.0, compared to a Lifting Index of less than 1.0. These results
suggest a significant positive relationship between LI and increased risk of sustaining LBD.
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This conclusion is further supported by the literature, with 13 validation studies found in a
recent systematic review all confirming this positive relationship between Lifting Index and
LBD, and no known research reporting negative or insignificant relationships (Lu et al.,
2016). In total, 137 documents relating to RNLE research were included in the systematic
review. The documents had a broad range of topics including methodology
comparisons/reviews, accuracy validations, designing new task multipliers/equation
variables and safety guidelines. However research reporting specific intervention impacts of
LBD prevalence are required. To ideally validate the accuracy and impact of the RNLE to
identify and reduce LBD, a longitudinal prospective cohort study design with an intervention
group and placebo group, continual follow up measures, and clear classifications of LBD
would be required. This may be an area of future research
Changes to the RNLE have been proposed throughout the literature to modify the predictive
function, such as including additions for sequential lifting tasks and multi task jobs (Waters et
al., 2007). Further RNLE research has included, but is not limited to incorporating the effect
of heat stress, stiffness, job rotations, variable tasks and corrections for different populations
(Lu et al., 2016; Waters et al., 2015). However, no known modification has been
incorporated into the standard RNLE equations, possibly due to minimal validation metrics.
Adding further multipliers to the RNLE model may increase accuracy, specificity and the
number of LBD risk factors monitored. However greater complexity may also increase
expertise requirements and instruments needed to monitor further multipliers, impeding on
practicality and adoption.
The RNLE has been validated against other biomechanical models including the Three
Dimensional Static Strength Prediction Model and the Lumbar Motion Monitor to predict the
risk of LBD (Boda et al., 2010). These models are more suited to complex lifting tasks.
However the RNLE has greater practicality due to its simple design, which may contribute to
the higher rate of adoption over other models. Furthermore, missing from the literature is
validation methodologies comparing the RNLE to higher standards of human movement
monitoring, such as three dimensional motion capture. Research trends generally skip
validation criteria specific to RNLE outputs. This may be due to the assumption that nonspecific technology validations of human movement such as posture would translate to
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monitoring workplace tasks with the RNLE. Furthermore, it has been proposed that
automation of the RNLE for large scale interventions with skeleton algorithm methodologies
using a Microsoft Kinect device may be possible. Microsoft Kinect methods have been
compared with marker based motion capture, after correction algorithms were applied, for
anthropometric measurements (Bonnechere et al., 2014). Another study demonstrated that it
may be possible to produce reasonable estimates of posture and temporal features of
human movement tasks in an automated fashion with marker-less devices, however more
research is required with lager trials (Spector et al., 2014). Thus this presents opportunities
to automate the RNLE. However, error correction algorithms are required to increase
accuracy and practicality of these devices and further validity on large data sets are required
to standardise methodologies. Another study attempted to automate the RNLE with a three
dimensional infrared camera system, by automatically calculating the distance, asymmetry
angles, horizontal and vertical locations (Spector et al., 2014). The tool overestimated the
Recommended Weight Limit when compared to manual methods, however authors
concluded that it may be possible to automate postural and temporal elements of the
equation to be used for large scale musculoskeletal exposure assessment for research and
real time feedback. However a major limitation in these studies is that marker or non-marker
motion capture may not be practical for the majority of occupational environments due to
high costs, environmental influences, and expertise/time requirements.
The RNLE is successful and valid for the purpose it was designed for. This has been
attributed to the simplicity and practicality of the model (McGill, 2015). The RNLE is free to
access online and can be implemented in worksites with minimal expertise and time
requirements. The model is simple to understand and the only equipment required for
measurements are cheap and widely accessible, such as tape measures, weight scales and
a stopwatch. Therefore the model can be practically incorporated to most occupational
environments without impeding significantly on productivity. These reasons may contribute to
the popularity and wide spread adoption of the NIOSH models. However, the strengths of the
RNLE may also define the equations limitations. For example the simplicity of the RNLE
excludes many defined risk factors of injury including individual anthropometry and
differences between males and females. It may be important to note that the RNLE only
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accounts for healthy individuals and may overestimate limits of safety for those with preexisting LBD or people returning to work with prior back injuries. Furthermore the RNLE does
not account for dynamic changes during asymmetrical lifting and can be time consuming to
perform (Lu et al., 2016). The simplicity of the model means it is applicable in only a small
range of workplace tasks involving two-handed lifting. Tasks or task factors in which the
RNLE is not practical, not designed for, or which may underestimate or overestimate the
Recommended Weight Limit and Lifting Index include (Waters et al., 1994);


One handed tasks.



Task periods greater than 8 hours.



Seated or kneeling lifting tasks.



Unstable objects or shifting loads such as wheelbarrows or shovels.



Non lifting tasks including carrying, pushing, pulling, prolonged standing/sitting,
climbing or walking.



High speed motion greater than 0.762 metres per second.



Unstable floor coupling less than 0.4 coefficient of friction.



Extreme environments including high or low temperatures and humidity.

The NIOSH acknowledges and reports these limitations of the RNLE and invited researches
to expand and modify the equation as scientific literature grows. It has been highlighted that
there may be potential for inertial sensors to be applied to the RNLE and other NIOSH
estimations such as the Sequential Lifting Index calculation and Composite Lifting Index
calculation (Waters et al., 2007). However no known research has validated inertial sensors
to measure NIOSH equations.
University of Utah back compressive force equation
Many biomechanical models such as the RNLE estimate parameters of human movement
during static postures and neglect dynamic motions of resistance exercise tasks. The RNLE
also ignores some individual characteristics as contributors to risk factors of sustaining LBD.
To overcome these limitations a hand calculated back compressive force (HCBCF)
biomechanical model was developed at the University of Utah, to refine a method of
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quantifying risk (Merryweather et al., 2009). This was completed in two steps. The first step
was to revise BCF model estimations by reducing errors in simplified population assumptions
and accounting for gender specific anthropometry in a static equation. The revised model
was classified as HCBCF version 1.2. When HCBCF is referred to throughout this thesis, the
most current version of the model is being referenced (version 1.2). This static equation
estimates one specific risk factor (BCF) of sustaining LBD during resistance exercise. The
output is predicted peak compressive muscle force in the erector spinae at the L5-S1
vertebrae. The HCBCF female estimation (Equation 3) and the HCBCF male estimation
(Equation 4) (Merryweather et al., 2009):

BCF(Female) = ((0.0175 × BW × H × sin(θ)) + (0.152 × (L × HB)) + (0.8 × (BW /
2 + L)) + 20) × 9.81
BCF(Male) = ((0.0167 × BW × H × sin(θ)) + (0.145 × (L × HB)) + (0.8 × (BW / 2
+ L)) + 23) × 9.81
Where;


BCF = Back compressive force, in Newtons.



BW = Body weight, in kilograms.



H = Height, in centimetres.



θ = Torso flexion angle at S1 from the vertical line, in degrees.



L = Load, in kilograms.



HB = Horizontal distance from hands to S1, in centimetres.

The second stage of HCBCF development was including a dynamic component that
recognised the effect of acceleration in predicting BCF, defined as a load displacement
velocity constant. The estimation of the load displacement velocity (Equation 5)
(Merryweather et al., 2009):

LDVC = Δd / Δt
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Where;


LDVC = Load displacement velocity constant.



Δd = the change in displacement between the final position or destination and the
initial position or origin.



Δt t = the change in time between the final position or destination and the initial
position or origin.

The load displacement velocity was determined for slow, moderate and fast self-selected
lifting speeds, classified as a constant. The appropriate load displacement velocity constant
for a task and individual is used with the HCBCF to estimate dynamic BCF. The dynamic
HCBCF estimation (Equation 6) (Merryweather et al., 2009):

BCFd = HCBCF × LDVC
Where;


BCFd = Dynamic back compressive force.



HCBCF = Static hand calculated back compressive force equation version 1.2.



LDVC = Load displacement velocity constant.

Creators of the model measured that BCF increased as much as 40 percent during fast
lifting speeds for the dynamic model over the HCBCF static model (Merryweather and
Bloswick, 2008). The dynamic model also reported higher BCF values for normal and slow
self-selected lifting speeds when compared to the static HCBCF. Creating dynamic
biomechanical models that predict parameters of movement for each instance in time may
increase accuracy of models to identify task risks. This is due to static posture calculations of
BCF or other injury risk factors may be significantly different during dynamic human
movements.
The HCBCF has been strongly correlated with other biomechanical modelling techniques of
varying complexity including the three dimensional Static Strength Prediction Program, a
higher standard static three dimensional biomechanical model (Merryweather, 2007; Rajaee
et al., 2015). However the static and dynamic HCBCF equations have not been validated
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with dynamic gold standards of human movement monitoring such as three dimensional
motion capture. Furthermore correlation analysis may not be appropriate to infer validity and
bias. Higher standard validation metrics are required to assess the accuracy of the HCBCF.
In addition the model is more current than, and not as well-known as popular counterparts
such as the RNLE. This may contribute to minimal validation or intervention publications
implementing HCBCF in the literature. The only specific intervention found was using the
model to measure peak BCF during masonry work (Hess et al., 2010).
The strengths of the model include the simplistic design, minimal expertise requirements,
cheap and easy to use equipment requirements, low costs and high practicality. In addition,
torso length assumptions are based from means in anthropometry measures and cadaver
studies, calculated as a function of worker height. The HCBCF is more specific to individual
differences than the RNLE, due to it accounting for anthropometric differences in sex and
centre of mass distributions. Furthermore the load displacement velocity constant provides
additional information on dynamic velocity of a task and can be incorporated to static HCBCF
interventions with no added interference.
The HCBCF only predicts compressive force in one muscle and uses several population
assumptions including mean values of muscle moment arms, upper body weight and upper
body centre of mass. Moment arms have been found to fluctuate during movement, vary
between individuals and may vary significantly over a tasks required joint range of motion. A
major limitation of the model is no supporting validations to support these static posture
assumptions or to define the percentage of the working population that the model applies to.
This may be an area for future research, however was outside the scope of this thesis.
Furthermore, the HCBCF has ten separate angle categories, one every ten degrees, ranging
from 0 to 90 degrees. To perform the HCBCF for each category would require ten separate
manually monitored postures to find individual worker horizontal distances. This may be time
consuming for workplace implementation. The dynamic component of the HCBCF also
requires expertise to categorise movement speeds of tasks or individuals into slow,
moderate or fast. Therefore untrained people may be susceptible to errors when categorising
speed. In addition, the dynamic constant only accounts for one factor of movement, velocity.
Without paired software or technology the dynamic component of the HCBCF may also be
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susceptible to high errors due to the assumptions of movement speeds. The model is
specific to BCF in one muscle (Erector Spinae L5-S1) and does not account for other tissues
and other risk factors of sustaining LBD, such as rotation tasks involving large degrees of
asymmetry. Due to these limitations the HCBCF may underestimate BCF values and overall
risk.
Biomechanical models such as the RNLE and HCBCF are highly practical due to the simple
designs and ease of use. This may contribute to the high adoption of static risk factor
estimations for ergonomics. However little is known about changes in spinal loading during
manual material handling, and the NIOSH provides no guidelines or parameters for safe
lifting for cumulative dynamic tasks or single repetition dynamic loads. Dynamic models of
lifting make lifting speed assumptions prone to error or require higher standards of
movement monitoring such as force platforms and three dimensional motion capture
(Greenland et al., 2011). Therefore they are typically not practical for occupational
interventions. Static models were the focus of this thesis, due to an identified opportunity to
use wearable technology fused with software to measure the models more accurately than
currently adopted manual methods. This may present future possibilities to monitor the
models and human movement parameters in real time dynamically, after validation. One
such technology which may be capable for this purpose are wearable inertial sensors.

Wearable inertial sensors
This section begins with a subsection before reviewing wearables by introducing three
dimensional motion capture, a gold standard of dynamic human movement monitoring.
Limitations of three dimensional motion capture are reported which supports the
implementations of practical alternatives. The wearable sensors utilised in research designs
are presented, highlighting past interventions with these devices. Strengths, limitations,
validity, accuracy and practicality of wearables are discussed. Finally a literature review was
performed to summarise the scope of interventions utilising wearables in working
environments to monitor resistance exercise.
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Three dimensional motion capture
Typically, new methodologies of monitoring human movement are validated against gold
standard methods. Gold standard is a term referring to methods that are currently the most
accurate for measuring the targeted outcome of movement. One gold standard method of
monitoring kinematics is three dimensional motion capture (Mayagoitia et al., 2002; van der
Kruk and Reijne, 2018). The most common systems utilise infrared cameras to track
reflective markers through a predefined space, which produces positional data that can be
analysed from multiple angles. Therefore a three dimensional motion capture system was
implemented for validations in the reported research designs. One similar study attempted to
automate RNLE calculations with a three dimensional motion capture system (Spector et al.,
2014). However these systems have many practical limitations, including being typically
restricted to laboratory environments. Further limitations relative to ergonomics include
(Luinge and Veltink, 2005; Maletsky et al., 2007; Perie et al., 2002);


Appropriate capture volumes and camera range needs may be restricted.



Expensive.



Markers and cameras impeding work environment.



Skin and clothing artefact errors.



Significant expertise requirements to calibrate, run and process data.



Unwanted reflective sources.



Time requirements to set up and perform interventions.

Three dimensional motion capture may not be practical for the purpose of wide scale
occupational interventions to automate RNLE and HCBCF equations. However, the systems
offer a gold standard criterion to validate other methods and technology. One practical
alternative with comparable accuracy to three dimensional motion capture for monitoring
kinematics are wearable inertial sensors.
Inertial sensors
Rapidly improving miniaturised inertial sensors are consistently becoming more affordable,
smaller, unobtrusive and mass produced. Thus inertial sensors offer an affordable and
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practical alternative for research interventions and consumer products when compared with
three dimensional motion capture systems (Lee et al., 2012; Uswatte et al., 2006). The most
popularised sensors typically include accelerometers and rate gyroscopes. Accelerometers
quantify and monitor dynamic linear acceleration, making them ideal for monitoring
biomechanical parameters of human movement. Rate gyroscopes monitor angular rate of
change, which is commonly integrated to obtain angular orientation. Therefore rate
gyroscopes provide valuable measures of positioning. Specific to the research in this thesis,
the inertial sensor devices used were the Sports and Biomedical Engineering Laboratory
(SABEL) SABEL Sense devices (SABEL Sense, SABEL Laboratory, Brisbane, Australia).
The current products are wireless, small (55 millimetres length by 30 millimetres width by 13
millimetres height), lightweight (23 grams), have three hours of continuous battery life and
include an accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetometer (Espinosa et al., 2015). These
sensors have been used primarily for sporting based applications, with a large publication
history in areas such as swimming, cricket and gait analysis (Lee et al., 2011a; Lee et al.,
2011b; Spratford et al., 2015). For example, applications have included monitoring step
frequency in elite Australian Football League athletes and detecting illegal steps during race
walking (Lee et al., 2013; Neville et al., 2016). However, prior to the research presented in
this thesis, there were no reported applications focused on workplace monitoring using these
specific devices.
Inertial sensors have been applied to classify movement patterns with continually increasing
wearable protocols and applications that create areas of opportunity which may benefit from
further kinematic based research. Wearables research has significantly contributed to the
understanding of biomechanics for a diverse range of movement tasks. Wearable sensors
may be used to identify areas of movement that can be improved for performance or safety.
Validated movement parameters for this purpose have included dynamic acceleration and
relative or segmental angles between body segments (Camomilla et al., 2010; Cooper et al.,
2009; Lee et al., 2003; Olsen et al., 2013). Systematic reviews have reported validity for
inertial sensors to accurately monitor numerous movement patterns including lower limb
biomechanics and swimming performance (Fong and Chan, 2010; Magalhaes et al., 2015;
Mooney et al., 2015; O’Reilly et al., 2018). Furthermore specific to the spine, past validity
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research has demonstrated that inertial sensors are an accurate method of measuring,
monitoring and classifying trunk inclination and posture (Faber et al., 2010; Luinge and
Veltink, 2004; Plamondon et al., 2007; Williams et al., 2013). This body of literature typically
reports root mean square errors of less than five degrees for human movement tasks, which
is typically considered accurate enough to infer significant results (Robert-Lachaine et al.,
2017; Wong and Wong, 2008). There is no known current or specific systematic review
analysing inertial sensor validity to monitor kinematics of the spine. However, conclusions of
the literature generally report comparable results to higher standard methodologies and
promote the potential of inertial sensors to be incorporated as accurate and practical tools for
monitoring trunk biomechanics. If the strength of accuracy or error results from inertial
sensors is comparable to criterion methods, then they can be considered an accurate
method of monitoring spine movement, at least to the same degree that a criterion is
appropriate. However, the applicability may vary depending on the task or movement
parameter monitored. Due to the numerous sporting applications and previously reported
accuracy of inertial sensors to monitor timing, acceleration, angular rate of change and trunk
biomechanics, the technology was considered an appropriate tool to research the
applicability of measuring LBD prevention models.
Inertial sensors may be an accurate means to monitor parameters of LBD. Furthermore,
literature has also promoted the practicality of wearable devices for daily living and
workplace interventions (Mayagoitia et al., 2002). Inertial sensors have been implemented in
daily living interventions or home environments for activity monitoring (Mathie et al., 2004;
Mercer et al., 2016; Mukhopadhyay, 2015). With appropriate parameters set, the devices
have demonstrated the ability for long term monitoring (>8 hours) in unsupervised
environments. Inertial sensor products can be worn unnoticed and have minimal or no
reported influence on human movement (Mathie et al., 2004). Inertial sensors can be
attached to anatomical landmarks on the skin, over the top of tight fitting clothing or worn in
sown pockets in tight fitting clothing and garments (Kavanagh et al., 2006; Mayagoitia et al.,
2002; Moe-Nilssen and Helbostad, 2004; Sabatini et al., 2005). Inertial sensors placed over
the top of, or worn in tight fitting garments have been shown to have no significant or
discernible negative effects on error and analysis outcomes (Karamanidis et al., 2003; Lee et
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al., 2009a; Lee et al., 2009b). This may be attributed to tight fitting garments not moving
significantly enough to effect measured data. However it is advised to avoid mounting in
loose fitting clothing due to the increased noise associated with greater movement.
One limitation in comparing acceleration data from inertial sensors to gold standards are the
double integration and differentiation methods required to make comparative units.
Integration from acceleration to displacement may cause errors between systems (Gard et
al., 2004; James, 2006). Drift was previously a large source of error, specifically for long
duration monitoring and for any axis parallel to gravity. However adaptive filters such as a
Kalman filter and current correction algorithms have significantly reduced the error, for
example by using a zero point for repeated starting points of measure during repetitive tasks
(Gullstrand et al., 2009; Öhberg et al., 2013). Furthermore, coupling accelerometers,
gyroscopes and magnetometers together has proven valuable to increase the accuracy of
human movement orientation tracking and decreasing associated causes of error (Ertzgaard
et al., 2016; Kun et al., 2011; Plamondon et al., 2007; Wong et al., 2007). Historically, inertial
sensor products were less practical than current devices due to larger weights or size and
considerably shorter battery lives. However current wearables have greater practicality for in
field applications, thus have been integrated in many consumer products and research for
working environments.

Occupational interventions using wearable sensors
It has been demonstrated that wearable sensors may be more practical for wide scale field
interventions when compared to motion capture. Therefore these devices may have
significant impacts on human movement quality or reporting in environments where manual
monitoring or three dimensional motion capture are less practical. Wearable interventions to
monitor resistance exercise or trunk postures have been extensively published for clinical
and sporting applications. However the extent of occupational interventions utilising
wearables was unknown, therefore a literature review was completed prior to the research
presented in this thesis. There were two primary objectives for this section of the literature
review. The first objective was to report the scope of research utilising wearable sensors for
occupational resistance exercise interventions. The second objective was to determine
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whether wearables have previously been incorporated for monitoring risk factors of LBD in
occupational settings. It was also considered that the outcomes and applications of
interventions reported may support or reject the idea for using wearables to monitor LBD risk
factors.
A comprehensive literature search was completed in 2015 examining publications over the
previous 15 year period (2000 to November 2015). The examination was limited to online
databases. The databases included were;


PubMed.



Scopus.



Cochrane Library.



IEEE Xplore.



Web of Science.



CDC NIOSHTIC-2.

There were 36 combinations of search terms used for each database. These key terms
included;
1.

‘Inertial Sensor’ or ‘Accelerometer’ or ‘Gyroscope’,
And

2.

‘Manual handling’ or ‘Team handling’ or ‘Team lift’ or ‘Ergonomics’ or ‘Occupational
health and safety’ or ‘Workplace lifting’ or ‘Workplace injury’ or ‘Workplace safety’
or ‘Occupational injury’ or ‘Occupational safety’ or ‘Occupational lifting’ or
‘Musculoskeletal injury’.

Titles of articles were examined first and included 211 articles. Only studies on human
participants and those written in English were included. Abstracts were read and articles
were eliminated based on misleading titles. Vibration studies were also excluded as it was
outside the scope of lifting related research. This literature review was specific to
musculature, not movement occurring as a result of machinery or factors that induce
vibration. This strict inclusion criteria ensured the specificity of reviewed research. There
were 65 abstracts considered appropriate for inclusion. After full text examinations, the total
was 45 included articles for review. Due to the limited number of in situ interventions
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implementing wearables for low back monitoring, other publications outside this group were
included if they provided valuable insight into wearables applicability in occupational
environments for kinematic monitoring. These included research involving laboratory
investigations, fall risk assessments, gait analysis, validations of new methods or technology
and review papers. The research was organised and presented in Appendix A (Table 2.1),
citing research in order of the year published. This table will serve as an easy means to
summarise the current literature on resistance exercise wearables interventions in
occupational environments from the year 2000 up until November 2015. Refer to Appendix A
for further details.
Results from summarising the literature in Appendix A (Table 2.1) demonstrated that there
were 28 studies focusing on in field measurements and 20 using laboratory measurements.
The majority of research were validating or evaluating a methodology of implementing
wearables in a specific workplace or for future implementation in occupational environments.
There were minimal evaluations of interventions that utilised wearables. This suggests that
follow up evaluations of workplace interventions have previously been typically not published
or not performed. The focus of body segments included ten articles on upper limb
parameters, ten on trunk and spine, five on the head or neck and 19 analysing whole body
outputs of movement. Specific to parameters, four articles reported on acceleration outputs,
14 on posture/orientation/angular parameters, 11 on physical activity or energy expenditure
outputs, three on falls, nine reporting classification or tracking algorithms and seven
multivariate articles. These results demonstrate the broad scope of this research field,
supporting the versatility of wearables for occupational movement applications. No published
research using wearable sensors to measure RNLE, HCBCF, or other low back
biomechanical models was found. However, it was found that wearables have been used to
measure a biomechanical model of measuring risk factors of upper extremity
musculoskeletal disorders, called Rapid Upper Limb Assessment. Therefore, it was
concluded that monitoring RNLE and HCBCF equations with wearables would be an
innovative methodology worth analysing that has previously not been researched or
published.
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Commercial devices
Table 2.1 presented as Appendix A was completed in November 2015 and served as a
summary of the literature. The results of this summary were used to determine the
applicability of sensors to be incorporated in worksites and determine what had been done
previously. The table was not updated post 2015 due to it already having served its purpose,
to enable appropriate research designs to be developed for this thesis. Other areas of the
literature review do contain literature up to the date of thesis submission (2018). Commercial
devices or interventions that have no evidence base or publication history were excluded
from the summary of the literature. However, there are several commercial devices that
claim the ability of monitoring injuries at work due to manual material handling with a small
number of wearable sensors or wearable technologies. DorsaVi has developed a wearable
sensor for workers that has been shown to have small orientation errors for human
movement tracking (Charry et al., 2011; Hu et al., 2014). Other examples include devices
produced by SoterAnalytics, Kinetic, and LifeBooster. These commercial products are very
similar in design processes, claiming to analyse human movement variables that are risk
factors of injury. Some commercial products like ViSafe from DorsaVi has some evidence
based support (Charry et al, 2011), however the majority do not include any publication
history supporting products. This may be due to protecting commercial viability, however
also acts to discredit the products. There are currently no known commercial wearable
products or research that claims to accurately predict the risk of injury to the low back due to
movement demands of specific workplace tasks. Therefore, it was concluded that a thorough
analysis or comparison of commercial products was outside the scope of this research, and
that further research to investigate the applicability of inertial sensors to be used for injury
risk factor estimations of the low back was needed. Conversely, this validation may aid in
further legitimising commercial products that use similar methodologies as incorporated in
the research presented in this thesis.

Summary
The wearables and ergonomics literature presented in this chapter demonstrates validity of
wearable inertial measurement units for accurately measuring and monitoring parameters of
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human movement relevant to musculoskeletal disorders (Espinosa et al., 2015; Magalhaes
et al., 2015; Severin, 2017). Wearable sensors have been reported as highly practical and
versatile tools which provide opportunities for ergonomic applications. However
methodologies for monitoring movement varied significantly across the included citations in
this chapter, demonstrating a large research gap, with a lack of standardised protocols for
motion analysis other than for gait (Ertzgaard et al., 2016; Murphy et al., 2011). Furthermore,
the quality of individual gyroscopes or sensors may differ, which may affect the relative
accuracy (Luinge and Veltink, 2005). Therefore, it is recommended that new methodologies
or applications be tested for sensor accuracy prior to implementation. The small amount of
workplace interventions in this field limits the development of standardisation and potential
impact on system performance and workplace health and safety, thus more research is
required to utilise the benefits of wearables. Validating new methodologies is an important
first step in new or growing research fields to support and share continued research
opportunities. Therefore validating new methodologies was the focus of research projects in
this thesis. A multidisciplinary approach was used which tied together physiological and
biomechanical resistance exercise, ergonomics for LBD and wearable inertial sensor fusion.
This chapter provided fundamental concepts and background information relative to each of
these niche literature fields, thus relevant context is provided for the following chapters.
Conclusions from reviewed literature supports the theoretical framework for the research
projects completed. The aims and objectives were developed to answer the research
questions presented in Chapter 1. The primary research objective was to fill a gap in the
literature by validating temporal outputs of wearable inertial sensors when monitoring
resistance exercise. The secondary objective of the thesis was to validate new
methodologies applied to wearable inertial sensors to measure currently standardised
biomechanical models of LBD risk factors, including the RNLE and HCBCF equations.
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Methodology

Chapter outline
The purpose of this chapter is to provide methodology information that could not be included
in publication material. Therefore specific data processing and analyses of methodologies
per research project are further detailed in the publications presented and within the
chapters reporting relative publications or projects. The secondary purpose of this chapter
was to highlight relevant appendices before publications are reported in succeeding
chapters. This chapter expands on research designs adopted to achieve the aims and
objectives stated in previous chapters, providing further contextual clarifications. Research
questions are restated with reference to the specific projects designed to answer them and
the instruments used for measurements. The timeline of candidature is shown to
demonstrate the progression of research. Participant characteristics are reported and ethic
approvals are attached. Finally, validity statistical analysis tests are discussed to define
processes and support the specific analysis implemented in research designs.

Research progression
Research designs were formulated to answer each research question, completed
consecutively. The first question was:


What is the validity and error of measuring temporal outputs of wearable inertial
sensors during resistance exercise?

This was an area for investigation due to the specific wearable devices used (Sports and
Biomedical Engineering Laboratory (SABEL) Sense) not having an existing validation report
on temporal outputs during human movement measures. Furthermore no known research
has validated temporal features of wearable during resistance exercise. This research is
reported in Chapter 4. Pilot research (Chapter 5) and literature reviews (Chapter 2) were
completed simultaneously to answer the second research question:
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Can inertial sensors measure important parameters for safety or efficiency of
resistance exercise in real time and what are the implications or trends of these
measures?

The pilot research highlighted that wearable sensors may monitor parameters of human
movement specific to low back injuries. Findings from pilot research (Chapter 5) and
literature reviews (Chapter 2) suggested wearable inertial sensors may be applicable to
measure parameters contributing to risk factor of injury, thus required validation analysis to
explore this potential. Therefore a new research question was formulated:


How valid are inertial sensors for measuring parameters and outputs of the
Revised National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health Lifting Equation
(RNLE) and the Hand Calculated Back Compressive Force (HCBCF) equations?

Research designs and validity results that answer this question are reported in Chapter 6.
Furthermore, a final discussion is presented in Chapter 6 to analyse if inertial sensors have
the potential to be used to modernise the static RNLE and HCBCF estimations in the future
for dynamic monitoring with a single device. How this may be achievable with a focus on
practicality in occupational environments and monitoring the equations dynamically is
reviewed. Answering this question (dynamic monitoring with a single device) may be an area
for future research, made possible due to the results of projects included in this thesis.
Additionally, each research project provided greater insight into the potential practical
strengths and limitations of wearable sensors to be implemented in wide scale primary
prevention for semi-automation of low back disorders (LBD) risk factors estimations in
occupational environments. The timeline of research projects were projected and recorded
(Table 3.1). Instruments used for the collection of data included:


Screening form documents to ensure participant safety and the integrity of ethical
considerations (Appendix B, Appendix C, Appendix D, Appendix E).



SABEL Sense wearable Inertial sensors (James et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2011b).



Three dimensional motion capture system.



Weight scales.
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Stadiometer.



Manual tools to measure HCBCF and RNLE parameters including a tape
measure, manual universal goniometer and a hand tally counter
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Table 3.1. Timeline of completion.
Timeline
JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

JAN

2015 - 2016

Research proposal/supervisor agreement

FEB

MAR

Published article

Published article and presented

APR

MAY

JUN

Candidature confirmation/oral defence

Ethics proposal to collect new data

Ethics proposal to utilise old data

Revising candidature and research designs
Ongoing literature review
JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

2016 - 2017

Participant recruitment

MAY

JUN

Data collection
Pilot data collection

Pilot statistical analysis

Published article

Post processing
Ongoing literature review

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

2017 - 2018

Data collection

MAY

JUNE

Write thesis

Post processing

Statistical analysis

Published article

Submitted article

Submitted article

Ongoing literature review

2018 - 2019

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUNE

Write thesis
Ongoing literature review
Pilot data collection/analysis
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Ethics
Each research project has identical fundamental designs and participant involvement.
Specifically, participants were required to lift weighted objects in a series of resistance
exercise tasks whilst being monitored with wearable inertial sensors and three dimensional
motion capture in a laboratory environment. Participants included 30 people (16 males and
14 females) sourced from the general population (Table 3.2).
Table 3.2. Participant characteristics.
Weight
(kilograms)

Height
(centimetres)

Age
(years)

Mean

71.28

173.02

29.52

Standard deviation

15.1

9.86

9.66

Minimum

44.5

154

18

Maximum

114

193
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Lifting technique or prior resistance exercise experience and participant sex has previously
been reported not to influence the optimal wearable device mounting location for ambulatory
monitoring of trunk posture (Faber et al., 2013). The fundamental difference between
research projects was the output that was analysed. Therefore due to similarities in
participant involvement the data collected was used for multiple projects and ethical
considerations were translatable or combined between projects. The main risk to participants
involved physical harm resulting from performing resistance exercise tasks. This risk was
mitigated by utilising a strict inclusion criteria for participant involvement and health
screenings prior to participation. The screening forms completed prior to participation
included:


Adult Pre-Exercise Screening System (APSS) (Appendix B). This screening tool
was developed by Exercise and Sports Science Australia in collaboration with
Sports Medicine Australia and Fitness Australia, and is a self-reported
questionnaire which identifies individual signs, symptoms or underlying diseases
which may increase risk of an adverse health event during exercise.



Custom designed inclusion criteria questionnaire (Appendix C). This tool was
custom made specific to this research, to cover specific risks associated with
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resistance exercise that the APSS tool (Appendix B) does not include. These
risks included reporting any past or present health or movement related
impairments on movement and prior resistance exercise experience.


Research project Plain Language Information sheet (Appendix D). All relevant
information that was given to volunteers prior to participation and prior to consent.



Consent to participate in research (Appendix E). This is a signed consent in
which the researcher and participant signed prior to any involvement by each
individual participant.

The inclusion criteria included:


Participants sourced from the general population but limited to individuals over 18
years of age. This was to ensure adequate musculoskeletal development to
perform resistance exercise, and no guardian was needed for consent purposes.
This may have been a limitation if evaluating output correlations or the impact of
interventions on minors. However due to the research validating methodologies,
participants personal characteristics did not influence validity analysis. Age was
self-reported via screening forms.



A low risk of performing moderate to vigorous intensity exercise, as reported via
the Adult Pre-Exercise Screening tool. This tool is typically utilised for
cardiovascular exercise. However resistance exercise has been classified as
vigorous exercise if performing tasks that induce fatigue such as a high number
of repetitions, or with high amounts of weight, or with minimal recovery between
tasks (American College of Sports Medicine, 2013; Ferguson, 2014). Coupled
with the reported custom designed questionnaire, these screening tools were
considered appropriate to determine individual movement competency required
to perform research tasks with minimal risks of injury.



For tasks requiring vigorous intensity exercise including high or maximal
individual achievable weights lifted, adequate experience was required for
participation inclusion. This was self-reported via the custom designed
questionnaire. Adequate experience was classified as someone who partakes in
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resistance exercise, including deadlifts or lifting from the floor, with safe technique
for a minimum of twice per week, and for a period of at least one year prior to the
date of data collection. Participants also reported their most recent one repetition
maximum for conventional deadlifts, which was used to assign weights lifted
during tasks.
The relevant ethical clearance needed to cover the research is the clearance from the
Charles Darwin University Human Research Ethics Committee. These inclusion criteria were
included in ethical clearance applications. Research projects presented in Chapter 4 and
Chapter 5 were granted ethical clearance, reference H15108 (Appendix F) and reference
H14046 (Appendix G). Research projects presented in Chapter 6 were granted ethical
clearance, reference H16036 (Appendix H). There were no restrictions on the free circulation
of research results, thus results were published and included in the thesis. The ethical
restrictions of data were any potential identification of participants. Participant confidentiality
was ensured by eliminating any identifiable participant information in any documents
stemming from research projects.
The movement tasks completed by participants involved variations of lifting an object up
from the floor, resembling a conventional deadlift. These tasks were fixed two handed lifts
and objects lifted ranged in weight from body weight (no added weight) up to one repetition
maximum. One repetition maximums have been safely monitored in past research and are
commonly practised to increase muscular strength (Urquhart et al., 2015). The deadlift or
lifting from the floor is well categorised and resembles many daily living, workplace,
rehabilitation, sporting, and exercise tasks (Bird and Barrington-Higgs, 2010). The muscles
of the low back are also prime movers in lifting tasks from the floor. Therefore the deadlift
was chosen due to the applicability in numerous environments and the relevance to low back
functionality.

Methodology
Data processing
Further detail is provided for methodologies and data analysis per publication in the
corresponding chapters. All data analysis was completed in Microsoft Excel using Analyse-It
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software after data extraction and processing, detailed further per publication. However, this
section presents an example of one of the MATLAB scripts used for data processing
(Appendix I). The MATLAB scripts and data processing utilised for the research presented
throughout this thesis were completed with the technical design of engineers who developed
the utilised inertial sensors for the research projects (SABEL Sense devices). Working
together with these engineers who specialised in processing inertial sensor data for human
movement applications, applicable and specific data processing was achieved to extract the
desired magnitudes from devices and motion capture for comparisons. An example of one of
the final versions of the MATLAB scripts is included as Appendix I, for further detail into data
extraction and filtering methods. This was not included in the main body of text due to the
work being developed in a group. The script developed for data processing includes loading
the sensors dataset (3 axis accelerometer, 3 axis gyroscope and 3 axis magnetometer). The
sensor mounting location and trial number was then extracted from the chosen file data.
Data was filtered and stored using a 4th order Butterworth filter or a Hamming filter with cut
off frequency at 0.5 Hz. These filters were considered appropriate for analysing variable
magnitudes of resistance exercise due to the reviewed success of past research that
implemented similar designs with SABEL Sense devices (Winter et al., 2016). The root mean
square of filtered data was calculated for acceleration channels to get the total acceleration,
which was used for orientation detection. An open source attitude and heading reference
system algorithm previously reported was implemented for orientation estimation (Madgwick,
2010; Madgwick et al., 2011; Wada et al., 2018). Motion capture data was loaded, the
marker location and rigid bodies extracted, then displacement, acceleration and rotational
data were stored. Parse frequency information for sensor and motion capture data. Lifts start
and ending for each repetition were detected using the change in orientation in transverse
axis data. Total lifts, lifting frequency and trial lengths were then calculated. Parse distance
information from the motion capture data, horizontal and vertical distances were found at the
start and end of lifts to be used in static model equations (HCBCF and RNLE). Parse angle
information from sensors and motion capture for each lift origin and destination, used to
calculate longitudinal and transverse axis rotation relative to the start of each lift, and to the
horizontal or vertical line. The RNLE and HCBCF multipliers were then calculated or
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compiled using the parsed information, to calculate both models outputs. Results were saved
to an excel file to be used for data analysis. An example of this process is detailed in
Appendix I.
Statistical analysis
The basis for the research projects in this thesis was validating new practical methodologies
against existing gold standards. Specifically, this meant comparing outputs of technology
between wearable inertial sensors and three dimensional motion capture. In this scenario the
human movement variables compared are identical outputs from different measurement
tools, collected at the same time and from the same location. In statistics, this type of
method comparison is classified as concurrent validity, in which a practical variable is
assessed for agreement with a criterion variable. The tool and method used to measure the
practical variable is considered accurate or valid if it is significantly close (in agreement) to
the true values occurring in real time. The true values are represented by the gold standard
methods of human movement measurement, called the criterion. Agreement is the term
used to classify how significantly similar or close the practical and criterion variables are to
one another (Blair et al., 2018). Agreement can be thought of as the opposite of a significant
difference. One well known agreement analysis is the Bland Altman Limits of Agreement test
(Bland and Altman, 1986; Bland and Altman, 1999, Bland and Alman 2010). Bland Altman is
a popular validity analysis for comparing large numbers and is typically used for concurrent
validity in human movement studies. However, for the research in this thesis a Will Hopkins
Typical Error of the Estimate validation was utilised and a Bland Altman Limits of Agreement
test was used to cross examine results of validity. Therefore, the two most utilised validity
analysis methods were incorporated in the research to enhance the integrity of the results.
Will Hopkins Typical Error of the Estimate validation analysis has demonstrated comparable
results to the Bland Altman method and the agreement methods were implemented for
research projects in this thesis due to the reviewed success of these measures to quantify
the variables they are designed to measure (Bland and Altman, 2010; Hopkins, 2000). The
purpose of utilising both methods was to cross reference results, which gave more credence
to the validity.
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Will Hopkins Typical Error of the Estimate validation analysis was designed specifically for
smaller population statistics at the Australian Institute of Sport, for sporting and human
movement applications focused on technology validity. The Will Hopkins statistical method of
concurrent validity was used primarily due to the inclusion of a standardisation component.
The standardised error is calculated by the error in raw units divided by the standard
deviation of criterion values predicted by practical variable measurements (evaluated via
correlation coefficients to allow confidence limits estimations) (Hopkins, 2015). The
standardised error is interpreted using the modified Will Hopkins Cohen scale: <0.10, trivial;
0.1–0.3, small; 0.3–0.6, moderate; 0.6–1.0, large; 1.0–2.0, very large >2.0. The closer the
standardised error is to zero, the more trivial (valid) the result. Will Hopkins Typical Error of
the Estimate was chosen due to the inclusion of the standardisation of raw error and has
been successfully implemented in recent human movement monitoring validations using
inertial sensors (Blair et al., 2018). Literature may confuse correlation analysis and validity
due to the variables being the same outputs. Theoretically the correlation coefficient would
demonstrate strong relationships between two identical variables, thus prove validity.
However correlation is not representative of causation, specifically when assessing
technology and methodology behind the variables, opposed to focusing on the output.
Agreement statistics to compare methodologies is the more appropriate analysis to infer
practical implications (Hopkins, 1997; Hopkins et al., 2009).

Summary
Further detail of each specific test and methods are described in the relevant chapters. This
chapter was designed to provide general methodological information that could not be
provided in the relevant publications. Furthermore, to eliminate repetitiveness it was decided
to consolidate all additional methodology information in this chapter.
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Validating temporal outputs

Chapter outline
This chapter reports two separate publications validating temporal outputs of the devices
used (Sports and Biomedical Engineering Laboratory (SABEL) Sense) during resistance
exercise. The articles are unedited copies sourced from the relevant journal or proceedings.
Thus formatting may differ from this thesis and a list of references is included per publication.
Both manuscripts went through a peer review process before being accepted for publication.
The two publications presented include:

The development and validation of using inertial sensors to monitor
postural change in resistance exercise
Page 54 to page 58.
Note: For clarity, in this publication the statement that the limits of agreement do not include
zero refers to the 95% lower and upper confidence intervals.

Validating temporal motion kinematics from clothing attached inertial
sensors
Page 59 to page 64.
Note: For clarity, in this publication the statement that “it is 95% confident that there is no
statistically significant difference between group means” is referring to the mean difference. It
is confident that the mean difference is statistically significant, meaning that there is no
difference between the two methods, thus agreement for validity was demonstrated.
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This research presented and validated a method of assessing postural changes during resistance exercise
using inertial sensors. A simple lifting task was broken down to a series of well-deﬁned tasks, which
could be examined and measured in a controlled environment. The purpose of this research was to
determine whether timing measures obtained from inertial sensor accelerometer outputs are able to
provide accurate, quantiﬁable information of resistance exercise movement patterns. The aim was to
complete a timing measure validation of inertial sensor outputs. Eleven participants completed ﬁve
repetitions of 15 different deadlift variations. Participants were monitored with inertial sensors and an
infrared three dimensional motion capture system. Validation was undertaken using a Will Hopkins
Typical Error of the Estimate, with a Pearson's correlation and a Bland Altman Limits of Agreement
analysis. Statistical validation measured the timing agreement during deadlifts, from inertial sensor
outputs and the motion capture system. Timing validation results demonstrated a Pearson's correlation
of 0.9997, with trivial standardised error (0.026) and standardised bias (0.002). Inertial sensors can now
be used in practical settings with as much conﬁdence as motion capture systems, for accelerometer
timing measurements of resistance exercise. This research provides foundations for inertial sensors to be
applied for qualitative activity recognition of resistance exercise and safe lifting practices.
& 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
This research provides a foundation for inertial sensor technology to be applied for qualitative activity recognition of resistance exercise. The typical method of measuring movement and
lifting patterns is infrared three dimensional motion capture (3D
MoCap), which currently appears to be the most accepted method
of monitoring kinematics (Mayagoitia et al., 2002). The need for
new methods is due to the high cost of 3D MoCap systems, which
are typically conﬁned to laboratory environments (Luinge and
Veltink, 2005). Therefore, 3D MoCap has limited use outside of
laboratories, however offers an acceptable measure for comparisons of new or separate technology. The current generation of
☆
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inertial sensor products are more affordable, light, small, unobtrusive and mass produced (Lee et al., 2012a, 2012b). Evaluating
the agreement between inertial sensors and an accepted measure
of kinematics would determine whether the method is valid for
measuring movement during resistance exercise.
Inertial sensors typically include tri axial accelerometers and
rate gyroscopes (Wong et al., 2007). Inertial sensors have been
validated to measure human gait, trunk inclination, posture,
dynamic angles between body segments and acceleration of
movement (Faber et al., 2010; Kingma et al., 2001; Olsen et al.,
2013). Furthermore, many studies have validated and monitored
timing of human movements and the timing of key events during
movement (Lee et al., 2011; Spratford et al., 2015). However, there
is a resistance exercise gap in current literature for inertial sensor
timing validations, with no known human movement validations
speciﬁc to the movement of the spine during resistance exercises.
Timing during movement is important in many sporting contexts and timing differences between sensor outputs may provide
insight into which body segments are moving at speciﬁc times
throughout an exercise (Wixted et al., 2010). Numerous known
studies have implemented inertial sensor designs and interventions, with no prior validation for qualitative lifting assessment
tools using inertial sensors (Chang et al., 2007; Velloso et al., 2013).
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Acceleration and angular rate of change are typically the main
criterion which provide information on movement patterns when
using inertial sensors, and the timing of these outputs should
ideally have high agreement with a gold standard measurement
method to accurately portray movement as it occurs in real time
(Lee et al., 2011; Spratford et al., 2015). Relevant to resistance
exercise, the time that spine movement peaks or patterns occur
could provide valuable information on the movement pattern for
performance or safety parameters. However what is ﬁrst needed
before assessment, is validation that the timing of the inertial
sensor output is accurate when compared to the gold standard of
monitoring human movement. Therefore, the scope of this
research was to ﬁll a gap in current literature by determining the
timing agreement between accelerometers and 3D MoCap to
measure resistance exercise movement patterns of the spine.
The primary aim of this research was to investigate the validity
of a new method using inertial sensors to measure the timing of
postural trunk movements during different styles of a resistance
exercise. The resistance exercise chosen for the purpose of this
research was a conventional deadlift. Monitoring deadlift movement patterns during desired safe and unsafe techniques, with and
without heavy loads allowed for timing comparisons between
inertial sensors and 3D MoCap. Validating inertial sensors for this
purpose provides evidence for the development of an accurate,
quantitative and practical means of measuring resistance exercise
technique, which is not dependant on subjective observational
methods.

2. Materials and methods
Ethical clearance was granted by the Charles Darwin University Ethics Committee (reference H14046). One female and ten males volunteered, aged between
18 and 34 years. For the purpose of replicating desired deadlift technique and to
minimise volunteer's injury risks, there was strict inclusion criterion. The criterion
included a minimum of 12 months prior experience with weekly resistance exercise, completion of a recent one repetition maximum (1RM) attempt and an 18 year
age minimum. Informed consent was obtained and a standardised and peer
reviewed warm up procedure was implemented that has been safely utilised in
gymnasiums (Brown and Weir, 2001). This protocol continues to a 1RM, however to
ensure safety, participants only lifted to 80% of 1RM.
Prior to participant arrival, inertial sensors and 3D MoCap were calibrated.
Sample rates were set at 100 Hz for both systems. Inertial sensors were placed
directly onto the skin with ‘Physio’ tape on the spinal landmarks C7, T12, and S1

respectively. Three rigid bodies and reﬂective markers were ﬁxed securely and
directly to the inertial sensors at landmarks C7, T12, and S1. Participants completed
ﬁve repetitions of 15 different lifting trials while being instructed by a certiﬁed
strength and conditioning coach. The lifting trials completed included unweighted
and weighted technique variations of a conventional deadlift, including common
technique mistakes.
Raw data was collected via downloading directly from inertial sensor devices
(SABEL Sense, SABEL Laboratory, Brisbane, Australia) (James et al., 2011). Motion
capture data was collected with an OptiTrack system (NaturalPoint, Inc. Corvallis,
Oregon, United States of America), and the trajectorise function was used in
Arena™ (NaturalPoint, Inc. Corvallis, Oregon, United States of America) software, to
track the movement of all included reﬂective markers, in three rigid bodies. The
trajectorised data was collected, and signal processing of trajectorised data and
inertial sensor data was completed in Matlab (R2013a, The MathWorks, Inc. Natick,
Massachusetts, United States of America).
Data was synchronised for time in Matlab by utilising jumps that participants
performed before and after the ﬁve repetitions of every lifting trial. The resulting
acceleration spike in X axis acceleration data coincided with ground contact
detected in the 3D MoCap system. This method has previously shown to be accurate for synchronisation (Lee et al., 2010). The timing points of identiﬁable corresponding acceleration peaks in accelerometer X axis and 3D MoCap raw data
(vertical spine movement in the sagittal plane at landmarks C7, T12 and S1) during
every lifting trial were manually identiﬁed and extracted using Matlab (Fig. 1). The
reliability of this method may be considered subjective due to the manual process
of picking timing data points, which may cause repeatability differences between
researchers. However, reliability testing was outside the scope of the current
research and automated detection may be an area for future research. Any agreement error between methods may be due only to errors in manual picking, and not
relate to actual differences between the two systems. In theory, both methods
should measure movement at the same time that accurately reﬂects movement in
real time. Therefore, changing the person who manually picks the acceleration
peaks should have minimal inﬂuence over results.
Gender data was grouped and one to ﬁve time points for each set of 3D MoCap
and inertial sensor data (ﬁve repetitions per data set) were chosen for comparative
analysis. The ﬁnal sample size was 227 corresponding timing points in inertial
sensor and 3D MoCap trials. The time (in seconds) that acceleration peaks in X axis
inertial sensor data occurred (at C7, T12, and S1) were validated with the corresponding reﬂective markers. A Will Hopkins Typical Error of the Estimate validation, with a Pearson's correlation, and a Bland Altman Limits of Agreement were
implemented, to determine the timing agreement between the two methods
(Bland and Altman, 2010; Hopkins, 2000). Error and bias results were interpreted
using the Will Hopkins modiﬁed Cohen scale: o 0.20, trivial; 0.2–0.6, small; 0.6–1.2,
moderate; 1.2–2.0, large; 42.0, very large (Hopkins, 2000).

3. Results
The results demonstrate that the inertial sensors had high
agreement for accurately detecting the timing of movement

Fig. 1. Typical example of manual extraction of timing points of acceleration peaks from ﬁve lifting repetitions between methods. Circles depict the chosen acceleration
peaks using cross hair targeting that was available within Matlab software.
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during deadlifts, including common technique mistakes (Table 1).
The Typical Error of the Estimate showed the standardised error to
be trivial, demonstrating a very small mean bias. The total error
illustrates a small positive bias between inertial sensors and 3D
MoCap timing. This was supported with a near perfect Pearson's
correlation with small conﬁdence limits, demonstrating the
strength of the proposed method for monitoring the timing of
human movement. The design of Bland Altman Limits of Agreement and Will Hopkins Typical Error of the Estimate is supported
due to the error remaining consistent between validation methods. Bland Altman Limits of Agreement results from 227 samples

are very narrow and the 95% conﬁdence intervals do not include
zero. This was demonstrated by consistently narrow scatter
variability around the mean difference line (Fig. 2).

4. Discussion
The aim of this research was to report the timing validation of a
new method using inertial sensors to determine whether inertial
sensors measured postural movement at the same time as a 3D
MoCap system. This research contributes to the continuing
development of software to support human assessment applications as well as automated detection methods. The signiﬁcance of
this validation translates to numerous applications, where general
timing and the time key events occur are measured, such as swim
turns, or postural control in gymnastics (Asseman et al., 2008; Lee
et al., 2012a, 2012b). Inertial sensors have been used for typical
timing applications, such as gait temporal parameters, and for
many sporting applications (McCamley et al., 2012; Trojaniello et
al., 2014). However, no known validation has been completed to
measure the agreement of these timing measures speciﬁc to
posture during resistance exercise. The signiﬁcance of this
research is that results support the practical use of all previous
human movement applications of inertial sensors including
accelerometers.
The measurement methods of validity were chosen due to the
reviewed success of these measures, to quantify the variables they
are designed to measure (Bland and Altman, 2010; Hopkins, 2000).
Validation results demonstrate that inertial sensor timing measures
are signiﬁcantly accurate for monitoring resistance exercise movement patterns of the spine, including technique mistakes. Therefore,
it was concluded that inertial sensors are a valid method of measuring timing of body segments during human movement, speciﬁcally for resistance exercises, common technique mistakes and the

Table 1
Measures of validity.
Lower CL (s)

Upper CL (s)

7CL (s)

0.016
0.007

0.001
0.001

0.030
0.014

0.014
0.007

0.004
0.002

 0.002
 0.001

0.009
0.005

0.054
0.026
0.054

0.050
0.024

0.058
0.028

0.006
0.003
x/CCL
1.081
1.081

0.9997

0.9996
95% CI

0.9997

7CL
0.0001
SE

 0.004
 0.114
0.097

to 0.011
to  0.090
to 0.122

0.004
0.006
0.006

Estimate (s)
Bias at X value
Raw
Standardised
Mean Bias
Raw
Standardised
Error of estimate
Raw
Standardised
PRESS error
Pearson's correlation
Correlation
Bland Altman
95% LoA
Mean difference
95% Lower LoA
95% Upper LoA
Total/Pure error

0.106
0.004
 0.102
0.109
0.054

1261

LoA ¼ Limits of agreement.
PRESS ¼ Predicted residual sum of squares (Hopkins, 2000).
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Fig. 2. Timing validation Bland Altman Limits of Agreement results.
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movement of the spine during a conventional deadlift. Inertial
sensors can now be used in practical settings with as much conﬁdence as 3D MoCap systems used in laboratories, for timing
measurements of resistance exercise.
Data was merged for gender, due to participants' movement
patterns and the population sample not having any inﬂuence on
the inertial sensor timing validation results. This validation was a
methodology comparison between two separate technologies, and
did not include speciﬁc human measures that are different
between individuals that could have inﬂuenced results, such as
anthropometry. Therefore, it is assumed that a larger sample size
or different population would yield similar validation results with
trivial or minimal differences.
Speciﬁc to resistance exercise, the timing of different body
segments movement may be an indicator of technique. An inertial
sensor monitoring each body segment may provide comprehensive dynamic information about which body segments are moving
and how they are moving, at different times throughout a resistance exercise. The signiﬁcance of these ﬁndings is that past
research was supported and future research can be designed to
monitor resistance exercise technique with inertial sensors, with
strong evidence to support this method of analysis. These results
support the method of timing speciﬁc to resistance exercises. It is
assumed that other outputs including absolute angles, angular
rates of change, distance travelled and acceleration are also
accurate measures of resistance exercise technique, due to similar
past movement validations during other activities (McCamley et
al., 2012; Olsen et al., 2013; Trojaniello et al., 2014). Although these
past validations do not directly monitor resistance exercise, they
demonstrate signiﬁcant inertial sensor validity results (Olsen et al.,
2013; Saber-Sheikh et al., 2010). These past validations support
that inertial sensors can accurately monitor resistance exercise
technique with acceleration and gyroscope outputs, further warranting the validation assessment and application of these outputs, speciﬁc to resistance exercise. Ideally, multiple resistance
exercises with full body inertial sensor mark-up could be compared, to comprehensively validate all possible inertial sensor
outputs to measure and classify differences in technique and
common mistakes. This was outside the scope of the reported
study and is an area for future progressions of this research.

5. Conclusion
The strength of using inertial sensors is that they appear to
monitor movement patterns more accurately than visual observation by experts and with as much conﬁdence as 3D MoCap for
timing measures, whilst remaining highly practical with possibilities to provide intelligent feedback in real time. The important
outcome and major strength of this study is that it ﬁlled an
important gap in the literature, for validating a new method of
inertial sensor timing measures, and provided strong evidence and
interpretations to support using inertial sensors to monitor differences in resistance exercise technique and common mistakes.
This research provided support for past inertial sensor applications, a foundation for future applications, and future research
recommendations to expand or repeat this research. Thus, inertial
sensors have the potential for practical applications to lead to
signiﬁcant worldwide beneﬁts for safety and performance
increases in many important areas of society, speciﬁcally areas
where lifting and resistance exercises are common practice, such
as health and aged care, rehabilitation, working environments,
recreational exercise and professional sport.
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Abstract: A major barrier to wearables utility for kinematic analysis is convenience. Attachment to
skin requires significant expertise and is time consuming. Instead this research applies principles of
sensor analysis to clothing attachments, to examine temporal immunity to clothing artefact. No
known research has validated temporal outputs of inertial measurement units when embedded in
clothing. Nine participants completed five repetitions of conventional deadlifts while being
monitored with inertial sensors fixed on anatomical landmarks and embedded in clothing. The
agreement of group means between timing outputs of inertial sensor anteroposterior axis data were
compared between sensor locations. Will Hopkins Typical Error of the Estimate, Pearson's
correlation and a Bland Altman Limits of Agreement analysis were implemented for validation.
Strong agreement was found based on trivial standardised error (<0.1) for all agreement analyses.
Results support past research for applications applying temporal features of wearables to monitor
human movement.
Keywords: wearables; inertial sensor; validation; gyroscope; timing; human movement

1. Introduction
Wearable inertial measurement units (wearables) are devices that are ubiquitous in many ways
and becoming readily available to populations away from research. Monitoring human movement
with wearables may be more practical than other 3D motion capture methods. Micro
electromechanical based inertial sensors are mainstream wearables which can house multiple devices
for monitoring human movement. Wireless connectivity permits multiple sensor monitoring through
software tools allowing for synchronisation between devices for data analysis or real time feedback
[1]. Typical inertial sensors include gyroscopes which measure a bodies angular rate of change
around an axis in degrees per second (s) which can be used to estimate absolute joint angular position
in human locomotion [2]. The strength of inertial sensors includes simple user interface possibilities
implemented with software, and ambulatory integration into regular clinical, sporting or
organisational monitoring at low cost.
Inertial sensor magnitude outputs have been previously validated for monitoring human
movement event detection and activity classification [3]. In addition to magnitude, timing outputs
from inertial sensors fixed to the skin at anatomical landmarks can be used with as much confidence
as 3D motion capture systems [4]. This past validation between 3D motion capture and skin mounted
inertial sensors demonstrated that timing outputs from inertial sensors are comparable to true values,
and can now be used as a criterion measure for further research. Temporal outputs are necessary for
monitoring body segment timing during human movement and key events [5]. Inertial sensors have
been used to monitor temporal parameters of human movements in various gait and sporting
Proceedings 2018, 2, 535; doi:10.3390/proceedings2060535
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contexts [6]. Furthermore inertial sensors have been implemented in working environments for
ergonomic purposes such as monitoring segment motion, activity identification, and for sensor fusion
applications [7]. Sensor fusion is the application of data from multiple devices to compute or measure
a variable which would be less accurate or unattainable from a single device.
Workplace apparel and casual clothing are typically loose fitting and may add sensor artefact
into collected data due to the large and random movement of clothing. To reduce this assumed
limitation wearables are typically attached in tight fitting garments such as belts or straps. However,
no known research reporting accuracy of timing outputs from wearable sensors exist, despite the
potential various practical applications and pre-existing interventions implementing worn sensor
devices in numerous environments [4]. Therefore before interventions are possible, supporting
validation is required for clothing attachment methods to determine the influence of clothing artefact.
There is currently no known published validation for monitoring timing outputs of wearable inertial
sensors sewn into clothing.
The purpose of this research was to expand on previous research methods [4] by validating
wearables for monitoring the timing of spinal postural changes at practical device mounting
locations. The aim was to investigate the validity of timing outputs during resistance exercise from
inertial sensors embedded in tight fitting sporting apparel and workplace clothing at different
landmarks. This was achieved by measuring the agreement of group means between timing outputs
from inertial sensors fixed on the skin and inertial sensors placed in tight fitting garments.
2. Materials and Methods
This research was approved by the institutional ethics committee at Charles Darwin University
(reference number H14046). Nine volunteers (one female and eight males) sourced from the general
population participated. There was a strict inclusion criteria to ensure participant safety when
performing resistance exercise. Inclusion criteria included a minimum age of 18, previous experience
in performing resistance exercise, and a low health risk for performing high intensity physical
activity. Informed consent was obtained prior to any involvement and data collection was supervised
by a qualified sport scientist to oversee that lifts were performed in a safe manner. Inertial sensors
used included a tri axial accelerometer and gyroscope (SABEL Sense, Sports and Biomedical
Engineering Laboratories and wearable technologies, Brisbane, Australia) [8]. These sensors are
lightweight at 23 g with dimensions 55 mm × 30 mm × 13 mm [5]. Inertial sensor devices were attached
to participant’s skin with Physiotherapy tape at the spinal landmarks cervical vertebrae seven (C7)
and thoracic vertebrae 12 (T12). This method has been successfully implemented in previous research
[4,8]. An inertial sensor was sewn into a garment worn in workplaces with high manual handling
exposure (high visibility workplace jacket), directly posterior to the body worn sensor located at C7.
Typically jackets and upper body clothing is tighter fitting around the shoulders and neck compared
to the waist or abdomen. Therefore practically C7 was the only location appropriate to attach a
wearable device in the high visibility jacket due to the area being the tightest fit on participants with
the least observed movement occurring. A tight fitting elastic heart rate monitor vest typically used
in sport/exercise environments (heart rate monitor was removed) was also worn by participants
including two inertial sensor devices in sewn in pockets, located posterior to the skin mounted
sensors (same anatomical locations) at C7 and T12. Inertial sensor devices were set at 100 Hertz (Hz)
and synchronised for time by connecting wirelessly to a hub device. Sensor calibration followed
procedures previously reported which used gravity as the constant measured against [9]. Participants
completed one set of conventional deadlifts in a controlled environment for five repetitions with no
weight (broomstick) to ensure minimal risks of injury. A conventional deadlift was chosen for
analysis due to representing one of the most recognised back lift and resistance exercise methods for
lifting an object from the floor to hip height. The conventional deadlift is applicable to numerous
contexts including sport, health and rehabilitation, occupational contexts and daily living lifting
activities from the floor. Participants were asked to complete the deadlift at a comfortable speed
which reflected how fast they would lift in a daily living or workplace setting. Therefore the
conventional deadlift was appropriate to provide adequate data for agreement analysis.
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Raw data were downloaded directly from the devices and signal processing was performed in
Matlab (R2014, The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MS, USA). A 5 Hz hamming filter was applied and the
corresponding peaks in Gyroscope Y axis data for each repetition and each inertial sensor was
identified. The inertial sensor Y axis was orientated on the mediolateral axis of the spine. Therefore,
monitoring about the Y axis was chosen for analysis due to representing the anteroposterior (flexion
and extension in the sagittal plane) movement of the spine. The duration measured in seconds (s)
between peaks in angular velocity data were extracted. These data represented the time participants
took to complete a single conventional deadlift. Gender data were grouped due to the analysis
validating the technology timing outputs between devices for each lift. Therefore individual
participant difference did not affect results. The final sample size was 90 timing durations between
lifting peaks for inertial sensors located at C7 (30 skin, 30 vest, and 30 jacket samples) and 70 durations
for inertial sensors located at T12 (35 skin and 35 vest samples). The same variable (time) was tested
for agreement between two identical wearable devices during the same human movement pattern
and located at the same anatomical location. The difference was that one of the two devices was sewn
into a worn tight fitting garments and one was attached directly to the skin. These data yielded three
separate agreements for comparison which included the agreement between timing outputs for
inertial sensors located on the skin versus in the vest at C7, on the skin versus in the jacket at C7, and
on the skin versus in the vest at T12. Due to the strong agreement with infrared 3D motion capture
previously quantified [4], the skin mounted sensor data were used as the criterion measure.
The agreement was assessed via a Will Hopkins Typical Error of the Estimate validation and the
relationship was determined with a Pearson’s correlation. Will Hopkins statistical method assesses
the concurrent validity of a practical variable compared to a criterion variable. The two variables are
the same measure but typically performed with different methods. A practical variable is considered
valid if the measure is significantly close (agreement) to the true values occurring [10]. The criterion
is typically a gold standard measure or a variable that is as close to the true values of the measure as
possible. Validity between the practical variable and criterion variable (agreement) is analysed by the
standardised error, calculated by error (raw units) divided by the standard deviation of the criterion
values predicted by the practical variable (evaluated via correlation coefficients to allow estimation
of confidence limits). Standardised error results were interpreted using half the Will Hopkins
modified Cohen scale: <0.10, trivial; 0.1–0.3, small; 0.3–0.6, moderate; 0.6–1.0, large; 1.0–2.0, very large
>2.0 [10]. To further confirm validation, a Bland Altman Limits of Agreement was further completed
to cross examine the raw error of estimate results with the Will Hopkins Typical Error of the Estimate
validation [11].
3. Results
Validation results demonstrate the high agreement for accurately detecting the timing of
resistance exercise movement patterns with inertial sensors embedded in clothing (Table 1). For all
three differences analysed, the Will Hopkins standardised error of the estimate was trivial (<0.1)
(0.038, 0.055, and 0.065 respectively). There was a strong agreement for mean difference results (0.000
s, 0.005 s, and 0.002 s respectively), and the Pearson’s correlation coefficient was near perfect (r =
0.999, r = 0.999, and r = 0.998 respectively). Results remained consistent between statistical validation
methods and 95% confidence limits were very narrow for all three validations.
4. Discussion
This research aimed to validate temporal outputs of inertial sensors located in tight fitting
clothing and garments during human movement. Results demonstrated significant agreement,
validating the mounting of inertial sensors at C7 and T12 in wearable vests and jackets (Table 1).
Previous research reported timing outputs during resistance exercise from inertial sensors placed on
the skin had trivial standardised error (0.026) and significant Pearson’s correlation (r = 0.9997) when
compared to 3D motion capture [4]. This previously validated relationship enabled inertial sensors
placed on the skin to significantly reflect a higher standard (3D motion capture) of human movement
monitoring and therefore be utilised as the criterion measure. Past research [4] made it possible to
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analyse the use of wearable inertial sensors to monitor timing during resistance exercise, via
measuring the agreement between sensors placed on the skin and sensors embedded in clothing. It
was not possible to directly assess the agreement between wearable inertial sensors and 3D motion
capture due to clothing blocking any skin mounted reflective markers. It was concluded that
wearable inertial sensors mounted in tight fitting clothing can now be used with as much confidence
as skin mounted sensors for monitoring timing of human movement during resistance exercise.
Table 1. Measures of validity.

C7 Skin vs. Vest
Raw Error (s)
Standardised Error (Cohen scale)
Pearson Correlation (r)
Mean Difference (s)
T12 Skin vs. Vest
Raw Error (s)
Standardised Error (Cohen scale)
Pearson Correlation (r)
Mean Difference (s)
C7 Skin vs. Jacket
Raw Error (s)
Standardised Error (Cohen scale)
Pearson Correlation (r)
Mean Difference (s)

Estimate

Lower CL

Upper CL

0.032
0.038
0.999
0.000

0.026
0.031
0.999
−0.011

0.041
0.048
1.000
0.012

0.048
0.055
0.999
0.005

0.040
0.046
0.997
−0.011

0.060
0.069
0.999
0.022

0.054
0.065
0.998
0.002

0.045
0.053
0.996
−0.018

0.070
0.083
0.999
0.022

Legend: C7 = Cervical vertebrae segment 7. CL = Confidence limit. r = Pearson correlation coefficient.
s = Seconds. T12 = Thoracic vertebrae segment 12. vs. = Versus.

Agreement results for raw error (s) were combined in Table 1 to demonstrate the Bland Altman
Limits of Agreement statistical analysis generating the same raw error result as the Will Hopkins
Typical Error of the Estimate validation. The mean difference of timing durations from sensors
embedded in clothing when validated with skin fixed sensors had strong agreement (very close to
zero), evident from the very narrow confidence limits that included zero (Table 1). Therefore it is 95%
confident that there is no statistically significant difference between group means for all three
validations. This is further supported by the near perfect Pearson’s correlations for all three
agreement tests [10]. The standardised error from Will Hopkins results were all trivial (<0.1),
quantifying the close association between the practical and criterion variable. Therefore the practical
methodology is now a valid method of monitoring anteroposterior (flexion and extension) movement
of the C7 and T12 spinal landmarks during deadlifts with wearables. Due to the strength of results,
it can be assumed that this validity may be translatable to similar resistance exercises and manual
handling tasks, at typical device locations, and mounting in other varieties of clothing. Any
movement that incurs skeletal muscle contraction to oppose an external resistance or force (such as
gravity) can be considered as resistance exercise. Therefore, these results support any application
incorporating temporal measures of human movement during any forms of resistance exercise,
collected from wearable devices.
Magnitude measured from sensors fixed to skin has been previously validated for human joint
motion tracking with trivial positional errors and angle errors of less than five degrees [12].
Compared to other methods, wearables may have significantly greater noise and improper alignment
to anatomical axis due to the movement from poor fixation of devices [13]. These limitations may
influence magnitude errors and increase as fixation decreases. By implementing wearables in tight
fitting garments, any human error of manual attachment may be eliminated. In addition, when
plotting magnitude and timing, relatively small errors in magnitude may not influence timing
outputs. Specifically, changes in gyroscope data still happen at the exact time they occurred in real
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time, regardless of magnitude [4]. Therefore, timing output from wearables may be utilised as a
standalone means to derive important information. However, this research was performed in a
controlled environment to ensure immunity of clothing artefact due to any environmental conditions.
Therefore these results may not be translatable if wearables are implemented in analysis with
environmental fluctuations present. Future research and technology advances in sensor fusion
methods may further reduce these errors such as drift limitations or extreme environments.
The strength of these results is that wearables can now be confidently implemented to
quantitatively monitor timing outputs of human movement. Multiple wearables may be
simultaneously recording data during a task while accurately deriving and relaying important
information in real time. Therefore this method of human movement monitoring has multiple
potential practical applications across many societal areas. Timing data of human movement can be
fused with other sensor outputs and incorporated into mainstream recreational exercise trackers for
many purposes such as tracking the number of repetitions or the time taken to complete exercise sets.
There may also be potential health or performance feedback applications to monitor injury risks or
safe and efficient performance of a resistance exercise during strength training. Wearable sensors
may also be applied as a judging tool in professional sports to assist judges, by quantitatively
reporting timing measures. Furthermore, various applications for workplace settings include
monitoring which segments of the body are moving, when they are moving, how long they are
moving for and the number of repetitions performed during a specific task or for the duration of a
working shift. These timing outputs of human movement may be applied to track the efficiency of
staff members by monitoring the time taken to complete tasks or by tracking the number of items
shifted. The safety of staff may be monitored by incorporating sensor data in injury risk factor
estimations, monitoring falls, tracking fatigue, and work to rest ratio. With wearable sensors, these
factors may be monitored for a single task or over a working shift, without impeding on work.
Human movement data can be collected and linked to smartphone applications or computer
programs with friendly user interface designs, which could provide feedback in real time or compile
reports for review. The benefits of implementing wearable technology are the practicality of use in
occupational environments, low cost, constant development and enhancement of technology, the
accuracy of human movement measures, and the limitless potential for applications. Future
interventions of wearable sensors in the workplace may lead to productivity increases or reducing
workers compensation costs through increasing health and safety.
5. Conclusions
This novel validation demonstrated significant possibilities for future interventions utilising
temporal parameters of wearables and was of importance for several reasons. Results fill a gap in the
literature, with no known validation for temporal outputs of wearable inertial sensors existing,
despite many interventions utilising sensors embedded in clothing. This research supports previous
research and provides a foundation for future human movement applications implementing
wearable inertial sensors. The strength of these results can now be referred to as a reference point to
support the use of monitoring timing of human movement with wearables during other research
interventions and practical applications. The process of validation for new technologies and methods
applied in elite sport is pivotal before application can occur. The development and validation of
technology that has permeated sport and exercise assesses fundamental human movements for
health, safety and performance benefits. These fundamental components of human movement are
translatable to numerous societal areas. What is called for now is the use of this validated information
to develop quantitative human movement event detection interventions with wearables in
environments where resistance exercise is common practice, such as occupational environments,
recreational exercise, professional sport, rehabilitation, and activities of daily living.
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Summary
The primary research objective was to fill a gap in the literature by validating temporal
outputs of wearable inertial sensors when monitoring resistance exercise. This gap was filled
in the two reported temporal publications, which also answered the research question:


What is the validity and error of measuring temporal outputs of wearable inertial
sensors during resistance exercise?

The first publication reported that temporal outputs from skin mounted inertial sensors were
comparable to three dimensional motion capture. However wearable clothing mounted
sensors could not be compared with marker based motion capture due to the movement of
clothing increasing marker movement unrelated to human movement. Therefore,
comparable temporal results of skin mounted sensors with motion capture meant that skin
mounted devices could be used as a criterion reference system for a follow up study. In a
workplace environment, using skin mounted devices to monitor human movement may not
be practical due to expertise and time requirements which may impede on systems
performance. Mounting inertial sensors in clothing may be more practical for workplace
interventions, thus the agreement between wearables and skin mounted devices was
analysed and published. This temporal wearables validation was only possible to report due
to the first articles stated outcomes showing high agreement. Therefore, demonstrating that
skin mounted inertial sensors could be used as a criterion. It was shown that inertial sensors
embedded in tight fitting garments are comparable to skin mounted sensors. The temporal
validation gap in the literature was occupied via both of these publications, providing support
for wearables to be implemented in resistance exercise monitoring research in the future.
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Monitoring resistance exercise with inertial
sensors

Chapter outline
This chapter reports the outcomes of pilot research that was published. The articles are
unedited copies sourced from the relevant journals or conference proceedings. Thus
formatting may differ from this thesis and a list of references is included per publication. All
manuscripts went through a peer review process before being accepted for publication.
Succeeding the validation of wearables to measure temporal outputs during resistance
exercise, the original secondary aim of the research was to develop a system utilising inertial
sensors to monitor resistance exercise efficiency. The premise was to apply wearables for
performance increases in sport or high performance strength and conditioning programs.
The first step toward this aim was to determine which parameters of human movement were
of value to prioritise in such a system. The publications in this chapter report the trends and
findings of this research, highlighting specific measurable parameters of human movement
related to lifting tasks from the floor. The three publications presented answered the
research question:


Can inertial sensors measure important parameters for safety or efficiency of
resistance exercise in real time and what are the implications or trends of these
measures?

The three publications presented in order are:

Deconstructing a conventional deadlift with inertial sensors:
Observational analysis of spine movement during weighted and
unweighted lifts
Page 68 to page 72.
Note: When referring to P value in this publication there is an error. The publication states
that P values were set at 0.5, however it was actually 0.05.
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Modelling resistance exercise lifting technique with inertial sensors:
Knee extension during deadlifts
Page 73 to page 74.

Can wearable technology predict pain like pain predicts the weather?
Page 75 to page 80.
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Introduction:
Biomechanical models provide insight into the constructs of resistance exercise, allowing health
professionals to ensure lifting technique is safe and efficient. Defined from past kinematic research,
the deadlift has been modelled with inertial sensors to have three separate phases during the lift [1].
These phases include the lift off phase (LO), knee passing phase (KP), and the lift completion phase
(LC) [2]. Analysing biomechanical models with wearable technology may provide tools for health
professionals to identify injury risks and provide accurate feedback to clients. Inertial sensors have
been used to accurately classify resistance exercise technique into categories based on expertise with
greater accuracy than professional observation [3]. The aim of this research was to model deadlift
technique with inertial sensors to interpret trends of movement patterns.
Methods:
11 Volunteers performed unweighted conventional deadlifts for two sets and five repetitions per set
(Charles Darwin University Ethics Committee clearance: H14046). Lifting technique was instructed
by a qualified strength and conditioning coach. One set was performed with simultaneous knee, hip
and spine movement and one set was performed with knee extension occurring as the primary initiator
of movement. Volunteers were monitored with tri-axial inertial sensors (SABEL sense) located on
the skin at the Cervical (C7), Thoracic (T12) and Sacral (S1) spinal landmarks [4]. A five Hertz low
pass filter was applied and the concentric phase of each lift was time normalised (N=100). Students
T tests were used to compare the difference of gyroscope Y axis rate of change group means, due to
this data representing spinal movement in the sagittal plane. Group means were modelled to cross
reference video playback for interpreting real world trends.
Results:
A null hypothesis of no significant technique rate of change difference was rejected for the
relationship at the sacral spine (Table 1).
Table 1. Knee extension rate of change difference
Variables
Correlation
DL UW C7 vs. KneeExt C7
0.525
DL UW T12 vs. KneeExt T12
0.592
DL UW S1 vs. KneeExt S1
0.169

P value
P>0.05
P>0.05
P=0.014

Legend: DL = Deadlift; UW = Unweighted; KneeExt = Deadlift with knee
extension occurring first; C7 = Inertial sensor at cervical spine; T12 = Inertial
sensor at thoracic spine; S1 = Inertial sensor at sacral spine.
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Figure 1. Sacral spine (S1) degrees per second model comparison between typical unweighted deadlifts (DL UW S1)
and deadlifts with knee extension as the initiator of movement.

Discussion:
Results suggest a significant measurable difference between the two lifting trials if measured from
the sacral spine. This may be due to isolated or greater knee extension as the initiator of movement
leading to larger hip displacement whilst the spine remains neutral [1]. As defined from past research
for hip and knee rate of change, spinal rate of change models can be classified into the same three
phases (Figure 1) [2].
Figure 1 demonstrates the clear differences of the three phases between trials with simultaneous
movement and isolated knee extension, specifically the KP phase. Therefore, it was concluded that
inertial sensors can model the three phases of a deadlift from S1 and may be able to identify if knee
extension is occurring as the primary mover. This may have significant impacts for health
professionals feedback to clients for skill acquisition in amateurs, and safety or equilibrium for spinal
and knee loading. Various other techniques and resistance exercises may be interpreted with similar
methods to assist health professionals feedback. Resistance exercise risk factors to injury which
inertial sensors may be capable of monitoring include joint angles, posture, speed of movement,
displacement, fatigue, and power. Future research is needed to develop dynamic biomechanical
models of resistance exercise which can be monitored in real time with user friendly automated
inertial sensor method designs. Such research could have a large impact on numerous societal areas
including workplace health and safety, recreational exercise, health and rehabilitation, physical
activity classification, and professional sport.
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5.2 Summary
The conventional deadlift was originally chosen as the foci resistance exercise for pilot
research due to the broad applicability in numerous environments and the well documented
efficiency and safety of technique. The conclusion of this collective research was that small
resistance exercise technique differences can be monitored with inertial sensors, specifically
those that influence movement of the spine or trunk during lifting from the floor. Therefore a
secondary trend or finding emerged as an outcome of this research. This trend was that
inertial sensors appeared valid or accurate at monitoring parameters of lifting that are known
risk factors of low back disorders (LBD). These parameters included influence to technique
due to the weight of the object lifted, the posture of the spine and the motion of the lower
limbs. The original secondary objective was to develop a system utilising inertial sensors to
monitor resistance exercise efficiency, to be applied for performance increases in sport or
high performance strength and conditioning programs. However the trends of research and
findings from reviewing literature supported the hypothesis that monitoring safety of
resistance exercise with wearables may be more practical, applicable in more environments
and have greater impacts on societies overall wellbeing. Therefore new aims and objectives
were formulated. From this, the Revised National Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health Lifting Equation (RNLE) and Hand Calculated Back Compressive Force (HCBCF)
equation were identified as ergonomic assessment tools for measuring the risk of sustaining
LBD in occupational environments. Human movement parameters used in these equations
to estimate risk factors corresponded to the parameters measured in this pilot research with
inertial sensors. Thus the development of new research projects was undertaken to provide
a foundation to utilise wearables to measure these LBD risk factor biomechanical models.
This research is reported in Chapter 6.
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Validating wearables to semi-automate the
Revised National Institute of Occupational
Safety and Health Lifting Equation and the
Hand Calculated Back Compressive Force
model

Chapter outline
This chapter reports the research projects aimed toward validating the semi-automation of
two separate lifting equations (Revised National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
Lifting Equation (RNLE) and Hand Calculated Back Compressive Force (HCBCF) equation)
using inertial sensors. This chapter is written in the style of a journal article and results of this
research have been submitted for publication and are currently under review at the time of
thesis submission.

Introduction
In the 2010 global burden of disease study, LBD were ranked sixth for overall burden and
first in years lost due to disability (Hoy et al., 2014). Low back disorders are a persistent
multidisciplinary health issue, are the leading cause of global workplace absence and this
health issue is set to rise in coming decades due to the aging population, increasing the
current need for interventions and research. Primary prevention initiatives to combat LBD
include biomechanical modelling using simulations or reference video recordings and
manual measures to analyse static postures and estimate risk factors of injury based on
biomechanics of individual parameters in these postures. Back compressive force (BCF) was
an identified risk factor for sustaining LBD, which may be caused by tissue overload,
prolonged exposure to postures with a large degree of flexion and performing frequent
cumulative human movement tasks with minimal or inadequate recovery between lifts, tasks
and work shifts (Hoogendoorn et al., 2000; Marras et al., 1995; McGill, 2015). The HCBCF
model is a primary prevention approach that estimates compressive force in the erector
spinae muscle at spine segment L5-S1 during human movement tasks. The latest model
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(Version 1.2) of the HCBCF further includes an estimation of velocity to predict the effect of
acceleration on BCF (Merryweather et al., 2009).
Another identified model included the RNLE, a practical biomechanical model to reduce and
prevent resistance exercise related LBD (Waters et al. 1994). The RNLE estimates the risk
of sustaining LBD via manual handling for a specific lifting task and is typically measured
manually and hand calculated. The RNLE can be utilised to adjust manual handling tasks
accordingly to attempt to reduce a tasks lifting index to below 1.0 and adhere to the
recommended weight limit to minimise risks of sustaining LBD.
These equations are completed during static posture and therefore lacks the capability to
monitor a person dynamically over time or for differing tasks. It may be possible with
wearable technology to modernise static biomechanical estimations of risk factors due to
wearables providing individualised real time dynamic monitoring of human movement. There
are currently no known published validations applying inertial sensor methods to LBD risk
factor estimation monitoring, specifically for human kinematics in the workplace.
Therefore, the aim of this research was to investigate this innovative concept, by analysing
the validity of implementing inertial sensors to measure BCF and RWL/LI (via the HCBCF
and RNLE) during a simulated workplace lifting task. The objective was to validate an inertial
sensor methodology fused with software to calculate the two static equations and determine
the error of the method compared to the currently used entirely hand calculated methods.
This was achieved by comparing the agreement of outputs between the currently practiced
manual methods, inertial sensor methods and a criterion 3D motion capture method. A
secondary objective was to further determine the most practical and accurate device
mounting location to measure the RNLE with an inertial sensor. This objective was achieved
by comparing the agreement between four different mounting locations.

Methodology
Ethical clearance was granted by the Charles Darwin University Human Research Ethics
Committee (reference H16036). Thirty people including 16 males and 14 females sourced
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from the general population participated (Table 6.1). A strict inclusion criteria and informed
consent was obtained prior to participation to ensure safety and confidentiality.

Table 6.1. Participant characteristics.
Weight (kg)

Height (cm)

Age (years)

Mean

71.28

173.02

29.52

Standard deviation

15.1

9.86

9.66

Minimum

44.5

154

18

Maximum

114

193

53

Participants performed seven manual handling tasks involving lifting a crate from the floor
and placing it on a table (70 cm high) positioned at different locations. The table was
positioned at different angle locations in relation to the participant for each task, however
participants chose their own comfortable horizontal distance between the table and where
they stood, which was marked (Figure 6.1).

Figure 6.1. Bird eye view visual diagram representation of table position for each lifting task.

RNLE and HCBCF static variables were all manually measured before each lifting task per
participant. During the trials participants were monitored for each repetition with inertial
sensors and a 3D motion capture system. Feet were fixed for each task and origin and
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destination locations of the lifted object were marked so horizontal distances were known
and consistent for each repetition. The seven tasks performed in order were;


Task 1. Lifting a crate with handles, weighing 1 kg, from the origin location on the
floor (0° horizontal line) and placing it on the destination location on the table, which
was positioned directly in front of the origin location, on participant’s mid-point of the
ankles horizontal line. This was done five separate times (five repetitions).



Task 2. As above however 5 kg was added to the load weight (crate with handles).
The total weight lifted was 6 kg.



Task 3. As above but the destination location of the table was positioned 30° to the
right side from the origin location. Participants had to twist their body to place the
crate onto the table.



Task 4. As above but the table was positioned 45° to the right side from the origin
location.



Task 5. As above but the table was positioned 60° to the right side from the origin
location.



Task 6. As above but the table was positioned 90° to the right side from the origin
location.



Task 7. As above (lift and twist to 90°) but the crate weighed 1 kg and was lifted
repeatedly for a period of 15 minutes.

The inertial sensor devices used were the Sports and Biomedical Engineering Laboratory
(SABEL) SABEL Sense (SABEL Sense, SABEL Laboratory, Brisbane, Australia). The
SABEL Sense devices include a tri-axial accelerometer, rate gyroscope and a digital
magnetometer (James et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2011). The SABEL Sense wearable device is
lightweight (23 g) and is controlled wirelessly from a toolkit developed in MATLAB,
specifically designed for human movement applications (Leadbetter and James, 2016; Wada
et al., 2018). Four SABEL Sense devices and one hub device were used. A wireless toolkit
developed in MATLAB specifically designed for human movement monitoring was
incorporated to control and time synchronise SABEL Sense devices (Leadbetter and James
2016; Wada et al. 2018). A rigid body of reflective markers was attached directly with tape to
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each worn inertial sensor (tracked with an infrared motion capture system). One sensor was
attached with rigid strapping tape to the skin at the following anatomical locations;


Upper back, on the spinous process of cervical vertebrae seven (C7).



Low back, on the spinous process of sacral vertebrae one (S1)



Dorsal side of right hand, in the middle of the metacarpals.



Dorsal side of left hand, in the middle of the metacarpals.

The devices were set at 100 Hz and calibrated following procedures previously reported,
using gravity as the constant measured against (Lai et al., 2004). Motion capture markers
were tracked with an Optitrak system (NaturalPoint, Inc. Corvallis, Oregon, United States of
America).
The HCBCF method
The HCBCF method estimates the compressive muscle force in Newtons (N) at L5-S1 at two
static points in time, the origin or at the beginning of the movement and at the destination or
the very end of the movement (Rajaee et al., 2015). Only one inertial sensor device mounted
at S1 was used to monitor the HCBCF variables, due to representing the movement of the
spine relative to the segment being focused on (L5-S1). Therefore when discussing BCF
results and HCBCF variables, only data from the rigid body and inertial sensor located at S1
is being referred to.
All HCBCF equation parameters were manually measured prior to data collection with a
stadiometer for participant height, a tape measure for distance, a standard universal
goniometer for flexion angles and a weight scale for load weight and participant weight.
Hand calculated (manually measured) parameters were entered into MATLAB (R2017, The
MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MS, USA) where the HCBCF equation was calculated
(Merryweather et al., 2009). Only task 1 and task 2 were analysed for the HCBCF equation,
due to the equation not supporting twisting actions during lifting.
HCBCF female equation restated:
𝐵𝐶𝐹 = ((0.0175 × 𝐵𝑊 × 𝐻 × sin(𝜃)) + (0.152 × (𝐿 × 𝐻𝐵)) + (0.8 × (𝐵𝑊 / 2 + 𝐿))
+ 20) × 9.81
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HCBCF male equation restated:
𝐵𝐶𝐹 = ((0.0167 × 𝐵𝑊 × 𝐻 × sin(𝜃)) + (0.145 × (𝐿 × 𝐻𝐵)) + (0.8 × (𝐵𝑊 / 2 +
𝐿)) + 23) × 9.81
Where;
BCF = Back compressive force, in Newtons.
BW = Body weight, in kg.
H = Height, in cm.
θ = Torso flexion angle at S1 from the vertical line, in degrees.
L = Load, in kg.
HB = Horizontal distance from hands to S1, in cm.
Lift detection and the torso flexion angle was automatically measured with an inertial sensor
and 3D motion capture system via two separate methods, an offset adjustment method
(error correction) and a standing zeroed method. Raw data was extracted by downloading
directly from the inertial sensor device and the trajectorise function was used in Motive
Optitrak software to track reflective markers, with signal processing and analysis performed
in MATLAB. Acceleration data was filtered using a 4th order Butterworth filter with a 0.5 Hz
cut off and used for lift detection. Origin and destination static locations were automatically
identified based off the change in orientation from the longitudinal axis. This data
represented acceleration of the spine/trunk rotation around the transverse axis, due to
flexion and extension. An open source attitude and heading reference system algorithm
previously reported was implemented for orientation estimation (Madgwick, 2010; Madgwick
et al., 2011; Wada et al., 2018).
Two methods were incorporated to extract flexion angle including a zeroed method and an
offset adjustment method. Both methods were tested for agreement with 3D motion capture.
For the zeroed method, the anatomical zero joint position was set when participants were
standing in the anatomical position (standing straight and upright). Each time data was
collected, participants were asked to stand in this position prior to completing the task.
Absolute flexion angle at S1 was measured by the difference in absolute angle between this
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zeroed point (standing upright) and each origin and destination static location identified via
the automatic lift detection method.
The offset adjustment method was to average the difference of absolute angle between the
inertial sensor and 3D motion capture (origin and destination data combined), then apply that
difference as an error correction to raw sensor data. Both methods purpose was to align the
inertial sensor Y axis as close as possible to participant’s longitudinal axis of the lumbar
spine. The torso flexion angle for each method was automatically extracted at origin and
destination for each repetition and incorporated into the HCBCF calculation in MATLAB,
replacing the manually measured torso angle used in the all manual hand calculated
method. Incorporating manually measured HCBCF height, weight and distance parameters
with automated lift detection and torso flexion angle measures from inertial sensors and 3D
motion capture created a semi-automated approach to estimating BCF.
The HCBCF equation was completed in MATLAB with hand calculated measures, with an
inertial sensor at S1 using two methods of measuring torso angle and with 3D motion
capture. Origin and destination data were grouped. Four validations were analysed for each
method of measuring torso angle (standing zeroed and offset adjustment). These included
two separate validations for flexion comparisons and two for BCF outputs including inertial
sensor versus 3D motion capture and hand calculated versus 3D motion capture. A Will
Hopkins Typical Error of the Estimate validation was used to determine statistical agreement
(Hopkins, 2015). This validation analysis assesses concurrent validity of a practical variable
compared with a criterion, a higher standard considered to be as close to true values as
possible. A practical variable is deemed a valid method of measuring the analysed output if
the measure is significantly similar (agreement) to the same output measured with a criterion
method (Blair et al., 2018; Gleadhill et al., 2018). Agreement is validated via the
standardised error, interpreted using the modified Cohen scale: <0.10, trivial; 0.1-0.3, small;
0.3-0.6, moderate; 0.6-1.0, large; 1.0-2.0, very large (Hopkins, 2015).
Dynamic BCF example
The distance parameter included in the HCBCF model is a measure of the horizontal
distance between the hands and S1. Methodologies were completed for the HCBCF model
as reported in section 6.3.1 of this thesis. Additionally, linear interpolation was calculated
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between the manually measured horizontal distance origin and destination static locations,
creating a straight line of variables (one for each angle sample collected from the inertial
sensor) between the two points of data. However, excluding linear interpolation of distance
measures, no new methodologies were included. The existing presented methodology was
just applied for each data sample (flexion angle) in time during the concentric lifting phase,
opposed to only analysing the origin and destination static locations. For clarity measuring
the flexion angle was automated with an inertial sensor mounted at L5-S1 for every collected
angle sample. The HCBCF model calculation was semi-automated by dynamically
measuring back compressive force at each instance in time (at each angle sample) using the
linearly interpolated horizontal distance data. The means of this dynamic example are
visually reported in three graphs for discussions on future implications.
The RNLE method
The RNLE was calculated as reported by the NIOSH at two static locations, the origin (very
start) of the task and the destination (very end) of the task of each repetition (Waters et al.
1994).
The RNLE equation restated:

RWL = LC × HM × VM × DM × AM × FM × CM
Where;


RWL: Recommended Weight Limit for the task being analysed.



LC: Load Constant (23 kilograms). This is the maximum recommended load that
healthy individuals may lift under ideal conditions.



HM: Horizontal Multiplier, calculated as 25/H. H is the distance, in centimetres,
between the mid-point of the ankles to a point on the floor directly below the midpoint of the hands. The mid-point of the ankles is defined as the centre of the line
between the inner ankle bones. The mid-point of the hands is measured similarly,
from both largest middle knuckles.
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VM: Vertical Multiplier, calculated as 1 – (0.003 × |V – 75|). V is the vertical
height of the hands (measured from large middle knuckle) above the floor, in
centimetres.



DM: Distance Multiplier, calculated as 0.82 + 4.5/D. D is the vertical travel
distance of the hands between the origin and destination of the lift, in centimetres.



AM: Asymmetry Multiplier, calculated as 1 – 0.0032A. A is the twist angle, in
degrees, between the asymmetry line and the mid-sagittal line.



FM: Frequency Multiplier, drawn from an empirically determined table derived
from the frequency of lifts per minute.



CM: Coupling Multiplier, drawn from an empirically determined table derived from
the gripping method utilised on the load being lifted, classified as good, fair, or
poor.

LI = LW / RWL
Where;


LW is the Load Weight representing the amount that is being lifted, in kilograms.



LI is the Lifting Index and RWL is the Recommended Weight Limit.

Participants RNLE parameters were manually calculated and entered into MATLAB (R2017,
The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MS, USA) where recommended weight limit and lifting index
were calculated. Manual measurements were taken by a trained professional using a tape
measure for horizontal and vertical locations, calibrated weight scales for load weight, a
universal goniometer for asymmetry angles and reported corresponding tables for multipliers
(Waters et al. 1994). A hand tally counter was used by a professional in real time to measure
the frequency of lifts and cross checked via motion capture data during analysis. The
participant lifted the object from marked locations from origin to destination for each
repetition performed. This ensured that horizontal distances and the horizontal multiplier
remained consistent for each repetition. The height of the table and position of the hands
gripping the crate was identical for each task, therefore the vertical multiplier and distance
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multiplier remained constant. The design of the crate had an optimal coupling design with a
handle for each hand that could easily be wrapped around and gripped. Therefore, the
coupling multiplier was set as a constant of “one” (good grip). RNLE parameters asymmetry
angle and number of lifts performed per minute were alternatively measured with an inertial
sensor at the four reported mounting locations and with the motion capture system rigid
bodies at these locations.
Raw data download, filtering and automated lift detection were completed as reported in the
HCBCF method, using the change in orientation in the longitudinal axis. The automated lift
detection was further used to calculate total repetitions completed, trial length and lifts per
minute. A previously reported attitude and heading reference system was used to process
sensors orientation estimation (Madgwick 2010; Madgwick, Harrison, and Vaidyanathan
2011; Wada et al. 2018). Absolute asymmetry angle was then calculated using a zeroed
point method. Asymmetry angle was relative to the change in degrees around the
longitudinal axis from the origin or start of each lift to the destination, the end of each lift.
Therefore, the asymmetry angle was set to zero degrees at each automatically identified
origin. The number of lifts and asymmetry angle values measured with motion capture and
each inertial sensor were incorporated into the RNLE equation in MATLAB, replacing the
corresponding hand calculated measurement. Incorporating manually measured RNLE
variables HM, VM, DM, CM and LW with automated lift detection, absolute asymmetry
angles, AM, absolute lifts per minute and FM measures from inertial sensors and 3D motion
capture data created a semi-automated approach to estimating the RNLE. Recommended
weight limit and lifting index were calculated three ways including using an entirely hand
calculated method, using inertial sensors to measure frequency and asymmetry and using
motion capture to measure frequency and asymmetry.
It was assumed that absolute asymmetry angle would be the same for the left and right hand
during the lifting tasks due to the symmetrical positioning of the hands on the lifted crate.
Therefore, data from the sensor on the right hand were analysed together with the data from
the sensor on the left hand (versus motion capture) resulting in three separate locations for
analysis including the upper back, low back, and hands. Furthermore, all origin and
destination results were grouped for each of the three locations. Data was excluded if the
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MATLAB script automation process missed marking an origin or destination. Parameters
asymmetry and asymmetry multiplier, and RNLE outputs recommended weight limit and
lifting index were analysed for agreement for each of the three locations during tasks two to
six between the hand calculated and inertial sensor methods versus the criterion motion
capture. The same agreement analysis was performed including total number of lifts
completed and the frequency multiplier during task seven (the 15-minute period of
continuous lifting). This resulted in 36 separate individual validations for analysis.
Agreements were calculated with a Will Hopkins Typical Error of the Estimate validation
(Hopkins 2015). This analysis was chosen over similar agreement methods due to the
inclusion of the standardisation of raw error and has been successfully implemented in
recent human movement monitoring validations using wearables (Blair et al. 2018).

Results
The HCBCF results
Will Hopkins validity analysis results are reported in Table 6.2 for the offset adjustment
method and Table 6.3 for the flexion zeroed method. The most valid statistical agreement
was found between 3D motion capture (criterion) and an inertial sensor at S1 (practical)
when using the offset adjustment method (error correction), demonstrating flexion angle raw
errors of less than five degrees. Every validation had narrow 95% confidence limits,
demonstrating no significant difference between validations. Further supporting the
agreement was the corresponding Pearson’s correlations, demonstrating strong positive
linear relationships. Bias results showed smaller bias for sensors versus motion capture
compared to hand calculation versus motion capture validations.
Additionally, three figures are presented, demonstrating linear interpolation of the horizontal
distance variable between origin and destination (Figure 6.2), measuring the flexion angle
automatically with an inertial sensor mounted at S1 for every collected angle sample (Figure
6.3) and the corresponding HCBCF model calculation measuring back compressive force at
each instance in time (at each angle sample) using the linearly interpolated horizontal
distance data (Figure 6.4).
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Table 6.2. Typical error of the estimate. Offset adjustment method. Significant data is in bold.
Output
Criterion
Practical
Standardised error
Raw error

Pearson correlation

Torso
angle (θ)

Motion
capture

Inertial sensor

0.37, moderate
(95% CL 0.33 - 0.41)

4.24°
(95% CL 3.95 - 4.58)

r = 0.94
(95% CL 0.92 - 0.95)

Torso
angle (θ)

Motion
capture

Hand
calculated

0.92, large
(95% CL 0.80 - 1.07)

8.28°
(95% CL 7.71 - 8.94)

r = 0.74
(95% CL 0.68 - 0.78)

BCF (N)

Motion
capture

Inertial sensor

0.31, moderate
(95% CL 0.28 - 0.34)

135.20 N
(95% CL 125.93 - 145.95)

r = 0.96
(95% CL 0.95 - 0.96)

BCF (N)

Motion
capture

Hand
calculated

0.85, large
(95% CL 0.75 - 0.98)

297.17 N
(95% CL 276.80 - 320.80)

r = 0.76
(95% CL 0.71 - 0.80)

Mean bias in raw units
-0.05°
(95% CL -0.50 - 0.40)
9.58°
(95% CL 8.21 - 10.96)
-2.16 N
(95% CL -16.38 - 12.05)
261.12 N
(95% CL 222.09 - 300.14)

Legend: θ = Theta representing torso flexion angle at S1; BCF = Back compressive force; CL = Confidence limits; N = Newtons; r = Pearson correlation coefficient.

Table 6.3. Typical error of the estimate. Flexion zeroed method. Significant data is in bold.
Output
Criterion
Practical
Standardised error

Raw error

Pearson correlation

Torso
angle (θ)

Motion capture

Inertial sensor

0.90, large
(95% CL 0.76 - 1.10)

5.90°
(95% CL 5.39 - 6.53)

r = 0.74
(95% CL 0.67 - 0.80)

Torso
angle (θ)

Motion capture

Hand
calculated

2.51, extremely large
(95% CL 1.82 - 3.92)

8.18°
(95% CL 7.46 - 9.04)

r = 0.37
(95% CL 0.25 - 0.48)

BCF (N)

Motion capture

Inertial sensor

0.52, moderate
(95% CL 0.45 - 0.61)

191.61 N
(95% CL 174.83 - 211.97)

r = 0.89
(95% CL 0.85 - 0.91)

BCF (N)

Motion capture

Hand
calculated

1.68, very large
(95% CL 1.31 - 2.26)

355.73 N
(95% CL 324.59 - 393.55)

r = 0.51
(95% CL 0.40 - 0.61)

Mean bias in raw units
-2.29°
(95% CL -3.09 - -1.48)
13.38°
(95% CL 11.24 - 15.51)
-73.34 N
(95% CL -100.03 - -46.64)
399.99 N
(95% CL 335.21 - 464.77)

Legend: θ = Theta representing torso flexion angle at S1; BCF = Back compressive force; CL = Confidence limits; N = Newtons; r = Pearson correlation coefficient.
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Figure 6.2. Linearly interpolated horizontal distance (mean) between the low back (S1) and the load lifted, measured
manually at origin and destination, during one conventional deadlift concentric phase for task one.

Figure 6.3. Flexion angle (mean) of the low back from the vertical line, measured with an inertial sensor, during the
conventional deadlift concentric phase for task one.
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Figure 6.4. Dynamic back compressive force (mean), calculated in MATLAB, at each angle sample measured with
an inertial sensor during the conventional deadlift concentric phase for task one.

The RNLE results
Validity results are reported in three separate tables representing inertial sensor vs motion
capture validations and hand calculated vs motion capture validations for six different
measurements. The six separate validations for analysis included total number of lifts
completed, the frequency multiplier, asymmetry angle, asymmetry multiplier, recommended
weight limit and lifting index. These six validations were completed for each method at each
of the three different device mounting locations (Table 6.4, Table 6.5, Table 6.6).
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Table 6.4. Typical error of the estimate validations. Mounting location C7. The criterion is 3D motion capture.
Output
Number of total lifts
Frequency multiplier
Asymmetry angle
Asymmetry multiplier
Recommended
weight limit
Lifting index
Number of total lifts
Frequency multiplier
Asymmetry angle
Asymmetry multiplier
Recommended
weight limit
Lifting index

Practical

Standardised error

Raw error

Pearson correlation

Mean bias in raw units

Inertial
sensor
Inertial
sensor
Inertial
sensor
Inertial
sensor
Inertial
sensor
Inertial
sensor
Hand
calculated
Hand
calculated
Hand
calculated
Hand
calculated
Hand
calculated
Hand
calculated

0.01, Trivial
(95% CL 0.01 - 0.02)
0.07, Trivial
(95% CL 0.05 - 0.11)
0.31, Moderate
(95% CL 0.28 - 0.35)
0.31, Moderate
(95% CL 0.28 - 0.35)
0.33, Moderate
(95% CL 0.29 - 0.37)
0.36, Moderate
(95% CL 0.32 - 0.41)
0.08, Trivial
(95% CL 0.05 - 0.12)
0.09, Trivial
(95% CL 0.06 - 0.13)
0.51, Moderate
(95% CL 0.45 - 0.58)
0.52, Moderate
(95% CL 0.45 - 0.59)
0.58, Moderate
(95% CL 0.51 - 0.66)
0.66, Large
(95% CL 0.57 - 0.76)

0.86 Lifts
(95% CL 0.66 - 1.23)
0.01
(95% CL 0.01 - 0.01)
5.55°
(95% CL 5.13 - 6.05)
0.02
(95% CL 0.02 - 0.02)
0.13 kg
(95% CL 0.12 - 0.14)
0.02
(95% CL 0.02 - 0.02)
4.99 Lifts
(95% CL 3.84 - 7.14)
0.01
(95% CL 0.01 - 0.01)
8.53°
(95% CL 7.88 - 9.29)
0.03
(95% CL 0.03 - 0.03)
0.20 kg
(95% CL 0.18 - 0.22)
0.03
(95% CL 0.02 - 0.03)

r = 1.00
(95% CL 1.00 - 1.00)
r = 1.00
(95% CL 0.99 - 1.00)
r = 0.96
(95% CL 0.94 - 0.96)
r = 0.96
(95% CL 0.94 - 0.96)
r = 0.95
(95% CL 0.94 - 0.96)
r = 0.94
(95% CL 0.93 - 0.95)
r = 1.00
(95% CL 0.99 - 1.00)
r = 1.00
(95% CL 0.99 - 1.00)
r = 0.89
(95% CL 0.86 - 0.91)
r = 0.89
(95% CL 0.86 - 0.91)
r = 0.87
(95% CL 0.83 - 0.89)
r = 0.84
(95% CL 0.80 - 0.87)

0.17 Lifts
(95% CL 0.23 - 0.58)
0.00
(95% CL 0.00 - 0.01)
3.83°
(95% CL 3.02 - 4.63)
-0.01
(95% CL -0.01 - -0.01)
-0.09 kg
(95% CL -0.11 - -0.07)
0.01
(95% CL 0.01 - 0.02)
-3.35 Lifts
(95% CL -5.75 - -0.94)
0.00
(95% CL 0.00 - 0.01)
8.42°
(95% CL 6.68 - 10.16)
-0.03
(95% CL -0.03 - -0.02)
-0.20 kg
(95% CL -0.24 - -0.16)
0.03
(95% CL 0.02 - 0.04)

Legend: CL = Confidence limits. r = Pearson correlation coefficient
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Table 6.5. Typical error of the estimate validations. Mounting location S1. The criterion is 3D motion capture.
Output
Number of total lifts
Frequency multiplier
Asymmetry angle
Asymmetry multiplier
Recommended
weight limit
Lifting index
Number of total lifts
Frequency multiplier
Asymmetry angle
Asymmetry multiplier
Recommended
weight limit
Lifting index

Practical

Standardised error

Raw error

Pearson correlation

Mean bias in raw units

Inertial
sensor
Inertial
sensor
Inertial
sensor
Inertial
sensor
Inertial
sensor
Inertial
sensor
Hand
calculated
Hand
calculated
Hand
calculated
Hand
calculated
Hand
calculated
Hand
calculated

0.06, Trivial
(95% CL 0.04 - 0.09)
0.31, Moderate
(95% CL 0.20 - 0.50)
0.40, Moderate
(95% CL 0.35 - 0.45)
0.40, Moderate
(95% CL 0.35 - 0.45)
0.42, Moderate
(95% CL 0.37 - 0.47)
0.42, Moderate
(95% CL 0.37 - 0.47)
0.10, Small
(95% CL 0.06 - 0.15)
0.33, Moderate
(95% CL 0.21 - 0.52)
0.69, Large
(95% CL 0.60 - 0.79)
0.70, Large
(95% CL 0.61 - 0.81)
0.96, Large
(95% CL 0.82 - 1.13)
0.99, Large
(95% CL 0.85 - 1.18)

3.91 Lifts
(95% CL 3.01 - 5.58)
0.04
(95% CL 0.03 - 0.05)
3.95°
(95% CL 3.65 - 4.31)
0.01
(95% CL 0.01 - 0.01)
0.10 kg
(95% CL 0.09 - 0.11)
0.01
(95% CL 0.01 - 0.01)
6.45 Lifts
(95% CL 4.96 - 9.21)
0.04
(95% CL 0.03 - 0.06)
6.08°
(95% CL 5.62 - 6.63)
0.02
(95% CL 0.02 - 0.02)
0.18 kg
(95% CL 0.17 - 0.20)
0.02
(95% CL 0.02 - 0.02)

r = 1.00
(95% CL 1.00 - 1.00)
r = 0.96
(95% CL 0.90 - 0.98)
r = 0.93
(95% CL 0.91 - 0.94)
r = 0.93
(95% CL 0.91 - 0.94)
r = 0.92
(95% CL 0.90 - 0.94)
r = 0.92
(95% CL 0.90 - 0.94)
r = 1.00
(95% CL 0.99 - 1.00)
r = 0.95
(95% CL 0.89 - 0.98)
r = 0.82
(95% CL 0.78 - 0.86)
r = 0.82
(95% CL 0.78 - 0.86)
r = 0.72
(95% CL 0.66 - 0.77)
r = 0.71
(95% CL 0.65 - 0.76)

0.70 Lifts
(95% CL -1.00 - 2.39)
-0.01
(95% CL -0.02 - 0.01)
3.11°
(95% CL 2.51 - 3.71)
-0.01
(95% CL -0.01 - -0.01)
-0.08 kg
(95% CL -0.09 - -0.06)
0.01
(95% CL 0.01 - 0.01)
-2.43 Lifts
(95% CL -5.56 - 0.69)
-0.01
(95% CL -0.02 - 0.01)
16.38°
(95% CL 13.99 - 18.77)
-0.05
(95% CL -0.06 - -0.05)
-0.40 kg
(95% CL -0.46 - -0.34)
0.05
(95% CL 0.05 - 0.06)

Legend: CL = Confidence limits. r = Pearson correlation coefficient
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Table 6.6. Typical error of the estimate validations. Mounting locations left and right hand combined. The Criterion is 3D motion capture.
Output
Number of total lifts
Frequency multiplier
Asymmetry angle
Asymmetry multiplier
Recommended
weight limit
Lifting index
Number of total lifts
Frequency multiplier
Asymmetry angle
Asymmetry multiplier
Recommended
weight limit
Lifting index

Practical

Standardised error

Raw error

Pearson correlation

Mean bias in raw units

Inertial
sensor
Inertial
sensor
Inertial
sensor
Inertial
sensor
Inertial
sensor
Inertial
sensor
Hand
calculated
Hand
calculated
Hand
calculated
Hand
calculated
Hand
calculated
Hand
calculated

0.17, Small
(95% CL 0.11 - 0.27)
0.27, Small
(95% CL 0.17 - 0.43)
0.38, Moderate
(95% CL 0.31 - 0.46)
0.38, Moderate
(95% CL 0.31 - 0.46)
0.43, Moderate
(95% CL 0.35 - 0.53)
0.44, Moderate
(95% CL 0.36 - 0.54)
0.07, Trivial
(95% CL 0.04 - 0.11)
0.05, Trivial
(95% CL 0.03 - 0.08)
0.56, Moderate
(95% CL 0.45 - 0.69)
0.55, Moderate
(95% CL 0.45 - 0.69)
0.61, Large
(95% CL 0.49 - 0.76)
0.62, Large
(95% CL 0.50 - 0.78)

11.22 Lifts
(95% CL 8.63 - 16.03)
0.03
(95% CL 0.02 - 0.04)
6.82°
(95% CL 6.04 - 7.85)
0.02
(95% CL 0.02 - 0.03)
0.17 kg
(95% CL 0.15 - 0.19)
0.02
(95% CL 0.02 - 0.03)
4.59 Lifts
(95% CL 3.53 - 6.55)
0.01
(95% CL 0.00 - 0.01)
9.36°
(95% CL 8.28 - 10.77)
0.03
(95% CL 0.03 - 0.03)
0.22 kg
(95% CL 0.19 - 0.25)
0.03
(95% CL 0.03 - 0.03)

r = 0.99
(95% CL 0.97 - 0.99)
r = 0.96
(95% CL 0.92 - 0.99)
r = 0.93
(95% CL 0.91 - 0.95)
r = 0.93
(95% CL 0.91 - 0.95)
r = 0.92
(95% CL 0.88 - 0.94)
r = 0.92
(95% CL 0.88 - 0.94)
r = 1.00
(95% CL 0.99 - 1.00)
r = 1.00
(95% CL 1.00 - 1.00)
r = 0.87
(95% CL 0.82 - 0.91)
r = 0.88
(95% CL 0.82 - 0.91)
r = 0.85
(95% CL 0.79 - 0.90)
r = 0.85
(95% CL 0.79 - 0.89)

-0.43 Lifts
(95% CL -5.36 - 4.50)
-0.01
(95% CL -0.03 - 0.00)
-0.17°
(95% CL -1.45 - 1.10)
0.00
(95% CL 0.00 - 0.00)
0.00 kg
(95% CL -0.03 - 0.04)
0.00
(95% CL -0.01 - 0.00)
-3.52 Lifts
(95% CL -5.93 - -1.11)
0.00
(95% CL 0.00 - 0.01)
6.32°
(95% CL 3.78 - 8.85)
-0.02
(95% CL -0.03 - -0.01)
-0.14 kg
(95% CL -0.20 - -0.08)
0.02
(95% CL 0.01 - 0.03)

Legend: CL = Confidence limits. r = Pearson correlation coefficient
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Discussion
Validity of semi-automating the HCBCF
Standardised agreement results are considered more valid the smaller the result or the
closer the agreement is to zero, inferring that methods show the exact same result. Table 6.2
demonstrates large Cohen scale differences in agreements for hand calculated comparisons
and a moderate agreement when comparing the inertial sensor to 3D motion capture. Raw
error further supports the standardised Cohen scale results showing less absolute angle
errors when comparing the inertial sensor to motion capture, versus comparing hand
calculated with motion capture.
Pearson’s Correlation analysis further supports the strength of corresponding agreements.
Due to the variables being the same measure, theoretically the coefficient should
demonstrate strong relationships. However, in this research the comparison is comparing
two identical variables at the same time they occurred, but with different systems. Correlation
is not representative of causation and agreement is the more appropriate analysis to infer
practical implications of results when comparing methods opposed to outcomes (Hopkins,
1997; Hopkins et al., 2009). It was concluded that inertial sensors utilising offset adjustment
can be incorporated with software to monitor BCF more accurately than the hand calculated
method, with absolute angle errors of less than five degrees and BCF errors of less than 150
N.
Table 6.3 demonstrates similar trends showing that inertial sensors utilising a standing
flexion zeroed method can be incorporated with software to monitor BCF more accurately
than the hand calculated method, with absolute angle errors of less than six degrees and
BCF errors of less than 200 N. Therefore, a single inertial sensor at S1 can be used with
greater confidence for large scale interventions to monitor flexion and estimate BCF
compared to a hand calculated method. The degree of error was considered acceptable for
both methods, due to being an improvement over error from the traditionally used hand
calculated method.
These results have many practical implications that should be considered when
incorporating this research into future interventions or expanding methodologies for
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development. Universal standard goniometers have shown good validity and reliability, but
are prone to errors involving method standardisation and tester expertise (Milanese et al.,
2014; Mohsin et al., 2015). There is currently no standard method of using a universal
goniometer to measure the angle of the L5-S1 joint, with the closest standard method of
trunk rotation being measured at the hip joint taken from the greater trochanter of the femur.
Furthermore in the HCBCF equation, torso angle is categorised into 10° intervals from the
vertical line, thus does not take into account torso angles that fall between categories
(Merryweather et al., 2009). These are current limitations of the HCBCF and may have
contributed to the larger errors reported from the hand calculated agreements. In comparison
inertial sensors have the potential to measure torso flexion angle automatically and
dynamically for each instance in time without categorising absolute angle (Figure 6.3). It is
assumed that the validity of absolute angle would remain acceptable when implementing a
wearable sensor for dynamic monitoring. This is supported by the results however was not
directly validated, however is a natural research progression and an important area for future
investigation.
When comparing Table 6.2 and Table 6.3 it is evident that the offset adjustment method is
more accurate than the standing flexion zeroed method due to the lower errors and higher
agreements. However, when considering practicality for workplace designs, the standing
zeroed method is more practical and may be worth the minimal trade off in accuracy. This is
due to needing a 3D motion capture system or equivalent criterion for error correction in the
offset adjustment method. Time, cost and expertise requirements to find each individual
persons offset before incorporating a wearable BCF monitoring tool may not be practical
compared to implementing the standing zeroed method. A general offset adjustment may be
applied to the population but would first require an extremely large data set and sample size.
Furthermore, assigning a population offset may be less accurate than a standing zeroed
method due to the individuality loss or the ecological validity, however this is unknown. In
conclusion it was observed that the flexion zeroed method was the most practical and should
be the focus of future research designs.
The 1 kg box lift from the floor was chosen for analysis due to representing a common lifting
task translatable to numerous fields of research importance. The movement of picking an
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object up from the floor and lifting it to hip height is applicable in numerous areas of society
including daily living, occupational tasks, resistance exercise, professional sports and patient
rehabilitation. The lift represented a typical back lift and participants were not instructed on
how to lift the object to ensure they performed the task naturally. The 1 kg and 6 kg lifts
resulted in BCF of much lower than the National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health
recommendations for safety (National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health, 1981).
Two different weights were added to the methodology to determine whether weight lifted had
an impact on flexion or BCF results, however there were no observable differences, thus
data were grouped. Flexion patterns of the spine typically change as the weight lifted
increases (Hales, 2010). However, this was outside the scope of the current research and
may be more applicable for tasks involving heavier loads, which may not be common in
occupational environments.
Distance parameters, load weight and participant characteristics (weight and height) were
not automated, thus the current method is a semi-automated tool. Origin and destination
identification and torso flexion angle were chosen for automation due to the reviewed
success of past inertial sensor literature validations and applications in these fields
(Camomilla et al., 2018; Mooney et al., 2015; Papi et al., 2017; Poitras et al., 2018). It was
assumed that lift detection and torso flexion angle would be comparable to 3D motion
capture, which was confirmed. However, this had never previously been reported specific to
the HCBCF equation and it was unknown what the agreement would be for manual HCBCF
estimations. Automating the measurements of load weight, participant characteristics and
distance parameters with a single inertial sensor was not attempted due to no known
methods available for these purposes.
The HCBCF equation was chosen because of its simple design and high correlation to other
well-developed static simulations (Merryweather et al., 2009; Rajaee et al., 2015). It was
never intended that presented methodologies be incorporated into workplace primary
prevention interventions immediately. This was the first known instance of applying inertial
sensor methodologies to BCF monitoring during simulated workplace tasks. Therefore, a
controlled laboratory validation was appropriate and highlighted the potential for a new series
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of research designs in this niche field aimed toward dynamic monitoring which may aid in
overcoming a worldwide health issue (LBD) in future interventions.
Three figures were included as a visual representation of one possible method of using a
single inertial sensor for dynamic monitoring in future investigations (Figure 6.2, Figure 6.3,
Figure 6.4). These figures are a representation of semi-automated dynamic modelling, thus
are only displayed as an example of obtainable dynamic data using only one possible means
for this purpose. The number of angle samples relates to each instance in time during a
lifting task. It is shown in Figure 6.3 that flexion angle of S1 changed considerably during the
lifting task and followed a similar pattern to back compressive force, displayed in Figure 6.4.
It is assumed that distance parameters may similarly vary during a lifting task, although in
this method were assumed via linear interpolation. The method of linearly interpolating
between origin and destination measures may offer a simple solution for immediate adoption
(Figure 6.2). This research focused on validating the use of inertial sensors to measure the
HCBCF and RNLE in static locations (origin and destination), to adhere to the traditional
hand calculated methods. This was an important first step to complete before dynamic
modelling approaches with practical designs can be developed and validated. Therefore, the
linear interpolation method displayed was not validated against the criterion (3D motion
capture) for each instance in time in this research, however is presented as a proposal which
may be analysed in future research. Immediate adoption was never the intended outcome of
research projects presented in this chapter and validations were designed to be an important
first step in a new line of novel research aimed toward automating RNLE and HCBCF
equations for workplace environments. Results yielded valuable information to provide
foundations for continual methodology development and concurrent research designs.
Validity of semi-automating the RNLE
Inertial sensors were implemented in this research as a practical alternative to monitor
human movement and results demonstrated that sensors have comparable accuracy to
motion capture (Table 6.4, Table 6.5, Table 6.6). Every validation had narrow 95%
confidence limits demonstrating no significant difference between any validations.
Results demonstrated that mounting a device at C7 had the highest agreement for
monitoring total number of lifts and the frequency multiplier, based on trivial standardised
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error with raw errors of less than one detected lift (Table 6.4). Mounting at S1 also
demonstrated trivial standardised error for number of total lifts with raw error results of less
than four detected lifts (Table 6.5). Therefore, C7 and S1 are both valid mounting locations
to monitor repetitions and the frequency multiplier, with both showing higher agreement to
motion capture than manually tallying lifts and hand calculating the frequency multiplier
during task seven. However, manually tallying and hand calculations were still valid
compared to C7 and S1 motion capture, with raw errors of less than seven detected lifts. It
was concluded that lifted repetitions and the frequency multiplier can be hand calculated or
monitored with an inertial sensor at S1 or C7 with comparable results to motion capture. The
significance of this finding is that wearables may be implemented to track frequency, to save
ergonomists considerable time manually tallying lifts or reviewing video recordings. This
finding alone may be used for immediate adoption for time saving benefits.
Hand mounted devices had small comparable standardised error for number of lifts detected,
although resulted in raw errors of 11.22 lifts over the 15 minutes (Table 6.6). This error was
higher than the agreement between manual tallying and motion capture, signifying that
monitoring frequency of lifts from hand mounted devices is less accurate than manually
counting lifts. This may be due to lift detection errors from greater movement of the hands in
different planes throughout each repetition which changes movement patterns between
participants, compared to more consistent trunk movements. Outside of a controlled
laboratory this error may increase and results suggest that manually counting lifts with
sensors mounted on the hands may be unpractical. The lift detection method used may need
further correction algorithms to reduce error. It appears that manual calculations or mounting
sensors on the back are simpler to implement, more accurate and more practical than hand
mounting for lift detection. However, methodologies may be refined or advancements in
hardware may provide options for hand mounting devices for future interventions or
research.
Automating lift detection based on the changes in orientation of devices is an accurate
method of monitoring the number of repetitions performed for a repetitive human movement
task, demonstrated by the results. Wearable devices have been used to monitor the number
of repetitive tasks performed in numerous kinematic research, typically with raw errors of
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only one detected lift (Morris et al. 2014). For practical implications it is assumed the method
would be suitable for similar repetitive two handed simple workplace human movement
tasks, but may need to be adjusted for more complex workplace tasks. For example, if a
lifting task involved no bending and only asymmetry, the axis used to detect lifts could be
changed to focus on rotation, movement around the longitudinal axis. Other adjustments
may include automatically detecting acceleration or rate of change peaks, tracking the timing
of movement, or incorporating cut-offs in peaks/minimums to eliminate potential outliers
(Gleadhill, James, and Lee 2018; Gleadhill, Lee, and James 2016). However, testing
alternative lift detection methods and more complex lifting tasks was outside the scope of
this research, and may be an area for future investigation. For cumulative or multiple task
jobs, further task modelling, lift classification or radio frequency identification systems may
be required to determine what task workers are performing, and implement injury risk factor
equations based on the tasks performed (Stikic et al. 2008). There may be potential for
wearables to be applied to other NIOSH estimations such as the sequential lifting index
calculation and composite lifting index calculation (Waters, Lu, and Occhipinti 2007). This
may also be an area for future investigation.
Wearables have been previously validated with comparable accuracy to motion capture for
monitoring trunk rotation and have been suggested as a practical means for monitoring
kinematics in working environments (Poitras et al. 2018; Schall Jr et al. 2016; Wong and
Wong 2008). Validation results for RNLE parameters asymmetry angle and asymmetry
multiplier show that all three sensor locations had higher agreement with motion capture for
asymmetry angle and asymmetry multiplier compared to corresponding agreements between
hand calculation and motion capture (Table 6.4, Table 6.5, Table 6.6). The sensor at each of
the three locations had moderate standardised errors and raw errors of less than seven
degrees for monitoring absolute asymmetry angles. Therefore, it was concluded that a single
inertial sensor at either C7, S1 or the hand was more accurate for monitoring asymmetry
angles and asymmetry multiplier than the hand calculated method.
A zeroed method for each origin location resulted in comparable absolute angle monitoring
to 3D motion capture. However, it was observed that lower errors were present for task one
(no twist) and as twist destination angle increased with other tasks, the error also increased.
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Therefore, a positive relationship is assumed between twist destination and increased error.
Asymmetry data was combined for each task and the relationship between error and twist
destination location was outside the scope of this research, but results demonstrate a more
thorough investigation is required for this relationship before adoption is possible.
The RNLE monitors asymmetry angle between the sagittal line from the mid-point between
inner ankle bones to the point of projection on the floor of the lifted object (Waters et al.
1994). A wearable device or motion capture markers are measured from mounting location,
which slightly differs from standardised RNLE manual asymmetry methodology because it is
unpractical to mount a device on lifted objects in worksites. Alternative destinations were
explored in this research (C7, S1, Hands) which demonstrated better agreements with
motion capture compared to manual RNLE measures for asymmetry and asymmetry
multiplier, possibly due to similar mounting locations. Furthermore, a wearable mounted on
the low back (S1) may be more appropriate for asymmetry risk factor calculations than
currently standard manual RNLE. This is due to solely representing asymmetry angle of the
low back, compared with RNLE measures being influenced from other joints that take up
twisting (dependent on lifting technique) such as the glenohumeral joints.
Recommended weight limit and lifting index results further support RNLE parameter
agreements and validate inertial sensors to be used for semi-automating the RNLE. Sensors
had moderate standardised errors for recommended weight limit and lifting index at all three
locations compared to large standardised errors for the hand calculated method. It was
concluded that semi-automating the RNLE by monitoring and calculating the frequency
multiplier and the asymmetry multiplier for each repetition with a single sensor located at C7,
S1 or a hand was more accurate than the standardised hand calculated RNLE method.
Pearson’s correlations and bias results support the strength of raw and standardised errors,
demonstrating stronger positive relationships and less bias for sensors vs motion capture
compared to hand calculated vs motion capture at all three locations.
Complete automation of the RNLE would be ideal, but was unachievable with current
wearable technology. Semi-automation was completed by manually measuring individual
parameters required for RNLE (except asymmetry multiplier and frequency multiplier) and
monitoring parameters asymmetry angle and frequency of lifts per minute with wearables.
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These automated multipliers were incorporated with the manually taken measurements to
calculate recommended weight limit and lifting index with MATLAB software. To semiautomate RNLE in working environments a single device would be the most practical. Other
parameters that were not automated include the horizontal multiplier, vertical multiplier,
distance multiplier, coupling multiplier and load weight. These parameters were not
monitored in real time due to no known past validations supporting the measuring of these
parameters with a single wearable device. Multiple devices or differing technologies may be
used to monitor these parameters which may be an important area for future research.
However, to increase adoption and adherence of interventions in working environments
practicality should be the priority for technological developments, thus a single device would
be most practical. It may be possible to measure the horizontal and vertical distance
parameters of the RNLE with inertial sensors or a single device, and results from this
validation supports future research to expand the methodology to include other parameters
of the RNLE.
When comparing device mounting locations it was concluded that the most practical of the
three locations analysed was S1. Although C7 demonstrated lower errors for the majority of
measured validations, the difference between the two was small and the trade off in
accuracy may be worth implementing S1 mounting for greater practicality. Mounting at S1 is
located close to the typical low back area of injuries, thus may produce results demonstrating
the most accurate representation of risk. Secondly there is potential with software for the
inclusion of other LBD risk factor estimations at S1, such as BCF. Therefore, there may be
potential to semi-automate multiple models of LBD risk factor estimations from a single
device at S1. There are also possibilities to make these estimations more specific to
individuals and reduce generalisations of population assumptions included in the RNLE. For
example bending or flexion angle of the spine is another contributor to mechanical load but is
only indirectly accounted for in the RNLE from distance measures (Bakker et al. 2009;
Waters et al. 1994). With a single wearable device, flexion can be monitored directly,
accurately and in real time for each individual and a direct bending multiplier may be added
to the RNLE equation.
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General discussion
Inertial sensor results were considered to have acceptable errors for practical applications,
due to demonstrating smaller errors than the manually used models (RNLE and HCBCF). It
has further been demonstrated previously that the absolute angle error found in human
movement applications of wearables (> five degrees) is less than manual measurements
(Banskota et al., 2008). Furthermore, inertial sensors are more convenient for ambulatory
environment interventions compared to 3D motion capture systems, with comparable
accuracy for monitoring human movement. Therefore, implementing an inertial sensor with
software to semi-automate the HCBCF and RNLE is more accurate than the currently used
method for workplace task evaluations and may have significant practical benefits to
occupational environments. This conclusion supports new innovation for software
development implementing wearable inertial sensor workplace interventions and research.
Three dimensional motion capture is typically considered a criterion for accuracy of
monitoring human movement patterns and was a valid method to implement in this research
(El-Gohary, 2013; van der Kruk and Reijne, 2018). Furthermore reported sensor results are
consistent with similar human movement literature demonstrating inertial sensors have been
successfully implemented to monitor posture and torso angle with small absolute angle
errors (El-Gohary, 2013; Luinge and Veltink, 2005; Schall Jr et al., 2016). Inertial sensors
can be incorporated into sewn pockets or tight fitting garments such as elastic belts and
bands with as much confidence as skin attached sensors (Gleadhill et al., 2018). Therefore,
sensors incorporated into wearable clothing or workplace uniforms may be an affordable and
accurate means to monitor BCF over the period of a working shift.
The freely available attitude and heading reference system algorithm implemented uses the
magnetometer in SABEL sense devices to assist in processing angular orientation
(Madgwick 2010; Madgwick, Harrison, and Vaidyanathan 2011; Wada et al. 2018). This may
be a major limitation for practical applications in certain working environments due to the
magnetic influence created increasing sources of error (Tee et al. 2017). Possible
alternatives include using Kinect, or an inertial sensor methodology that does not include
magnetometers. This limitation should be considered in environments where magnetic
disturbance may influence results and may be overcome by developing methods and
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technologies that do not require the use of magnetometers or include error correction
methods.
Only using a single device mounted at L5-S1 may limit the potential of available applications,
but may increase the practicality and adoption in ergonomic applications. However, more
devices may be required if monitoring a larger range of injury risk factors and locations or
utilising other biomechanical equations. Sensor fusion with multiple inertial sensors or
incorporating other technology may also increase the accuracy of reported measures. Such
technology may include fibre optic sensors to further progress research towards practical
designs (Roriz et al., 2012). Fibre optic goniometers may be more accurate than traditional
goniometers for monitoring joint angles and become commonplace as more research and
investment grows for biomechanical applications (Donno et al., 2008). Therefore, this
research offers the opportunity for future studies to incorporate the reported methods to
develop more dynamic systems for workplace monitoring.
The reported methodology may be utilised as a tool alongside the HCBCF and RNLE by
ergonomists to provide valuable information on lift detection, torso flexion and rotation angle,
BCF and RWL/LI. However, to apply these methods in an ergonomic environment a
professional would be required to manually measure parameters in addition to processing
inertial sensor data. Although more accurate data may be obtainable, the semi-automated
method presented may not be as practical as current entirely manual methods due to the
expertise required to implement inertial sensors. Furthermore, the methodology may not be
widely adopted at its current state due to not fully automating measurements.
Complete automation would be ideal, however may not be achievable with current inertial
sensor technology or a single device. Load weight and participant characteristics may
always need to be manually measured or self-reported and entered into software unless
methods to automate these measures are developed. However, an expert is typically not
required to measure these parameters due to simplicity. Therefore, these parameters may
be entered into software by anyone, with an accompanying simple user interface. The
primary barriers limiting adoption of this method is validations for dynamic monitoring and
automating distance parameter measures. Reported results provide a foundation to expand
research designs aimed toward overcoming these barriers. Automating distance parameters
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(preferably with a single device) and validating methodologies for dynamic calculations
should be the focus of future research. These limitations and challenges were only
highlighted thanks to the results demonstrated in this validation.
This analysis is the beginning in a new series of research designs aimed toward automating
injury risk factor estimations in working environments. This research supports the use of the
currently used hand calculated RNLE and HCBCF by demonstrating comparable accuracy to
3D motion capture. However, the significance is that wearable devices can now be
incorporated to develop semi-automate the static models with software with more confidence
than the standardised hand calculated methods currently popularised. Wearables have many
significant practical implications that may benefit large scale interventions. Sensor
implementation can assist professionals to make more accurate conclusions and simple
interface designs could be developed for the general population with minimal expertise
requirements. The strengths of adopting wearables include possibilities for being
incorporated into clothing, monitoring human movement in real time dynamically over the
period of a working shift and decreasing ergonomists workload while simultaneously
increasing accuracy of measures. Multiple risk factor estimations for multiple job tasks may
be completed dynamically for each instance in time and be more specific to individual
movement patterns than generalised risk factor estimations. These possibilities are not
manually achievable without great time consumption or expertise requirements. This
research is the first step toward automating manual calculations in future interventions, by
providing a foundation to support wearables development and future research in this
emerging field.

Conclusion
Revised secondary aims of the thesis were to validate new methodologies applied to
wearables to measure currently standardised manual estimations of LBD risk factors. The
results and discussions reported in this chapter answer the research question:


How valid are inertial sensors for measuring parameters and outputs of the RNLE
and the HCBCF equations?
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Results demonstrated the method was valid, semi-automated and only utilised a single
inertial sensor, which all had stronger agreements to three dimensional motion capture than
the currently popularised manual methods of measurement.
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Discussion: Tying it all together

Chapter outline
This Chapter ties together the research that was carried out as well as the subsequent
published work and conclusions. Therefore highlighting how research projects progressed
due to the reported results. Strengths, limitations and topics of interest that were not able to
be comprehensively detailed due to publication word limits are further discussed. Original
contributions to literature are emphasised with references to restated aims and objectives.
Finally future research recommendations are suggested for methodology development and
to work toward large scale field trials.

Tying it all together
Publications presented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 acted as precursors due to developing
methodologies, concepts, algorithms and knowledge that provided a foundation for Revised
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health Lifting Equation (RNLE) and Hand
Calculated Back Compressive Force (HCBCF) validations presented in Chapter 6. However,
the research presented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 are separately strong standalone
projects that have contributed original knowledge to literature. The research topics presented
in this thesis began as an assessment of methods, using wearables for monitoring
resistance exercise. A review of the associated literature relevant to this topic highlighted a
gap for timing validations. Timing of human movement measured with inertial sensors has
been validated for numerous key sporting events, such as swim turns and cricket bowling
(Lee et al., 2011a; Lee et al., 2011b; Spratford et al., 2015; Wixted et al., 2010). However,
there were no known validations that assessed temporal outputs of wearables during
resistance exercise. The first publication presented in Chapter 4 filled this identified literature
gap, demonstrating temporal outputs of skin mounted inertial sensors had high agreement
with three dimensional motion capture during resistance exercise. During this validation, a
manual method was used to extract timing data from inertial sensors and it was suggested
an automated method to extract data may eliminate bias and be more practical for future
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research. Furthermore, using software to automatically extract inertial sensor outputs, such
as timing, presented opportunities to dynamically monitor magnitude and count the absolute
number of peaks or key events. Frequency of repetitive human movements has been
previously tracked with inertial sensors successfully, typically incorporating temporal features
into calculations. One example involving high speeds and forces includes monitoring the
frequency of key events (with inertial sensors) during sprinting motions, such as stride
duration, stance duration, foot strike and other gait parameters (Bergamini et al., 2012).
Furthermore, past research (including publications reported in Chapter 5) has demonstrated
that inertial sensors may accurately differentiate between safe and unsafe movement
techniques during resistance exercise (Bauer et al., 2015; Whelan et al., 2017; Whelan et al.,
2016). Due to the success of this past research and results reported in Chapter 4, the
suggestion for research aimed towards automation in resistance exercise monitoring was
considered and incorporated into successive research designs reported in Chapter 6.
The first publication reported in Chapter 4 provided evidence to support monitoring temporal
outputs from skin mounted devices. This was an important primary step to fill an identified
gap in the literature. Furthermore, any future resistance based research using wearables
temporal features may be possible due to this validation providing an evidence base for
support. However, the major limitation of skin mounting wearables is the expertise and time
consumption required to attach devices to each individual person. Therefore outside of a
laboratory environment, skin mounting may not be practical. Furthermore, the validation did
not account for research or consumer products that have the capability to implement
temporal monitoring from wearable devices. This fundamental limitation warranted a follow
up study due to the identified gap indicating that this had not being comprehensively
analysed. A follow up study was only possible due to the high agreement found in the
preceding validation, demonstrating that skin mounted devices were comparable to motion
capture, thus skin mounted devices may be utilised as a criterion. The second publication
presented in Chapter 4 expanded the methodology by further validating methods of
monitoring temporal outputs of human movement with wearable inertial sensors. High
agreement results were presented which supports the use of wearables to monitor temporal
outputs of resistance exercise. Wearable devices overcome the limitations of skin mounting
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and have comparable accuracy, which suggests a greater practical potential for real world
interventions and larger scale research designs.
Chapter 5 reported three publications stemming from one research design focused on
monitoring resistance exercise technique differences with inertial sensors. Specifically, the
examination of trunk movement during conventional deadlifts was analysed. Previous
research demonstrated that trunk movement can be accurately monitored with inertial
sensors with rate of change errors less than five degrees (Papi et al., 2017). However there
has been minimal research that incorporates this information to develop inertial sensor
interventions or evaluate current consumer products implementing wearables, specifically in
high performance environments. Therefore there may be further opportunities to design
interventions and research in sport science fields. The primary purpose of research designs
in Chapter 5 was to assess parameters of resistance exercise, monitored with inertial
sensors, which may be useful for sport science applications. The first publication presented
in Chapter 5 focused on the influence weight had on deadlift technique, demonstrating
significant differences measured from an inertial sensor mounted at sacral vertebrae one
(S1). However, other mounting locations did not yield significant differences. This
demonstrated that mounting locations are an important area to analyse for new
methodologies and may need to be adjusted depending on the task being performed.
Therefore mounting at S1 and comparing different mounting locations was incorporated into
successive research designs presented in Chapter 6.
The significant difference between loads lifted suggested that movement patterns may be
indicative of the load being lifted for a given task. During this research project it was
observed that lighter loads and lifts with no weight had greater individual movement pattern
variability when compared to heavier weighted lifts. Therefore it was assumed that in
environments where heavy loads are lifted the technique between individuals may not
change considerably. This may be due to trained habits of individuals who engage in heavy
lifting (Adelsberger et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2018). This observation highlighted that inertial
sensors may be more appropriate for individual assessments of human movement in
environments where lighter loads are lifted, such as certain workplaces, due to providing
individualised data. In these environments inertial sensors may provide a practical method to
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monitor individual movement patterns of resistance exercise. While these observations were
not explicitly researched, they were integral due to forming the basis to commence analysing
safety of technique, risk factors of injury and the practicality of implementing inertial sensors
in ergonomics.
Another outcome from deconstructing a conventional deadlift with inertial sensors was that
knee angle or lower limb motion may be represented in gyroscope rate of change data from
an inertial sensor mounted at S1. Knee angle was not explicitly measured due to the device
being mounted on S1, however the technique changes measured demonstrated a
relationship between knee angle during deadlifts and the movement pattern of the spine.
This finding was investigated and reported in the second publication presented in Chapter 5.
Results demonstrated that rate of change from S1 was significantly different between deadlift
techniques focused on either spine motion or lower limb motion as the prime mover. This
demonstrated that it may be possible to indirectly monitor knee extension during deadlifts
from an inertial sensor mounted at S1 and that dynamic motion represented which muscle
groups were the prime movers. For practical purposes, especially in workplace
environments, using the minimal amount of sensors may have greater influences on systems
performance. Results further supported the use of inertial sensors for monitoring resistance
exercise parameters which may be indicative of safety. Thus the final publication presented
in Chapter 5 reported the viability of measuring a common technique parameter linked to
unsafe motion (trunk flexion) with inertial sensors. Deadlifts completed with spinal flexion
were significantly different to safely executed deadlifts, demonstrating that inertial sensors
are capable of distinguishing between safe and unsafe human movements in lifting actions
that reflect a deadlift.
Research designs were re-evaluated due to the conclusions of the literature review and the
publications reported in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. It was determined that there were many
opportunities for original contributions to occupational biomechanics. This was due to the
potential to semi-automate methodologies, the practicality of wearables and the capability to
discern unsafe parameters of movement from safe motion. The RNLE and HCBCF
equations were identified as biomechanical models that estimated task based resistance
exercise safety and research designs were formulated to assess the validity of inertial sensor
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methodologies to semi-automate these models. These validations have been reported in
Chapter 6 and implement methodologies and concepts derived from preceding research
designs.

Practicality for the workplace: Semi-automation of biomechanical
models
High agreement was found in the research and subsequently reported in submitted
manuscripts (Chapter 6) for automatically monitoring frequency of completed lifting tasks,
trunk bending (flexion and extension) and trunk twisting with a single sensor mounted at S1.
These parameters are identified contributing risk factors for sustaining low back disorders
(LBD) and are used in the RNLE and HCBCF equations. Semi-automation was completed
for outputs of biomechanical models. This was achieved by using inertial sensors to
automatically measure angle and frequency parameters and incorporating these measures
with remaining manually monitored parameters (thus semi-automation of outputs), with
equation outputs calculated automatically (Chapter 6). One objective of this research was to
explore the possibility that inertial sensors may overcome the major limitations of currently
popularised manual methods of measuring the RNLE and HCBCF equations. Specifically,
these models are static in nature, only providing a measure of two points in time, the origin
and destination of a task (Garg et al., 1982; Merryweather et al., 2009; Waters et al., 1994).
However, individuals completing identical tasks will all have similar risk factor outputs of
RNLE or HCBCF equations due to the origin and destination locations remaining the same.
The major limitation of these existing task based models is that there is no accounting for
individual differences during a lift. In a sporting context, individual resistance exercise
technique varies greatly between individuals, and this variability appears to be greater in
novice athletes or those not trained in resistance exercise, compared to experts
(Adelsberger et al., 2013; Gagnon, 2003; Plamondon et al., 2010). Therefore, this concept
may apply to other environments where resistance exercise is practised such as the
workplace. Wearable inertial sensors may be incorporated to measure static biomechanical
models dynamically for each instance in time during a task, thus converting task based static
equations into dynamic individual monitoring tools. This concept formed the basis for
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research designs in Chapter 6. Therefore validation of new methodologies were first required
to drive standardisation and to possibly highlight potential limitations.
Publications presented in Chapter 6 stated that the proposed methodology was validated to
semi-automate RNLE and HCBCF biomechanical models in simple two handed lifting tasks,
more accurately than entirely manual methods. However practical limitations and challenges
of working environments may limit the immediate adoption of presented methodologies. It
was never intended that these methods be incorporated into workplace primary prevention
interventions immediately. The research presented in Chapter 6 was the first known instance
of using inertial sensors to measure these biomechanical models, thus a controlled
laboratory validation was appropriate as the initial step which focused on validating the use
during static postures (origin and destination). Objectives of these validations included
comparing mounting locations, assessing practicality, identifying limitations and providing
guidance for future research.
The main limitation of reported methodologies was that not every parameter included in the
models were automated. Frequency and angle parameters were chosen due to the reviewed
success of past inertial sensor method validations (Camomilla et al., 2018; Mooney et al.,
2015; Papi et al., 2017; Poitras et al., 2018). Due to past literature, it was assumed these
parameters would have high accuracy with a criterion and be more accurate than manual
methods, which was confirmed. However to apply this method in an ergonomic environment
a professional would be required to manually measure every parameter in addition to
processing inertial sensor data that automated frequency and angle parameters. Although
more accurate data may be obtainable with possibilities to monitor angle and frequency
parameters dynamically, the semi-automated method presented may not be as practical as
current manual methods, due to the expertise required to implement wearable methods.
Furthermore, the reported methodology only automated frequency and angle parameters at
origin and destination locations, thus was still a static task based analysis. However, the
research outcomes do establish opportunities for further development for real and
meaningful options over the current manual and static approach. In conclusion, the current
methodology may require further development and research before workplace interventions
are appropriate. Regardless, the validations now provide a strong foundation to support
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continuing development, after which a tool to automate RNLE and HCBCF equations with
inertial sensors may be adopted in ergonomic standards.
Automated frequency and angle parameters may be monitored dynamically in future
investigations, validated against a criterion to monitor individual changes during tasks.
Furthermore due to the high agreement reported in Chapter 6, manual methods are no
longer required for validation. However for procedures outside of a laboratory, complete
automation would be ideal. Parameters that were not automated include horizontal
distances, vertical distances, grip coupling, Load Weight and participant characteristics
(height and weight). This was due to no known current single inertial sensor technology or
methodology existing that measures these parameters more accurately than manual
methods. Grip coupling, Load Weight and participant characteristics may always need to be
manually measured, at least until further internal technology is developed for wearable
sensors or additional external technology is incorporated into methodologies. Automating
distance measures would overcome practical limitations preventing ergonomic adoption due
to the added capability to monitor individuals dynamically, without manual distance
measures required. Overall, the method would still be semi-automated due to the need to
manually measure load weight, grip coupling and participant characteristics. However, once
these measures are completed initially per task and per individual, software may
automatically monitor the task dynamically over an entire work shift for that individual.
Furthermore, an expert is not required to measure load weight, grip coupling and participant
characteristics. Most participants can self-report their height and weight or use cheap
commercial devices that anyone can use and understand. The same claim may be made for
load weight. Grip coupling is a number from one to three representing the grip strength,
which may be taught simply to anyone through the use of pictures or simple instruction. The
significance would be that a professional or external instructions would only be required for
initial manual measures, after which workplace staff should be able to monitor risk factors
during typical work shifts.
The main limitation of the designed methodology is that automating horizontal and vertical
distances of movement was not completed, and presents many challenges with only a single
inertial sensor. It is not known whether measuring and automating horizontal and vertical
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distances with a single inertial sensor is possible without knowing the devices position in
space relative to external objects, the floor and the individual monitored. In the future it may
be possible to monitor distance parameters with sensor fusion methods or additional devices
such as marker-less motion capture systems, fibre optic sensors and light detection and
ranging. These technologies have shown promising results for human movement monitoring
applications, thus there may be opportunities for LBD risk factor estimation applications
(Bonnechere et al., 2014; Roriz et al., 2014; Spector et al., 2014; Teixidó et al., 2011).
Furthermore, wearable technology embedded in full body suits are slowly becoming more
affordable with more evidence supporting practical applications. One example is the Xsens
suit which can measure human kinematics (Roetenberg et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2013).
While this may be an area of future research investigations, practicality and simplicity needs
to be considered by research designs. Full body suits may impede on working environments.
Therefore, a single wearable device or light undergarment that does not impede on
productivity or uniform regulations would be the most practical.
One possible solution to automating distance measures is a semi-automated approach.
Specifically, manually measuring the location of an inertial sensor mounted at S1 (relative to
height from the floor and horizontal distance to the load lifted) at origin and destination to
mark the position of the device in space. Algorithms may then be developed to track the
movement of the device between origin and destination, estimating the horizontal and
vertical location deviated from the manually measured origin or destination position of the
device. Entering the manual measurements into a software interface which then
automatically calculates distance parameters during a lifting task would semi-automate
distance calculation creating the capability for dynamic monitoring. This would only require
an initial manual measurement per task and per individual, after which the process is fully
automated. This method may be investigated in the future, paired with methodologies
presented in this thesis, in future research designs. The strength of coupling wearable
inertial sensors with software would be capabilities to further include simple user interface
designs and feedback mechanisms, enabling non-experts the ability to implement
interventions.
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Another simpler alternative may be linearly interpolating distance parameters between
manually measured origin and destination locations as reported in chapter 6. Linear
interpolation is a curve fitting method which generates new data values within a range of
existing known data values. For example linear interpolation may be indicated on a graph as
a straight line which connects two data points, creating new variables between the two
known data points. This method was pilot tested for the HCBCF model to visually display this
concept and is reported in Chapter 6. For clarity measuring the flexion angle was automated
with an inertial sensor mounted at S1 for every collected angle sample and the HCBCF
model calculation was semi-automated by dynamically measuring back compressive force at
each instance in time (at each angle sample) using the linearly interpolated horizontal
distance data. These results were displayed as an example of obtainable dynamic data
using only one inertial sensor. It was demonstrated that flexion angle of S1 observably
changed considerably during each repetition of the lifting task and followed a similar pattern
to back compressive force. It was further assumed that distance parameters may similarly
vary during a lifting task, although in this method were assumed via linear interpolation. This
method may offer a simple solution for immediate adoption, however should be an area of
future research to report errors involved. The focus of research presented in Chapter 6 was
to provide a foundation for further research into dynamic monitoring using inertial sensors, by
first validating the method for static posture monitoring. Therefore, the method of linear
interpolation was included for discussion purposes and was not validated against a criterion
or analysed with a larger data set in the presented research designs. The purpose of
including these figures of linear interpolation was to propose an avenue of further
investigations for the future. Using the presented methods an ergonomist may enter a
worksite and manually measure RNLE and HCBCF equation parameters, while
implementing an inertial sensor as a tool to provide additional information about outputs and
parameters over time. However as previously stated, immediate adoption was never the
intended outcome of research projects presented in Chapter 6. Validations were designed to
be an important first step in a new line of novel research aimed toward automating RNLE
and HCBCF equations for workplace environments. These validations have yielded valuable
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information to provide foundations for continual methodology development and concurrent
research designs.

Strengths and limitations
This section expands on certain strengths and limitations of the research that may have
been overlooked within publications. The AHRS system used for angle orientation included
magnetometers in the calculations. Ferromagnetic materials and magnetic fields in local
environments relative to wearables (including magnetometers) may alter magnetic fields
(Roetenberg et al., 2005). Magnetometers are a limitation in certain working environments
due to being adversely affected by these localised magnetic fields which may cause signal
distortions (Roetenberg et al., 2005; Shull et al., 2014). This may not be the case in all
working environments and methodologies presented in Chapter 6 may be viable in
environments with no magnetic fields that may interfere with magnetometer data. However
the limitation may be overcome in future research designs by implementing magnetic error
correction algorithms or methodologies that do not include magnetometers. Rate of change
and acceleration can be monitored with inertial sensors including a gyroscope and
accelerometer, without the inclusion of a magnetometer, and still have comparable accuracy
with criterion measures of human movement (Magalhaes et al., 2015; Mooney et al., 2015;
O’Reilly et al., 2018; Papi et al., 2017). Therefore it is assumed removing the magnetometer
from incorporated research designs and replacing methodologies to adjust for this change
would have yielded similar validation results.
Manual methods for RNLE and HCBCF measures are only measured once at origin and
destination for each task, which assumes participants have consistent technique with each
repetition. The strength of implementing wearables is eliminating this assumption by
automatically detecting origin and destination locations per repetition, which may change.
The lifting task origin and destination static locations were detected automatically using the
change in orientation in the longitudinal axis. This original concept facilitates automatic
analysis of data and may be appropriate to implement for more complex or differing tasks.
The axis used for lift detection may be changed, based on the task performed and the
methodology may detect any movement changes due to wearables being directly attached to
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individuals. Alternatively peaks in data can be automatically identified or cut-off minimum or
maximum values can be implemented for acceleration, rate of change or time as appropriate
depending on the task performed. Other automation or task detection methods may be
applied to more complex resistance exercises in future studies, with possibilities for field
trials.
The consistent strength between research designs was the high agreement of validations.
Each publication utilising validation analysis reported trivial, small or moderate standardised
errors, the lowest categories of agreement on the modified Cohen scale (Hopkins, 2015).
Furthermore, although the low back was the primary focus area, multiple device mounting
locations were validated for accuracy and practicality comparisons. However, mounting at S1
was considered the most practical due to being located directly on the area of interest for
LBD. An inertial sensor mounted on S1 directly reflects the parameters of movement that are
risk factors for sustaining LBD with no influence from other joints.
The use of two validation methods were implemented in research designs to best display
outcomes and compare consistency. Visual depictions from Bland Altman’s Limits of
Agreement are one of the most popular methods in displaying outcomes of agreement
analysis (Bland and Altman, 2010). Furthermore, Will Hopkins Typical Error of the Estimate
includes a standardised error and displays numerical outcomes in a simplified scale
(Hopkins, 1997; Hopkins, 2000, Hopkins 2015). Validity of a practical variable is a measure
of the one off association with another variable. In statistics this association is known as
concurrent validity where typically two variables of a similar measure are associated. Will
Hopkins Typical Error of the Estimate determines a standardised error between variables
representing the noise in a given predicted value of the criterion. A large effect size will result
in a large Cohen scale result and a small error of the estimate (high agreement) results in
trivial or small modified Cohen scale results. To interpret the magnitude of standard deviation
the thresholds for differences must be halved. When magnitude thresholds are provided by
standardisation, the smallest difference in means is 0.2 times the between subject standard
deviation. Therefore an error of less than 0.1 times the standard deviation is negligible. This
negligibility may be interpreted using the modified Cohen scale. This scale has been
implemented for similar validations successfully in numerous publications (Blair et al., 2018;
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Frencken et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2013; Winter et al., 2016). Therefore, these validation
analyses were appropriate statistical methods to determine validity in the presented
publications and resulted as contributing strengths of research designs.

Original contributions
This section expands on the original contributions to the literature reported in presented
publications and restates future recommendations which are now viable due to the results of
this research. The primary research objective was to fill the identified temporal validation gap
in the literature and assess the validity and error of measuring temporal outputs of wearable
inertial sensors during resistance exercise. Accelerometer and gyroscope outputs are
typically the main criterion which provide information on the movement patterns of resistance
exercise when using inertial sensors. However the timing of these outputs specifically for
monitoring resistance exercise were not previously validated. Temporal movement peaks or
patterns provide valuable information for performance or safety parameters of human
movement (Bergamini et al., 2012; Trojaniello et al., 2014). Therefore temporal outputs from
wearable and skin mounted inertial sensors during resistance exercise were validated,
achieving the primary objective of the research. Motion capture data or criterion systems are
typically not available in practical field based settings and results from publications in
Chapter 4 demonstrated wearables can be used with confidence to measure timing of
resistance exercise movement patterns. The significance of this research is that it provided
confirmation for past research and support for all future research, commercial applications
and technology development which measure temporal features of human movement during
resistance exercise.
During each research project that compared mounting locations, S1 was considered the
most practical mounting location to monitor risk factors of LBD due to resistance exercise.
This was due to consistently high agreement for timing (Chapter 4), RNLE and HCBCF
validations (Chapter 6). Furthermore, significant differences were demonstrated in Chapter 5
between numerous conventional deadlift techniques (including unsafe movements) from an
inertial sensor attached at S1, compared to other mounting locations which demonstrated no
significant differences. This suggests that data from mounting devices at S1 may be more
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sensitive to low back movements, due to directly monitoring segmental motion and not being
influenced by other segments. Conclusions from research presented in Chapter 5 support
future applications for a single wearable device mounted at S1 to monitor deadlift technique
and similar resistance exercises.
The final objective of the thesis was to validate new methodologies applied to wearable
inertial sensors to measure currently standardised manual static estimations of LBD risk
factors, specifically the RNLE and HCBCF equations. Results from these validations
presented in Chapter 6 further provided insight into the possibilities for modernising these
models, the practicality of inertial sensors, further methodology developments and future
research considerations. Inertial sensor methods have been validated with motion capture
for monitoring trunk posture and have been implemented for numerous human movement
applications (Cuesta-Vargas et al., 2010; Gallagher and Heberger, 2013; Papi et al., 2017;
Wong and Wong, 2008). Furthermore three dimensional motion capture methods have been
validated against manual methods of measuring the RNLE (Spector et al., 2014). However,
inertial sensor methods were never previously validated against manual methods of
monitoring RNLE and HCBCF equations. High agreements were expected for frequency and
angle parameter validations. However, it was unknown what the degree of error for the
validations would be and whether manual methods or inertial sensor methods would have
greater errors when compared to a criterion. It was also unknown which mounting location
would be the most valid for automating frequency and angle parameters. No previous
research has attempted to semi-automate the RNLE and HCBCF models with inertial
sensors. The significance this research provided was that the location of a single device
mounted at S1 was comparable to motion capture, which was more accurate than currently
used manual methods. This original contribution to the literature was presented alongside an
innovative semi-automated lift detection method and the new concept of automating RNLE
and HCBCF models with wearable devices.

Future research recommendations
This section presents a list of future research considerations which are viable due to the
conclusions drawn from the literature review and the results presented in publications and
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chapters. Investigating these areas of research will further add original contributions to the
literature in this field and the methodologies presented in this thesis, which may lead to
developing an evidence based tool to monitor risk factors of sustaining LBD due to
resistance exercise tasks in working environments. Possible research considerations for the
future include, but are not limited to, the following:


Validating sensor methodologies that do not rely on magnetometers. Validating
accelerometer and gyroscope outputs and temporal features in different
environments outside of a controlled laboratory;



One limitation of the HCBCF model is minimal supporting validations to confirm
the models assumptions, impact or accuracy. This literature gap may be filled in
future investigations;



Semi-automate or fully automate all parameters of the RNLE and HCBCF models
with inertial sensors or alternative technology. Sensor fusion, fibre optic sensors,
light detection and ranging technology and marker less motion capture systems
may be areas for investigations, keeping practicality in working environments the
top priority;



Develop models or methods for dynamically monitoring RNLE and HCBCF
models, validating these methods;



Validate wearables to monitor other biomechanical models of injury including the
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health Sequential Lifting Index
calculation and Composite Lifting Index calculation;



Including longer durations, a variety of loads and different speeds of tasks
monitored. Include a wider variety of lifting techniques and task complexity.
Investigate mounting locations for a variety of tasks, focusing on wearable
mounting;



Monitoring risk factors of sustaining LBD (with wearables) that are not included in
RNLE or HCBCF such as fatigue or sudden acute injury risk factors. Adapting
research designs to large scale field interventions;
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To ideally validate the accuracy and impact of a new semi-automated tool for
measuring LBD risk factors, a longitudinal prospective cohort study design with
an intervention group and placebo group, continual follow up measures, and clear
classifications of LBD would be required.

Conclusion
Research aims and objectives are restated as follows:


The primary aim was to fill a gap in the literature by validating temporal outputs of
wearable inertial sensors when monitoring resistance exercise.



Secondary objectives included measuring parameters of human movement with
inertial sensors during resistance exercise for the purpose of developing research
applications in the field of sport science.



Secondary objectives were to validate new methodologies applied to wearable
inertial sensors to measure currently standardised manual estimations of LBD
risk factors, specifically the RNLE and HCBCF equations.

Research questions are restated as follows:


What is the validity and error of measuring temporal outputs of wearable inertial
sensors during resistance exercise?



Can inertial sensors measure important parameters for safety or efficiency of
resistance exercise in real time and what are the implications or trends of these
measures?



How valid are inertial sensors for measuring parameters and outputs of the RNLE
and the HCBCF equations?

A comprehensive literature review (Chapter 2) and results from research designs highlighted
that inertial sensors individualised data make them ideal for practical human movement
monitoring applications in occupational environments. Furthermore it was demonstrated that
a single wearable device mounted on the low back was the most practical, based on
accuracy and simplicity. Sensor fusion with more than one device may have greater
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accuracy for measuring certain parameters of human movement but the trade off in
complexity, greater processing and time requirements demonstrates a single wearable is
more practical for large scale workplace interventions. Aims and objectives were created
from the research questions. Research designs presented in Chapter 4, Chapter 5 and
Chapter 6 answered the research questions and contributed original results and discussions
in a multidisciplinary field. Currently the methods presented in Chapter 6 may not be
implemented to reduce LBD in working environments. However the research presented in
this thesis analysed new concepts and methodologies which may be expanded in future
investigations to work toward developing a comprehensive automated tool that monitors risk
factors of sustaining LBD in the workplace.
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Table 7.1. Summary of the literature from 2000 to November 2015.
First Author
Year
Title
Objective

Population

Intervention

Outcome

Comments

Traditional washer line
employees had higher
arm acceleration than
the new washer line
employees and the
salaried employees.
New washer line
employees’
acceleration was
found to be higher
than that of the
salaried employees.
No significant
difference in arm
acceleration between
first and second shifts.
Arm acceleration was
significantly different
between job tasks for
phase two (p<
0.0001).
Outcome

Activity monitors could
distinguish arm
acceleration and task
content, however
needed coupled video
recordings for frames of
reference and 8% of all
data was corrupt and
unusable. The authors
note that by itself, the
activity monitor data
would not provide an
adequate assessment
of potential ergonomic
hazards, but could be
used in conjunction with
other assessment
methods to more fully
quantify biomechanical
load.

During one workday
the acceleration level
exceeded 0.7 g-force
on average 5.3 times
with participants
registering 4.2 of the
alarms and 2.5 of
these occurring during
patient handling tasks.
When high
acceleration occurred
there was no
significant difference
between
electromyography
before and after the
event (p > 0.05).

Demonstrated sudden
movements of the spine
do occur in nursing
occupations and can be
detected with a simple
intervention, however
the type of work
performed did not show
any fatigue in erector
spinae muscles over a
seven hour shift and
had no explanation on
the risk factor of lower
back acute injury levels,
assuming a 0.7 g-force
cut off to be
appropriate.

C. F. Estill

2000

Use of
accelerometers as
an ergonomic
assessment method
for arm acceleration
a large-scale field
trial

To determine whether
an accelerometer can
distinguish arm
acceleration among
three diverse
occupational groups.

Three groups of industrial
workers. 82 traditional hourly
employees (traditional washer
assembly), 13 new hourly
employees (new washer line)
and 63 salaried employees
(managers/clerics/technical
support). Phase two included
62 traditional hourly
employees.

Single axis accelerometer
measuring linear arm
acceleration, placed on back of
wrist during two typical one
hour working shifts. T tests and
one way ANOVA used for
acceleration comparisons in
phase one. Phase two tested
accelerometer variability
between job tasks.

First Author

Year

Title

Objective

Population

Intervention

T. B.
Andersen

2001

Sudden movements
of the spinal column
during health-care
work

Develop a method to
detect sudden
movements of the
upper back and to
relate the movements
of the upper back to
the level of muscular
contraction of the back
muscles before and
after the sudden
movements.

Ten women working as
nursing aides in a hospital.

Monitored over a seven hour
working period with reference
contractions performed every
75 minutes to determine fatigue
with electromyography. Alarm
sounded if spinal acceleration
(measured with a tri-axial
accelerometer) exceeded 0.7 gforce in anterior-posterior
direction. Participants then
recorded the event that caused
alarm.

Comments
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First Author

Year

Title

Objective

Population

Intervention

Outcome

Comments

R. Berquer

2002

An ergonomic study
of the optimum
operating table
height for
laparoscopic
surgery

Test hypothesis that
optimum table height
for laparoscopic
surgery places
instruments at
surgeons' elbow height
and hence a lower
table height relative to
open surgery.

Twenty surgeons (13 male,
seven female).

Subjective discomfort ratings,
right deltoid and trapezius
electromyography activity
recorded with electrodes and
right arm orientation recorded
with
accelerometer/gravitometer
during a paper cutting task at
different table heights. ANOVA
and Neuman-Keuls post hoc
testing determined statistical
differences between five table
positions relative to elbow
height.

Spine position and
lower back muscles
were excluded from the
study. The authors note
that table height should
be a compromise
between arm elevation
and spine position,
however determine
optimum table height
based only on arm
elevation measures
with reference to
subjective lower back
observations.

First Author

Year

Title

Objective

Population

Intervention

Deltoid and trapezius
electromyography
values decreased with
decreasing table
height and upper arm
elevation angle
decreased with
decreasing table
height. No significant
difference found
between
performances of the
task between table
heights. Optimum
table height was
recommended at
elbow height or ten
centimetres below
elbow height.
Outcome

C. Goodvin

2006

Development of a
real-time threedimensional spinal
motion
measurement
system for clinical
practice

To develop a new
method for accurately
measuring the realtime orientation and
position of the spine in
a portable, noninvasive, and clinically
meaningful manner.

Five people participated in
verification and movement
tasks.

Verification (compared to
motion capture) of modelling
motion of the spine using three
devices including
accelerometers and gyroscopes
at the head, torso and hips
during several movement tasks.

For verification to
motion capture, when
the offsets between
the two global frames
was incorporated into
the data, the roll
average deviation
decreased to 0.1°
(head), 0.03°(torso)
and 3.1°(hips), the
pitch average
deviation to 0.42°
(head), 0.06°(torso)
and 0.33°(hips), and
the yaw average
deviation to
0.2°(head),
0.23°(torso) and
1.35°(hips).

Developed user friendly
system to portray
flexion, twisting and
lateral bending of the
spine in real time during
several manual
handling/movement
tasks. Further research
by the authors used the
system to monitor
patients with back
problems, and was not
implemented in
occupational
environments due to
the data capture time
being limited to one
hour before
recalibration would be
needed.

Comments
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First Author

Year

Title

Objective

Population

Intervention

Outcome

Comments

A.
Plamondon

2007

Evaluation of a
hybrid system for
three-dimensional
measurement of
trunk posture in
motion

The purpose of this
study was to evaluate
a hybrid system
composed of two
inertial sensors for the
three dimensional
measurement of trunk
posture. A secondary
purpose was to
explore the utility of
adding another source
of information, a
potentiometer, to
measure the relative
rotation between both
sensors in order to
improve the validity of
the system.

Six males.

Three steps in which
participants had to perform
manual handling tasks in: Static
postures; Dynamic motions of
short duration (30 seconds);
Dynamic motions of long
duration (30 minutes). All
monitored with two inertial
sensors including an
accelerometer, gyroscope and
magnetometer linked by a
flexible rod with a
potentiometer. One sensor was
located at the upper edge of the
sacrum and the other located
over the thoracic vertebrae one
spinous process. The hybrid
system was compared to an
optoelectric reference system.

The root mean square
error on the forward
flexion and lateral
bending axis varied on
average from 0.41° to
2.61° across all tasks
and participants, while
the root mean square
torsion error ranged
from 1.41° to 2.41°.
Root mean square
error was higher for
long duration tasks
(6.4°) compared to
short duration (1.4°).
The potentiometer
used in combination
with the
accelerometer and
gyroscope
considerably reduced
the errors when
compared to using
each device alone.
Outcome

Developed an accurate
system for monitoring
static manual handling
tasks or short duration
tasks, however the
system was very large
and had increased error
for long duration tasks,
therefore may not be
practical to implement
in occupational settings.
The magnetometers
were corrupted by
magnetic fields which
demonstrated they may
also be unpractical for
use in occupational
settings where these
are present.

Out of a possible 223
worker days,
observation had 218
completed worker
days assessed
(97.8%), interviews
had 222 (99.6%), with
inclinometer data the
most successful of
monitoring methods
having 199 worker
days of complete data
(89.2%). Interviews
were the least
expensive method.

No comparison data to
demonstrate which
method of analysis is
more accurate,
however included
thorough review of data
collection challenges
faced for each method.
Authors note that
inclinometers were
similar in utility to
observations and both
methods compliment
the other.

First Author

Year

Title

Objective

Population

Intervention

C. Trask

2007

Measuring low back
injury risk factors in
challenging work
environments: An
evaluation of cost
and feasibility

To describe successes
in and obstacles to the
assessment of
exposures to three
back injury risk factors
(manual materials
handling, posture and
vibration) using five
measurement methods
(inclinometer,
electromyography,
whole body vibration,
observation and post
shift interviews).

Full-shift exposures for 125
individual workers monitored
on one or two days over 50
different work sites.

For each of the five exposure
assessment methods, cost
estimates were recorded and
measurement success rates
were calculated as the number
of worker days with useable
exposure data divided by the
number of attempted exposure
measurement days.

Comments
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First Author

Year

Title

Objective

Population

Intervention

Outcome

Comments

D. R.
Bouchard

2008

Estimation of energy
expenditure in a
work environment:
comparison of
accelerometers and
oxygen
consumption/heart
rate regression

Compare energy
expenditure estimated
by uniaxial
accelerometers vs.
energy expenditure
estimated by the
maximal oxygen
uptake/ heart rate
regression method in a
work environment.

Forty six university staff
participants from a large
variety of jobs (24 women and
22 men).

Despite a very strong
correlation between
both methods (r =
0.78) there was a
significant difference
between both
methods when
evaluated individually.
It is clear that both
measurements are
giving different
individual estimations
of energy expenditure,
depending mostly on
the total energy
expenditure of the
work shift.

Provides a good
hypothesis to practically
measure fatigue in
occupational settings
but determined both
methods returned
different individual
energy expenditure
results. Authors provide
recommendations for
estimating energy
expenditure with
accelerometers for
future research and
emphasise the need for
comparisons of these
methods to a gold
standard.

First Author

Year

Title

Objective

Population

A treadmill test determined
individual maximal oxygen
uptake/heart rate relationship
curve implemented before and
after a six to eight-hour shift. An
accelerometer placed on the
hip tracked motion over the
period of work and a heart rate
monitor was worn.
Accelerometer counts for heart
rate were stored every minute.
Energy expenditure was
estimated from the
accelerometer data and
compared via ANOVA and T
tests to energy expenditure
estimated from the maximal
oxygen uptake/heart rate
relationship.
Intervention

Outcome

Comments

J. A.
Corrales

2008

Hybrid tracking of
human operators
using inertial
sensors/ultra-wide
band data fusion by
a Kalman filter

This paper analyses
an inertial motion
capture system which
is used to track human
operators who interact
with a robotic
manipulator in an
industrial environment
and an additional
localisation system
which provides more
position
measurements has
been used.

One human operator.

Inertial motion capture system
composed of 18 small sensors
attached to a lycra suit which is
worn by a human operator,
measuring orientation of the
operator’s limb. Orientation
data transmitted through
wireless where global position
of the operator is estimated with
a footstep extrapolation
algorithm. An additional
localisation system was
included to correct translational
errors of the inertial motion
capture system. A human
operator walked a linear path
through an industrial work
space.

The trajectory
obtained presents an
error of 0.56 metres
with regard to the preestablished path. With
a Kalman filter fusion
algorithm the global
translational error has
been reduced to 0.14
metres.

Presents an accurate
system for linear path
tracking which can now
be further evaluated for
free movement over a
workers shift. The
system is a large full
body suit which may not
be practical for many
workplaces. No system
costs are presented.
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First Author

Year

Title

Objective

Population

Intervention

Outcome

Comments

J. A. Cuthill

2008

Anaesthesia-a
sedentary specialty?
Accelerometer
assessment of the
activity level of
anaesthetists while
at work

Assessed the physical
activity taken by
anaesthetists while at
work on a minute-byminute basis, including
number of steps taken
and the time spent
standing, sitting and
walking.

Forty five anaesthetists from
two hospitals.

Each anaesthetist was asked to
wear an accelerometer for one
full theatre day at work. Each
anaesthetist also completed an
International Physical Activity
Questionnaire to assess their
current general physical activity
levels.

The participants stood
up a median of 29
(20–39) times
throughout the day
and sat down 28 (19–
38) times. No
significant difference
between gender or
hospital for the
number of steps taken
with males averaging
2878 (2166–4102)
steps and females
averaging 3801
(3488–5361) steps; p
= 0.012. Anaesthetists
underestimated the
number of steps they
had taken during the
working day.
Anaesthetists take
fewer steps while at
work than the majority
of other professions.
Outcome

Using accelerometers
for step count
determined physical
activity level,
demonstrating a key
stakeholder to
implement interventions
to improve step count.
However, this study
was limited to time
spent at work.

Over the five hour
periods the
percentage of time
spent in bad posture
decreased by 82%,
decreasing
significantly from
35.73 ± 15.26%
without biofeedback to
6.5% ± 9.6% with
biofeedback, p < 0.05.

Biofeedback systems
using accelerometers
may present a practical
method of promoting
safe posture while
using computers.
Authors note that this
work could be more
comprehensive by
incorporating other
planes of movement
and spine position.

First Author

Year

Title

Objective

Population

Intervention

P. P. Breen

2009

Evaluation of a
single
accelerometer
based biofeedback
system for real-time
correction of neck
posture in computer
users

Measure head and
neck angle with a
single accelerometer
to create a
biofeedback system.

Six participants who regularly
use computers for work/study.

Biofeedback system created
consisting of an accelerometer
placed at the cervical vertebrae
seven connected via a
microcontroller to a computer.
User watched a graphic user
interface which communicated
visual and verbal feedback
about the posture of the
participant’s neck. Participants
worked on a computer for five
hours without the feedback
enabled, and then again with
the feedback enabled.

Comments
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First Author

Year

Title

Objective

Population

Intervention

Outcome

Comments

R. B.
Graham

2009

Effectiveness of an
on-body lifting aid at
reducing low back
physical demands
during an
automotive
assembly task:
Assessment of
electromyography
response and user
acceptability

The purpose of the
present study was to
investigate the
Personal Lift-Assist
Device to be evaluated
for its effects on low
back muscular
demands during static
forward bending tasks,
and its effect and the
user acceptability in an
automotive
manufacturing facility.
It was hypothesised
that the device would
significantly reduce low
back muscular activity,
predicted spinal
compression, and
ratings of perceived
exertion, without
significantly increasing
abdominal activity or
trunk flexion.
Objective

Ten healthy automotive
operators volunteered (eight
male and two female).

Personal Lift-Assist Device
spring stiffness was chosen to
provide the right tension for
supporting 20% of participants’
lumbar moment when bent into
the car. Operators worked on
the dash from the left side of
the car over a two hour job
rotation while wearing the
Personal Lift-Assist Device
(includes electromyography and
accelerometers) or without the
device and comparisons were
made via repeated ANOVA.

Personal Lift-Assist
Device significantly
reduced the reference
posture normalised
muscle activity
(p<0.05). The device
significantly reduced
the electromyography
predicted
compression values
(p<0.02). Rate of
perceived exertion
scores were
significantly lower
(p=0.006) when
wearing the device
and operators
reported they believed
the device was
beneficial in reducing
back strain during
work.

The study did not
measure or induce
fatigue which may be
an area for future
research. The Personal
Lift-Assist Device may
be beneficial in
reducing lower back
muscular activity in the
workplace, requiring
follow up investigations
on practicality and
impact.

Population

Intervention

Outcome

Comments

Measure and
recognise four different
activities using data
obtained from a triaxial accelerometer
and gyroscope.

Does not specify.

Workers monitored with single
tri-axial inertial sensor attached
to the active wrist over a
sequence of occupational tasks
taking approximately four
minutes to complete. The task
included using a power drill, a
screwdriver, a hammer and a
spanner.

With a setting where
the windows could be
comprised of two
different activities,
overall task
classification accuracy
was 88.2%. The
activity specific
accuracy for
hammering, screwing,
spanner use, power
drilling and null data
were 96.4%, 89.7%,
89.5%, 77.6% and
89.0%.

Accelerometers and
gyroscopes can be
used to classify
different tasks during
manual work, further
research on impact of
activity recognition in
the workplace is
needed.

First Author

Year

Title

H.
Koskimaki

2009

Activity recognition
using a wrist-worn
inertial
measurement unit:
A case study for
industrial assembly
lines
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First Author

Year

Title

Objective

Population

Intervention

Outcome

Comments

K. C. Wong

2009

The association
between back pain
and trunk posture of
workers in a special
school for the
severe handicaps

The purpose of the
present study was to
develop an objective
accelerometer method
to record the static
trunk posture in a
typical working day of
workers in a special
school, and to
compare the time
spent in different static
trunk postures
between participants
with and without back
pain.

A total of 33 participants
including 21 teachers, three
teaching assistants and nine
health care professionals
were recruited for this study.
They were divided into two
groups: 18 participants who
suffered from bilaterallower
back pain in the previous 12
months and 15 participants
who did not have back pain.

A bi-axial accelerometer
attached to the trunk at thoracic
vertebrae 12 aligned with the
spinous process measuring
inclination deviations from the
standing position while working
was implemented. Two way
analysis of covariance
(ANCOVA) was used to
analyse the effects of group
(back pain vs asymptomatic)
and posture (four posture
categories) on the percentage
of time spent in these postures.

Used accelerometers to
reinforce research
supporting that a longer
time spent in static
trunk flexion increases
lower back pain or risk
thereof.

First Author

Year

Title

Objective

Population

Intervention

Significant difference
in percentage of time
spent in static trunk
posture between the
two groups and
interaction between
the group and posture
(p < 0.05). Staff with
low back pain spent
significantly longer
percentage of time in
static trunk posture
with more trunk flexion
when compared to
staff without low back
pain.
Outcome

T. Amasay

2010

In vivo
measurement of
humeral elevation
angles and
exposure using a
triaxial
accelerometer.

How well can the
Virtual Corset estimate
elevation angles and
exposure parameters
in an occupational
group relative to a
magnetic tracking
device?

Sixteen female dental
hygienists.

The magnetic tracking device
consisted of an electronics unit,
a transmitter, one sensor, and
one digitiser. The Virtual Corset
is a triaxial accelerometer. A
magnetic tracking sensor was
placed on the participant’s
dominant arm just above the
medial and lateral epicondyles
and the Virtual Corset was
mounted on the lateral side of
the humerus just above the
deltoid tuberosity. Participants
completed a standardised warm
up procedure and data was
collected in reaching and
flossing tasks in a single
session at a simulated work
station.

Significant differences
were found in the
reaching tasks for the
average humeral
elevation angles (p <
.001) and the range of
humeral elevation (p =
.019) between the
Virtual Corset and the
magnetic tracking
device. For the
flossing tasks, a
significant difference
was found for the jerk
parameter between
the two devices (p =
.05).

Compared two methods
of monitoring arm
elevation, but did not
use a gold standard.

Comments
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First Author

Year

Title

Objective

Population

Intervention

Outcome

Comments

D. Curone

2010

A real-time and selfcalibrating algorithm
based on triaxial
accelerometer
signals for the
detection of human
posture and activity

Aimed at surveillance
applications. This
paper deals with the
design of an algorithm
that analyses, in real
time. The signals
produced by one triaxial accelerometer
placed on the trunk, in
order to classify
human activities and
posture transitions.

Six healthy adults (22 to 37
years old).

Real-time algorithm running on
a micro-controller, which
identifies activity level and
posture of operators wearing a
triaxial accelerometer. The
sensor is placed on the upper
trunk, inside a garment and
participants executed two
sequences of 36 movement
activities in a gym including
steady activities and posture
transitions.

Correct detections
were over 90% for all
included activities
which implies that
both participants
posture and activity
level are correctly
identified. Motionless
upright or lying down
activities were
correctly classified
94.9%, walking
activities 99.9% and
jumping or running
activities 98.2% of the
samples. The
classifier was able to
capture 87.5% of falls
and 83.3% of other
upright to lying down
transitions.
Outcome

Comprehensive
methodology and
outcomes are
comparable to similar
activity classification
research. However, this
research incorporated
sensors into jackets
(not fixed on skin) while
remaining above 90%
accuracy for detection
of activities, suggesting
wearable (in clothing)
accelerometers could
be used in the
workplace to accurately
detect and identify
different manual
handling tasks.

Significant differences
in time spent in
different intensities of
physical activity and
the mean exercise
intensity. Kruskall
Wallis tests revealed
significant differences
between rankings for
the amount of time at
rest versus the time
above resting
intensities. Observed
that 90% of dancers
had less than 60
minutes rest and
33.3% of dancers had
less than 20 minutes
rest at any given time.

Provided information on
intensities of physical
activity over a working
day which can now be
further developed for
fatigue research or the
incorporation of
separate interventions
for different ballet
rankings. Authors state
that the data highlighted
33.3% of dancers failed
to meet legal
requirements for breaks
at work.

First Author

Year

Title

Objective

Population

Intervention

E. Twitchett

2010

The demands of a
working day among
female professional
ballet dancers

The aim of the present
study was to examine
exercise intensity
(including the amount
of rest time) of female
professional classical
ballet dancers over the
course of a single
working day.

Fifty-one female dancers.
Seven dancers were from the
corps de ballet, 16 were first
artists, 12 were soloists, and
16 were principal dancers.

Data regarding a single working
day (approximately nine hours)
were collected with a device
including a two axis
accelerometer, a heat-flux
sensor, galvanic skin response
sensor, and both skin and near
body ambient temperature
sensors, which estimated
energy expenditure and was
attached to an armband.

Comments
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First Author

Year

Title

Objective

Population

Intervention

Outcome

Comments

E. Bernmark

2011

Head movements
during two computer
work tasks
assessed by
accelerometry

The purposes of the
present study were to
investigate whether
potential differences in
head inclinations and
accelerations during
two similar computer
work tasks could be
detected using a
triaxial accelerometer
and a uniaxial
accelerometer.

At least 20% of the
employees work time had to
be devoted to an electronic
document management task.
30 workers fulfilled this
criterion, and all had
experience with both tasks.
Ten persons, eight women
and two men, were chosen
randomly for the study.

Two different computer tasks
(electronic and traditional) were
studied with a tri axial
accelerometer attached on the
forehead. Each participant was
asked to perform each of the
two work tasks for at least one
hour on the day of
measurement.

Used accelerometers to
assess a specific
workplace health and
safety issue and
reported that a more
static (less movement)
neck position during
computer tasks
correlated to a higher
perceived neck pain by
workers.

First Author

Year

Title

Objective

Population

Intervention

There was a 9° group
median difference in
the range of the head
inclinations between
the traditional and
electronic document
management. The
uniaxial accelerometer
returned
approximately equal
results as the triaxial.
The measurements
confirm that the
electronic document
management was
more static for the
neck than traditional
document
management.
Outcome

L. Joshua

2011

Accelerometerbased activity
recognition in
construction

Aimed at investigating
the suitability of
accelerometers in
activity classification to
automate the work
sampling process for
evaluating labour
productivity. Provides
stepwise explanation
of a proposed
methodology for
selecting classifiers for
activity recognition in
construction, and an
experimental study for
carrying out activity
classification in
masonry.

One mason.

Video taken for identifying
activity categories in masonry,
including fetch and spread
mortar, fetch and lay brick, and
fill joints. Wired accelerometer
attached to the waist with
Velcro tape. Uninstructed data
collected during brick laying for
the top layer of a three-meter
wall. Instructed data collection
was done by providing
instructions to perform the three
identified activities, each for 20
seconds and repeated three
times.

The best performance
of 80% (79.83) was
obtained in the
uninstructed mode
with sensors attached
to both sides of waist.
Seven out of 12
misclassified
instances arose out of
confusion between
fetch and lay brick,
and fill joint activities
because both have
similar hand
movements.

Compared classification
methods, and a neural
network classifier gave
the best results with a
50% overlap for data
segments. However,
the 80% success rate
suggests the need for
further research
classification
experimenting with
inertial sensor location
to increase accuracy.

Comments
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First Author

Year

Title

Objective

Population

Intervention

Outcome

Comments

T. Kawada

2011

Monitoring of the
sleep patterns of
shift workers in the
automotive industry

Compared sleep
period among workers
engaging in each of
three shift work
schedules.
Hypothesised that two
hour differences in
starting time of shifts
might affect overall
sleep amount the
workers receive.

Sixteen male workers
between the ages of 32 and
60 from and industry
maintenance division.

Participants monitored daily for
three weeks with an
accelerometer worn on the
wrist. Participants engaged in
equipment maintenance for a
car manufacturer, rotated on a
weekly basis (five days) into
three periods including shift one
(8:00 to 17:00 hours), shift two
(15:00 to 23:50 hours) and shift
three (23:30 to 8:15 hours).

Demonstrated a single
wrist worn sensor can
classify sleeping
patterns, implemented
into industry. However,
did not relate any
sleeping patterns to
physical wellbeing or
health parameters of
workers.

First Author

Year

Title

Objective

Population

Intervention

A tendency for
workers engaged in
shift three to sleep for
shorter periods
observed, however no
significant difference
found between the
amount of sleep for
shift type and age
(those above verse
those below 50 years
old).
Outcome

K. Momen

2011

Automatic detection
of the onset of
nursing activities
using
accelerometers and
adaptive
segmentation

Development of an
algorithm to
automatically detect
the onset of nursing
activities recorded
from accelerometers
without the need for
additional sensors.
Hypothesised that nonstationary points
processed by a
predictor filter can be
used to indicate the
onset of nursing
activities.

Eight nurses.

Used a segmentation algorithm
based on an adaptive signal
processing technique. Trials of
six simple nursing activities: 1)
talking to a patient, 2) checking
on vital signs, 3) replacing an
Intravenous bag, 4) checking
on blood sugar, 5) placing a
bedpan under the patient, and
6) giving oral medication to a
surrogate patient. Data was
recorded by a single sensor
attached to the back of each
nurse. Each nurse performed
the nursing activities at their
own speed and a trained
observer quietly annotated the
start and stop of each activity.

The overall accuracy
of the algorithm for a
total of 96 start and
stop events was
86.46% ±12.55%. The
accuracy was higher
than 91% for five out
of eight participants.
The algorithm also
indicated the onset of
sub-components of
nursing activities for
the majority of the
participants.

Very high accuracy
considering nursing
movement patterns
were indicative of the
workers normal actions
and not controlled for
during each task.
Authors note that now
the future challenge will
be proper machine
learning to ignore the
irrelevant movement
events.

Comments
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Year

Title

Objective

Population

Intervention

Outcome

Comments

M. Acuna

2012

Wrist activity
monitor counts are
correlated with
dynamic but not
static assessments
of arm elevation
exposure made with
a triaxial
accelerometer

Performed a field
based study in workers
to compare the
outcomes from two
approaches of
measuring shoulder
activity. Hypothesised
that activity counts
measured from the
wrist would be
correlated with
dynamic humeral
motion parameters, but
not static parameters.

Twenty one healthy
individuals (nine males and 12
females) with a mean age of
37 (standard deviation of 13)
years.

Arm elevation data were
collected bilaterally with a
triaxial accelerometer attached
to the lateral side of the
humerus, just proximal to the
deltoid tuberosity, with doublesided tape. It was programmed
to record accelerometer data
automatically for a designated
eight-hour time period. An
activity monitor attached to both
wrists used a uniaxial
accelerometer to calculate
cumulative ‘activity counts’ for a
given epoch, which was set to
15 seconds.

Strong correlations
found between dynamic
parameters and activity
monitor counts. This
suggests possibilities
for creating predictive
algorithms for the risk
factor of dynamic
motion on shoulder
injuries in the
workplace.

First Author

Year

Title

Objective

Population

Intervention

No significant
correlation between
activity monitor counts
and reported triaxial
accelerometer static
parameters. There
was a significant
(p<0.0001) positive
correlation between
dynamic triaxial
accelerometer
parameters and
activity monitor
counts. The r values
for the velocity
percentiles ranged
from 0.81 for the 99th
percentile to as high
as 0.97 for the 50th
velocity percentile.
The jerk analysis (r =
0.93) and dynamic
acceleration (r = 0.86)
demonstrated strong
correlations.
Outcome

D. Alvarez

2012

Ambulatory human
upper limb joint
motion monitoring

Development of a
prototype for
measuring the angular
displacement of the
seven main axes of the
upper limb, which
includes: flexion and
lateral deviation of the
wrist, flexion and
pronation of the
elbow, and flexion,
abduction and rotation
of the shoulder
complex.

In laboratory tests the system
was embedded in a servo
controlled mechanical joint.
Measurements were
compared against the internal
servo sensors. Field tests
have been done in shopping
centres, industrial equipment
production plants and food
processing centres.

The prototype hardware
consisted of four sensors that
were placed on the body
segments close to the joints
(hand, forearm, arm and back).
Each one of these sensors
included a triaxial
magnetometer, gyro and
accelerometer.

Laboratory mean
estimation error was
1.8°. Maximum
estimation error was
+/-6° for each axis. No
drift was observed in
the joint angle
estimation. In a long
duration test there
was no difference to
the shorter version,
and no drift was
observed. Field tests
were comparable to
laboratory conditions.

A very short article for a
very complex prototype
over a number of
different testing
locations and tasks.
However demonstrates
the feasibility of such a
system for practical
environments and
interventions.

Comments
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Outcome

Comments

G. Faber

2012

A novel wearable
measurement
system for
ambulatory
assessment of joint
loading in the
occupational setting

Press paper reporting
research that validated
a new system which
monitors joint loading,
to be used for
occupational
interventions in the
future.

Not applicable.

The wearable measurement
system consisted of a full body
inertial sensor motion capture
system which can be worn
under the clothes and shoes
are instrumented with three
dimensional force sensors
(ForceShoes).

Optimal inertial sensor
location was 25% of
the distance from the
sacrum to the 7th
cervical spinous
process. Root mean
square error in trunk
inclination was 5°. A
follow up study
compared force shoes
to force plate and
ground reaction force
error was < 3% and
centre of pressure
error < 10 millimetres.
The third study
validated orientation
sensors had accuracy
for knee moments
(errors <4%) and Hip
moment (errors
<14%).

Combining systems
creates a multipurpose
tool which may be used
after further validation
for in situ research.
However its large
design may impede on
the workplace and not
be practical for large
wide scale
interventions.

First Author

Year

Title

Objective

Population

Intervention

Outcome

Comments

A. S. Hazizi

2012

Accelerometerdetermined physical
activity level among
government
employees in
Penang, Malaysia

The objective of this
study was to determine
physical activity level,
using the
accelerometer among
government
employees in the
Federal Government
Building in Penang,
Malaysia.

Two hundred and thirty three
government employees
agreed to participate.

All respondents were given the
accelerometer to wear for two
workdays and one weekend
day during the time frame,
respondents were instructed
not to alter their usual physical
activities, to wear the
accelerometer during all waking
hours and not to remove the
device except for bathing and
sleep.

Half (50.2%) classified
as either overweight
or obese. Total daily
energy expenditure as
measured by the
accelerometer was
higher among men
compared to women
(p<0.05). There were
significant but weak
relationships between
physical activity level
and body mass index,
percentage of body
fat, waist
circumference and
systolic blood
pressure.

Good use of
accelerometers to
identify a key
stakeholder population
for sedentary activity
interventions, however
demonstrated weak
relationships between
physical activity and
indicators of obesity.
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Year

Title
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Population

Intervention

Outcome

Comments

J. Liu

2012

Fall risk
assessments based
on postural and
dynamic stability
using inertial
measurement unit

Proposed a new
method for stability
assessment by use of
inertial measurement
units.

Twelve participants (four
young adults and eight old
adults). Older adults were
categorised into two fall risk
levels (healthy and fall prone).

One force plate and one triaxial inertial sensor collected
acceleration data during a quiet
upright standing test and a
treadmill walking test. Postural
stability was characterised by
the average velocity centre of
pressure and dynamic stability
characterised by one gait step.
ANOVA was used to analyse
differences between groups.

The only significant
difference existed
between the fall prone
group and the healthy
group for dynamic
stability. However
dynamic stability had
a misclassification of
33.33%, which
decreased to 16.67%
with a secondary
parameter added.

Showed that individuals
with higher dynamic
stability generally tend
to have a higher fall
risk. Authors note that
while significant
differences occurred
between individuals by
using only one device,
a larger sample size
during over ground
walking (not treadmill)
utilising multiple
devices may have
higher feasibility for
practically assessing
stability and
coordination in the
workplace.

First Author

Year

Title

Objective

Population

Intervention

Outcome

Comments

P.
Madeleine

2012

Level of selfreported
neck/shoulder pain
and biomechanical
workload in cleaners

Investigated the effects
of self-reported pain on
muscular activity and
postural load during
cleaning tasks, using
level of perceived pain,
electromyography
electrodes and
accelerometers.

Eighteen university cleaners
(three males and 15 females)
participated in the study
(mean age 48 years, height
166 centimetres and body
mass 71 kilograms).

Two cleaning tasks were
completed in a laboratory and
lecture theatre, one following
ergonomic guidelines and one
following free cleaning.
Ergonomics guidelines and time
were introduced as withinparticipants factors and level of
perceived pain as a covariate in
a full-factorial repeated
measure analysis of covariance
for, absolute and normalised
root mean square and
electromyography dependent
variables, 10th, 50th and 90th
percentile of forward and lateral
flexion/extension and
corresponding angular velocity
as inclinometer dependent
variables.

Pain played a
significant role for
measured muscle
interaction and lateral
flexion angles in both
tasks. Cleaners with
lower pain levels
showed higher
muscular activity. The
higher the pain, the
more the cleaners
were leaning to their
right side (all but one
was right handed).
Confirmed that
assessing structural
variability is a way to
characterise the
effects of pain in the
motor system in
ergonomics situations.

Demonstrated
interesting trends of
pain related to human
movement and
reinforced high pain
relations to
hyperactivity of muscles
in cleaners. Changing
human movement
patterns in relation to
pain may contribute to
building future research
to build or evaluate
ergonomic
interventions.
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Year

Title
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Intervention

Outcome

Comments

K.
Reijonsaari

2012

The effectiveness of
physical activity
monitoring and
distance counselling
in an occupational
setting results from
a randomised
controlled trial

Investigated the
effectiveness of an
intervention on
physical activity and
productivity-related
outcomes in an
occupational setting.
The interventions aim
was to increase
physical activity,
improve work
productivity, and
decrease sickness
absence.
Objective

There were 521 insurance
company employees (64%
female, mean age 43 years)
split 1:1 in allocated parallel
groups.

Participants in the intervention
group monitored their daily
physical activity with an
accelerometer, set goals, had
access to an online service to
help them track their activity
levels, and received counselling
via telephone or web messages
for 12 months. The control
group received the results of a
fitness test and an information
leaflet on physical activity at the
beginning of the study.

At 12 months, there
was no significant
differences between
the intervention group
(264 people) and the
control group (257
people). Thus the
intervention was not
found effective.

Accelerometers were
utilised to set goals and
track these goals daily.
Although the
intervention was not
successful, authors
present interesting
discussions analysing
the strengths and
limitations of the
intervention. This
information may be
used to strengthen
future attempts.
Comments

First Author

Year

Title

Population

Intervention

Outcome

A. Samani

2012

Following
ergonomics
guidelines
decreases physical
and cardiovascular
workload during
cleaning tasks

Investigated
ergonomics guidelines
on muscular activity,
postural and
cardiovascular load
during cleaning.

A total of 18 cleaners.

Ergonomics sessions
resulted in lower
muscular load, a more
complex pattern of
muscular activity,
lower range of motion
and angular velocity of
the trunk as well as
lower cardiovascular
load compared with
non-ergonomics
sessions.

First Author

Year

Title

Objective

Population

Performed ten minutes of
cleaning tasks twice. One was
performed not focusing on
ergonomics guidelines and the
next was focusing on
ergonomics guidelines.
Electromyography was
recorded from upper trapezius
and erector spinae muscles. A
tri-axial accelerometer on the
low back measured postural
changes, and the
cardiovascular load was
estimated by
electrocardiogram.
Intervention

Outcome

Sensors used to assess
impact of guidelines on
a short duration task.
Results suggest
teaching ergonomics
guidelines to workers
may increase
adherence to the
guidelines. Results
promote future
investigations on the
long duration impact of
implementing
ergonomics guideline
training.
Comments

L. Ettinger

2013

Workday arm
elevation exposure:
A comparison
between two
professions

Measured arm
elevation exposure in
dental hygienists and
compared with another
occupation with lower
risks of shoulder
impingement
syndrome.

Dental hygienists and
computer workers.

Full workday arm elevation
exposure was measured for
both dental hygienists and
computer workers using a triaxial accelerometer to monitor
the percent of the workday
spent above 30°, 60°, and 90°
of humeral elevation.

Dental hygienists had
significantly greater
elevation exposure
compared to computer
workers and bilateral
arm elevations more
than two times that of
the office workers.

Comparing arm
elevation to computer
workers who have
minimal arm movement
does not demonstrate
the severity of exposure
impact in dental
hygienists.
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Intervention

Outcome

Comments

J. Liu

2013

Local dynamic
stability associated
with load carrying

Applied local dynamic
stability measure in
walking while carrying
a load and to
investigate the
possible adaptive gait
stability changes.
Hypothesised that
carrying a load will
significantly reduce
local dynamic stability.

Twenty-five young adults
(seven females and 18
males).

One tri-axial accelerometer was
used to measure threedimensional low back
acceleration during continuous
treadmill walking. Local
dynamic stability was quantified
by the maximum Lyapunov
exponent from a nonlinear
dynamics approach.

Long term dynamic
stability was found to
be significantly higher
under load condition
than no-load condition
in all three reference
axes, indicating the
declined local
dynamic stability
associated with load
carrying.

First Author

Year

Title

Objective

Population

Intervention

Outcome

Showed that local
dynamic stability may
be a viable stability
measure for in situ long
term load carrying
tasks, and a single
sensor on the low back
may be used which is
highly practical. This
method should be
considered for future
stability research.
Comments

S. Parry

2013

Participatory
workplace
interventions can
reduce sedentary
time for office
workers-A
randomised
controlled trial

Determined if
interventions could
reduce sedentary time
and increase physical
activity during work
hours.

Clerical, call centre and data
processing workers (62
people aged 25–59 years) in
three large government
organisations.

Three groups developed
numerous interventions with a
participatory approach.
Accelerometers were used to
determine sedentary time,
sustained sedentary time,
breaks in sedentary time,
light/moderate/vigorous
intensity activity on work days
and during work hours.
Measured before and following
a 12 week intervention period.

Significant reduction
in sedentary time on
work days and during
work hours and a
concurrent significant
increase in physical
activity.

First Author

Year

Title

Objective

Population

Intervention

Outcome

N. Vignais

2013

Innovative system
for real-time
ergonomic feedback
in industrial
manufacturing

Introduced an
innovative full-body
system for the realtime ergonomics
evaluations of manual
material handling in
warehouse
environments.

Not applicable.

Inertial sensors with integrated
compensation of magnetic
interference and long wireless
connection. This system is a
full-body motion capture
system, within 17 inertial
measurement units, integrated
with several
data-analysis tools for real time
feedback.

Quick with ten-minute
setup. System has
been applied to two
different warehouses
both for the re-design
of the storage area
and management of
warehousing activities
to reduce the risk of
musculoskeletal
disorders and
increase productivity.

Small reduction on
sedentary time found.
Volunteer or
participatory approach
to physical activity
interventions may be
biased due to
participants seeking to
change and adhere to
the program. No
comparison or real
control group. No
significant differences
found between different
interventions.
Comments
No reporting on
accuracy or validity on
monitoring the different
methodologies
presented. Provides a
comprehensive system
to be implemented in
task based analysis
however 17 devices
may not be practical in
occupational settings.
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Intervention

Outcome

Comments

D. Battini

2014

Innovative real-time
system to integrate
ergonomic
evaluations into
warehouse design
and management

Presented a
biomechanical model
of the upper body
using inertial sensors,
a computerised RULA
assessment was
implemented and local
scores were calculated
per segment. Visual
information was fed
back to the user by a
head mounted display.

Twelve participants.

A group with the RULA
feedback system was
compared to a control group
during numerous manual
handling tasks.

Participants in the
RULA group
performed the task
with a significantly
lower global RULA
score. Furthermore,
the control groups
localised segments
were significantly
more exposed to a
risk of
musculoskeletal
disorders during the
tasks.
Outcome

Seems like a practical
system that could be
worn underneath
workplace clothing for
interventions, but the
feedback helmet may
be unpractical. Had
minimal reporting on
the systems accuracy
and error for specific
parameters monitored.

The accuracy analysis
shows a typical error
of two metres.

In field test of a
localisation tracker
method linked to a
smartphone for
feedback.
Demonstrated good
accuracy which should
be considered for future
investigations in the
workplace. However
greater accuracy would
be needed if wishing to
track tasks performed
that are within 2-3
metres of each other.

First Author

Year

Title

Objective

Population

Intervention

F. Hartmann

2014

Navigation for
occupational safety
in harsh industrial
environments

Presented a hybrid
localisation system
enabling navigation in
challenging
environments.

Not applicable.

Prototype implementation of the
hybrid system, composed of a
foot mounted inertial sensor
connected to an Android
smartphone via Bluetooth and a
ZigBee-WSN node connected
to the smartphone. Walked a
predefined line through a
worksite and compared
deviations of the localisation
system to this line.

Comments
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Intervention

Outcome

Comments

S. Kim

2014

An evaluation of
classification
algorithms for
manual material
handling tasks
based on data
obtained using
wearable
technologies

Ten participants.

Participants completed three
replications of four cycles of a
simulated job.

First Author

Year

Title

Explored three
classification
algorithms to classify
manual material
handling tasks in a
laboratory, using
several combinations
of outputs from
commercially available
inertial motion capture
and in-shoe pressure
measurement
systems.
Objective

Population

Intervention

Using the respective
best combinations of
input data set and
task classifier for each
task, median values of
the highest
precision/recall values
achieved for each task
type were: 97%/93%
for Pushing, 97%/93%
for Pulling, 93%/97%
for Carrying and
95%/90% for Walking.
Outcome

Task classification
accuracy varied
however was similar to
previous literature.
Manual materials
handling tasks may be
classified with inertial
sensors and this paper
discusses sensor
location, algorithms and
task types which should
be considered in future
research.
Comments

M. Korshoj

2014

Validated inclinometer
measurements by
ActiGraph
accelerometer, when
analysed with the Acti4
customised software
for upper body
inclination.

Eight Participants.

The sensors were placed at the
upper arm and at the spine.
TrakStar used as a reference
system for validity. Arm
inclination in compared
between two systems during
standardised tasks.

Root mean square
error values low for
slow to moderate
speeds and up to 10°
error for fast arm
movements.

First Author

Year

Validity of the Acti4
software using
ActiGraph
GT3X+acceleromet
er for recording of
arm and upper body
inclination in
simulated work
tasks
Title

Objective

Population

Intervention

Outcome

Root mean square error
consistent with past
literature demonstrating
accuracy to monitor
arm and trunk
inclination. Laboratory
based validation which
supports the use in
future field tests.
Comments

P. Li

2014

A smart safety
helmet using inertial
sensors and
electroencephalogra
m sensors for
worker fatigue
detection

Smart safety helmet
developed in order to
track the head
gestures and the brain
activity of the worker
for fatigue detection,
and alert the user
when certain risk
thresholds are
reached.

Three male students wore the
Smart safety helmet.

Performed a set of movement
and head motion tasks while
wearing the safety helmet. The
system is an inexpensive, nonintrusive, non-invasive, and
non-vision-based system, which
consists of an inertial
measurement unit and
electroencephalogram
electrodes.

Nodding off motion
could be differentiated
from other motions
analysed, however
had similarities with
the 'yes' motion.

Sensors used to
monitor events that
indicate fatigue such as
head nodding when
falling asleep on a job,
may be useful in
specific job tasks such
as driving.
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Comments

J. Patts

2014

Measuring the
effects of lighting
distribution on
walking speed and
head pitch with
wearable inertial
measurement units

Evaluation of lighting
on a miners walking
speed and head pitch.

Miners and laboratory
participants.

Quantify human performance
by using two small wireless,
wearable inertial measurement
units, to compare head pitch
when using two different cap
lamps.

Innovative research
determining whether
improved lighting may
decrease time spent in
greater flexion postures
of the neck in miners.

First Author

Year

Title

Objective

Population

Intervention

No statistical
difference between
the two cap lamps for
walking speed.
However, there was a
trend of 2° lower head
pitch for one of the
cap lamps.
Outcome

L. Peppoloni

2014

Assessment of task
ergonomics with an
upper limb wearable
device

Proposed a novel
wired system for
assessing the
muscular effort and
posture of the human
upper limb for
ergonomic
assessments.

One healthy female.

Presents the systems
hardware and
software and the
results of the 20minute test. No
statistical analysis
performed.

No validity against
another system or
method of assessing
RULA score or
musculoskeletal
disorder risks.

First Author

Year

Title

Objective

Population

The system is composed of
inertial units to reconstruct the
upper limb posture and
electromyography sensors to
assess the muscle effort. A
check-out operator was
monitored for 20 minutes on
each arm and a RULA
assessment was carried out.
Intervention

Outcome

Comments

K. Yang

2014

Automated detection
of near-miss fall
incidents in iron
workers using
inertial
measurement units

Identification of nearmiss fall accidents in
order to utilise them as
supplementary data for
fall-risk assessments.
To detect near-miss
fall incidents based
upon inertial
measurement units.

Ironworkers.

Analyse data from sensors
attached to workers’ bodies
when they are enacting actual
falls and near-miss falls in a
laboratory setting.

Accuracy rate of
91.1% for activity
classification. The
algorithm correctly
differentiates the
stable situations from
the instable ones in
93.8% of cases.

Limited to falls during
walking. Demonstrates
good accuracy to detect
near miss falls in a
laboratory setting,
supporting the
application in a future
ergonomics
intervention.

Comments
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C. S.
Babiolakis

2015

Differences in
lumbopelvic control
and occupational
behaviours in
female nurses with
and without a recent
history of low back
pain due to back
injury

Assessed physical
fitness, physical
activity and
biomechanical
variables in nurses
with and without a
recent history of low
back pain due to back
injury in the last 12
months, to determine
the parameters
correlation to low back
pain.

Twenty seven nurses from a
regional health Centre.

Completed questionnaires
(pain, work, physical activity),
physical fitness, biomechanical
and low back discomfort
measures, and wore a tri-axial
accelerometer for one work
shift.

Nurses with low back
pain history had
reduced lumbopelvic
control, less active
occupational
behaviour and more
than double the rate of
higher low back
discomfort scores
compared to nurses
with no history of
injury.

First Author

Year

Title

Objective

Population

Intervention

Outcome

Demonstrated higher
inactivity in those with
prior low back pain.
This suggests an
adaptive behaviour with
prior injury history. This
adaptive behaviour may
explain the difference
between groups and
findings may not be
appropriate for
preventative
interventions in healthy
nurses with no prior
injury history. However,
findings may have an
impact for interventions
in nurses with existing
low back pain.
Comments

M. Brandt

2015

Participatory
intervention with
objectively
measured physical
risk factors for
musculoskeletal
disorders in the
construction
industry: study
protocol for a cluster
randomised
controlled trial

Phase one determined
which work tasks in
selected job groups
involved excessive
physical load of the
back and shoulders
during a normal
working day
(measured with
accelerometers,
electromyography and
video recordings).
Phase two was
investigating whether a
participatory
intervention can
reduce the excessive
physical workloads.

Aim to recruit and randomise
20 construction gangs (≈80
participants) into an
intervention group or a control
group.

The physical load during the
working day determined using
technical measurements
recorded simultaneously;
electromyography,
accelerometers and video
recordings. The intervention will
apply a cluster randomised
controlled design with technical
measurements of the physical
load during the working day at
baseline and at three and six
months follow up. The
intervention will consist of three
workshops over a period of two
months. The control group will
receive flyers with information
on health, lifting technique and
safety procedures.

The primary outcome
will be the change
from baseline to follow
up in frequency of
events with excessive
physical load.
Secondary outcomes
are those obtained
from the
questionnaires,
including psychosocial
and organisational
conditions based on
the musculoskeletal
pain intensity.

Presents a study
protocol to be carried
out until summer 2016.
First participatory
intervention study using
accelerometers to
monitor working
conditions or excessive
load and follow up with
a long term
intervention. Very
practical study but
authors note it may be
difficult to recruit
appropriate volunteer
numbers.
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P. Pancardo

2015

Real-time
personalised
monitoring to
estimate
occupational heat
stress in ambient
assisted working

Proposed an ambientassisted working
process for heat stress
estimation and alerting
them in a timely
manner when the
stress condition rises.

Twenty volunteers (11 men
and nine women), age range
from 18–46 years, weight
interval 55–81 kilograms and
height interval 1.60–1.70
metres.

We determine the movement
intensity with a test device that
measures acceleration. Cardiac
frequency was measured after
six minutes of resting and after
the user had run 100 metres
upstairs in a building, to obtain
the personal minimum and
maximum cardiac frequency
values, respectively.
Acceleration, temperature and
humidity were taken from
smartphone sensors to
estimate energy expenditure,
workload and heat stress.

Observed that there is
no direct relationship
between movements
and cardiac
frequency. Results
obtained with the
smartphone are
reliable and
competitive compared
to those reported in
the literature.
Moreover, it is a lowcost, in situ, noninvasive solution that
can be deployed in
real working
environments.
Outcome

Real time graphical
user interface on
smartphone app to
estimate safety with
many practical
workplace applications.
However, did not take
into consideration the
effect of clothing on
safety and authors note
the methodology needs
to be improved for
tropical (hotter)
environments and
faster workplace tasks.

Mean angular
displacement in the
flexion/extension
motion plane were
lower for participants
assigned to the waist
high unloading areas
in comparison to the
knee high unloading
areas. Greatest
estimates of mean
angular displacement
for flexion/extension
motion plane were
observed for
participants assigned
to the knee high
unloading areas and
the faster work pace.
Summary measure
estimates were the
most comparable with
the Lumbar Motion
Monitor.

Good validation
comparing algorithm
methods and inertial
sensors location.
Inertial sensors
provided more accurate
information compared
to a single sensor on
the sternum for trunk
movement. Did not use
a gold standard for
validations.

First Author

Year

Title

Objective

Population

Intervention

M. C. Schall

2015

A comparison of
instrumentation
methods to estimate
thoracolumbar
motion in fieldbased occupational
studies

Compared estimates
of thoracolumbar trunk
motion obtained with a
commercially available
inertial sensor system
with the Lumbar
Motion Monitor.
Explored the effect of
alternative sensor
configurations and
processing methods
on the agreement
between Lumbar
Motion Monitor and
inertial sensors during
simulated manual
materials handling
tasks.

Thirty six healthy, male
participants.

Participants manually moved
4.5 kilograms plastic crates with
two handholds from a waisthigh material feeder to one of
six potential unloading areas.
For each participant, one
inertial sensor was secured to
the anterior torso at the sternal
notch and a second inertial
sensor was secured to the
posterior pelvis at the L5/S1
vertebrae. Standard procedures
were used to outfit participants
with the Lumbar Motion
Monitor.

Comments
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First Author

Year

Title

Objective

Population

Intervention

Outcome

Comments

I. Stemland

2015

Validity of the Acti4
method for detection
of physical activity
types in free-living
settings: comparison
with video analysis

Examination of the
Acti4 methods ability to
estimate the physical
activity types in
settings requiring very
different levels of
movement complexity.

Nineteen aircraft cabin
cleaners (six males and 13
females).

The participants were asked to
perform three sessions while
wearing two ActiGraph GT3X þ
accelerometers: one semistandardised session, where
the participants were instructed
to carry out different activity
types (lying, sitting, standing,
walking, walking on stairs and
running), and two nonstandardised sessions
conducted during regular
working hours where normal
work routines were performed
both inside and
outside an aircraft.

The inter-rater
reliability was 0.98,
0.97 and 0.84 for the
observations of
physical activities
performed during the
semi-standardised
session, the outside
aircraft session and
the inside aircraft
session, respectively.
A significant
difference was found
between the number
of seconds observed
by video observation
and number of
seconds registered by
Acti4 for all activity
types (all p-values
p<0.05), except for
running performed
during the semistandardised session.
The Acti4 analysis
showed sensitivity
values >80% for all
activities, except
walking on stairs
performed during the
semi-standardised
session and during
work outside the
aircraft, and moving
performed during work
outside the aircraft.

Good positive
correlations but no
significance. Stepping
on stairs was registered
as walking. Further
research is needed to
improve methodology;
however, this software
may be a useful tool for
further ergonomic
research.

Legend: % = Percent. ° = Degrees. ANOVA = Analysis of Variance. P = P value. r = Correlation coefficient. RULA = Rapid Upper Limb Assessment. t test = Student’s t distribution analysis.
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ADULT PRE-EXERCISE SCREENING TOOL
This screening tool does not provide advice on a particular matter, nor does it substitute for advice from an appropriately qualified
medical professional. No warranty of safety should result from its use. The screening system in no way guarantees against injury or
death. No responsibility or liability whatsoever can be accepted by Exercise and Sports Science Australia, Fitness Australia or Sports
Medicine Australia for any loss, damage or injury that may arise from any person acting on any statement or information contained in
this tool.

Name:
Date of Birth:

Male  

Female 	

Date:

STAGE 1 (COMPULSORY)
AIM: to identify those individuals with a known disease, or signs or symptoms of disease, who may be at a higher risk of
an adverse event during physical activity/exercise. This stage is self administered and self evaluated.

Please circle response
1.

Has your doctor ever told you that you have a heart condition or have
you ever suffered a stroke?

Yes

No

2.

Do you ever experience unexplained pains in your chest at rest or
during physical activity/exercise?

Yes

No

3.

Do you ever feel faint or have spells of dizziness during physical
activity/exercise that causes you to lose balance?

Yes

No

4.

Have you had an asthma attack requiring immediate medical
attention at any time over the last 12 months?

Yes

No

5.

If you have diabetes (type I or type II) have you had trouble
controlling your blood glucose in the last 3 months?

Yes

No

6.

Do you have any diagnosed muscle, bone or joint problems that you
have been told could be made worse by participating in physical
activity/exercise?

Yes

No

7.

Do you have any other medical condition(s) that may make it
dangerous for you to participate in physical activity/exercise?

Yes

No

IF YOU ANSWERED ‘YES’ to any of the 7 questions, please seek
guidance from your GP or appropriate allied health professional prior to
undertaking physical activity/exercise
IF YOU ANSWERED ‘NO’ to all of the 7 questions, and you have no other
concerns about your health, you may proceed to undertake light-moderate
intensity physical activity/exercise
I believe that to the best of my knowledge, all of the information I have supplied within this tool is correct.
Signature 		
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EXERCISE INTENSITY GUIDELINES
INTENSITY
CATEGORY

SEDENTARY

LIGHT

MODERATE

VIGOROUS

HIGH

HEART RATE
MEASURES

< 40%
HRmax

40 to <55%
HRmax

55 to <70%
HRmax

70 to <90%
HRmax

≥ 90%
HRmax

PERCEIVED EXERTION
MEASURES

Very, very light
RPE# < 1

Very light to light
RPE# 1-2

Moderate to
somewhat hard
RPE# 3-4

Hard
RPE# 5-6

Very hard
RPE# ≥ 7

DESCRIPTIVE
MEASURES

• Activities that usually
involve sitting or
lying and that have
little additional
movement and a low
energy requirement

• An aerobic activity
that does not cause a
noticeable change in
breathing rate
• An intensity that can
be sustained for at
least 60 minutes

• An aerobic activity
that is able to be
conducted whilst
maintaining a
conversation
uninterrupted
• An intensity that may
last between 30 and
60 minutes

• An aerobic activity in
which a conversation
generally cannot
be maintained
uninterrupted
• An intensity that may
last up to about 30
minutes

• An intensity that
generally cannot be
sustained for longer
than about
10 minutes

# = Borg’s Rating of Perceived Exertion (RPE) scale, category scale 0-10
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ADULT PRE-EXERCISE SCREENING TOOL
STAGE 2 (OPTIONAL)
Name:
Date of Birth:   

  	

Date:

AIM: To identify those individuals with risk factors or other conditions to assist with appropriate exercise prescription.
This stage is to be administered by a qualified exercise professional.
RISK FACTORS

1.

Age
≥ 45yrs Males or ≥ 55yrs Females
+1 risk factor

Gender
2.

Family history of heart disease (eg: stroke, heart
attack)

Relative

3.

Age

Relative

Father

Mother

Brother

Sister

Son

Daughter

Age

Do you smoke cigarettes on a daily or weekly basis or
have you quit smoking in the last 6 months? Yes No

Describe your current physical activity/exercise levels:
Sedentary

Light

Moderate

If female < 65yrs = +1 risk factor
Maximum of 1 risk factor for this
question

If currently smoking, how many per
day or week?

4.

If male < 55yrs = +1 risk factor

Vigorous

If yes, (smoke regularly or
given up within the past 6 months)
= +1 risk factor

If physical activity level
< 150 min/ week = +1 risk factor
If physical activity level

Frequency

≥ 150 min/ week = -1 risk factor

Duration

(vigorous physical activity/ exercise
weighted x 2)

sessions per week

minutes per week

5.

Please state your height (cm)
weight (kg)

6.

7.

8.

Have you been told that you have high blood
pressure? Yes No

If yes, = +1 risk factor

Have you been told that you have high cholesterol?
Yes No

If yes, = +1 risk factor

Have you been told that you have high blood
sugar? Yes No

If yes, = +1 risk factor

Note: Refer over page for risk stratification.
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BMI = ________________
BMI ≥ 30 kg/m2 = +1 risk factor

STAGE 2 Total Risk Factors =

Page 3

9.

Have you spent time in hospital (including day admission) for
any medical condition/illness/injury during the last 12 months?
Yes No

If yes, provide details

10.

Are you currently taking a prescribed medication(s)
for any medical conditions(s)? Yes No

If yes, what is the medical condition(s)?

11.

Are you pregnant or have you given birth within
the last 12 months? Yes No

If yes, provide details. I am _____________
months pregnant or postnatal (circle).

12.

Do you have any muscle, bone or joint pain or soreness that is
made worse by particular types of activity? Yes No

If yes, provide details

STAGE 3 (OPTIONAL)
AIM: To obtain pre-exercise baseline measurements of other recognised cardiovascular and metabolic risk factors. This
stage is to be administered by a qualified exercise professional. (Measures 1, 2 & 3 – minimum qualification, Certificate
III in Fitness; Measures 4 and 5 minimum level, Exercise Physiologist*).
RISK FACTORS

RESULTS
1. BMI (kg/m2)

BMI ≥ 30 kg/m2 = +1 risk factor

2. Waist girth (cm)

Waist > 94 cm for men and
> 80 cm for women = +1 risk factor

3. Resting BP (mmHg)

SBP ≥140 mmHg or DBP ≥90 mmHg
= +1 risk factor

4. Fasting lipid profile*

Total cholesterol ≥ 5.20 mmol/L = +1 risk factor

Total cholesterol

HDL cholesterol >1.55 mmol/L = -1 risk factor

HDL

HDL cholesterol < 1.00 mmol/L = +1 risk factor

Triglycerides

Triglycerides ≥ 1.70 mmol/L = +1 risk factor

LDL

LDL cholesterol ≥ 3.40 mmol/L = +1 risk factor

5 Fasting blood glucose*

Fasting glucose ≥ 5.50 mmol = +1 risk factor

STAGE 3 Total Risk Factors =

RISK STRATIFICATION
≥ 2 RISK FACTORS – MODERATE RISK CLIENTS

Total stage 2
or
Total stage 3
Plus stage 2 (Q1 - Q4)

Individuals at moderate risk may participate in aerobic
physical activity/exercise at a light or moderate intensity
(Refer to the exercise intensity table on page 2)
< 2 RISK FACTORS – LOW RISK CLIENTS
Individuals at low risk may participate in aerobic physical
activity/exercise up to a vigorous or high intensity
(Refer to the exercise intensity table on page 2)

Note: If stage 3 is completed, identified risk factors from stage 2 (Q1-4) and stage 3 should be combined to indicate risk. If there are extreme or multiple risk factors, the
exercise professional should use professional judgement to decide whether further medical advice is required.
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Screening form questionnaire
Inertial sensors application to monitor human movement parameters of
resistance exercise.
Names

Mr Sam Gleadhill
Dr James Lee
Dr Daniel James

School

School of Psychological and Clinical Sciences (SPACS)
School of Engineering (Griffith University, Nathan Campus)

Centre

SABEL Labs, Griffith University

Contact Phone

Mr Sam Gleadhill:

Email

Sam@qsportstechnology.com

(07) 0400 736 664

The “Inertial sensors application to monitor human movement parameters of resistance exercise”
project will attempt to extract safety and workload movement indicators from a series of different
resistance exercise trials using accelerometers, positional transducers, gyroscopes, manual
measures, and motion capture. It is envisaged that this research will lead to practical applications to
measure human movement parameters of resistance exercise.
Preliminary Questions
Health and Safety
1. Do you have any current injuries?
If No, move to question 2.
1A. What current injuries do you have?
1B. Will your current injuries affect your lifting technique?
2. Do you have any current illnesses?
If No, move to question 3.
2A. Will your current illnesses affect your lifting technique?
3. Have you experienced any physical injury in the past 12 months?
If No, move to question 4.
3A. Do you experience pain when lifting at the site/s of past injuries?
3B. Do past injuries affect your lifting technique?
4. Do you have any postural or movement abnormalities
that affect your lifting technique?
5. Have you ever had an injury, illness or concern that
may affect your safety in this experiment?
6. Do you have any mental or physical impairments or disabilities?
If No, move to question 7.
6A. Does your impairment and/or disability effect your lifting
technique?
7. What is your age?

SCHOOL OF PSYCHOLOGICAL AND CLINICAL SCIENCES
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8. Is English your first language?
9. Can you fluently speak English?
10. Are you in a dependant relationship?
11. Are you pregnant?
Experience
1. Do you have any prior lifting or gym experience?
2. How many years of lifting experience do you have?
3. On average, how many days per week
do you attend a gym or lifting exercise class?
4. On average, how many hours per week do you partake in lifting
exercise?
5. Have you ever been taught how to lift weights by a health
professional?
6. Do you regularly engage in safe lifting practices?
7. Do you feel you could demonstrate how to perform a deadlift
safely?
By signing below, I confirm that I have answered all questions truthfully and to the best of my
knowledge:
-

If, during the course of the project, you have any concerns about the project or the researcher,
you may contact the Ethics Administration Officer of the Charles Darwin University Human
Research Ethics Committee, who is not connected with this project and who can pass on your
concerns to appropriate officers within the University. The Ethics Administration Officer can be
contacted on 08 8946 6923 or by email: ethics@cdu.edu.au

...............................................................
Participant

....................................
Date

...............................................................
Researcher

....................................
Date
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Research Project Information Sheet
Inertial sensors application to monitor human movement parameters of resistance
exercise.
Ethics Approval Number: H16036
Research Team
Mr Sam Gleadhill (Primary Researcher, PhD Candidature)
Email: sam@qsportstechnology.com
Phone: 0400 736 664
Mr Sam Gleadhill is the primary researcher and is completing this project as per his degree requirements
for his PhD.
Dr James Lee (Supervisor, Chief Investigator)
Email: jim@qsportstechnology.com
Dr Lee is a Researcher and Lecturer in Exercise and Sport Science at Charles Darwin University. Jim’s
research area is in developing applications for inertial sensor technologies to aid in Biomechanics.
Associate Professor Daniel James (Supervisor)
Email: dan@qsportstechnology.com
Dr James is a senior research fellow at the Centre for Wireless Monitoring and Applications, Griffith
University. He has extensive experience in the development of new technologies for Human Movement
assessment.

Schools
School of Psychological and Clinical Science (Charles Darwin University, Casuarina Campus)
School of Engineering (Griffith University, Nathan Campus)

Organisations
Charles Darwin University
Griffith University
Queensland Sport and Technology Cluster (Griffith University)
Queensland Academy of Sport

Participation is voluntary
Thank you for considering volunteering for this research. Your participation is voluntary and a choice not to
participate will involve no penalty or loss of benefits to which you might otherwise be entitled. You may
discontinue participation at any time without penalty or the need to provide an explanation.

Why is the research being conducted?
Body mounted sensors are commonly used in human movement fields to record workloads and movement
patterns in training and game situations. However no known research to date has used these sensors to
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measure the risk factors of sustaining injuries. The primary aim of this study is to gain an understanding of
information that can be gathered from micro technology when estimating lower back injury risk factors. This
technology is small, unobtrusive, and light. It is placed on body parts to measure acceleration and angular
rate of change. From this information, many movement parameters such as muscle power and safety of the
movement (whole body or specific body part) can be measured.

The expected benefits of the research
This research holds no direct benefit to you. However this research does provide benefits to research areas in
the fields of exercise and sports science, strength and conditioning, human movement monitoring, workplace
health and safety, and rehabilitation. It has high practicality for real time feedback in the field and could be used
to improve and monitor lifting technique in the future.

How long will it take?
This project involves research and the time you will be needed for data capture is approximately 1 session
lasting 1 hour in length.

What you will be asked to do
You will be required to complete eight different variations of a lifting task. The lifting task involves lifting a
box (weighing 1kg) five times from the floor up to table height and placing it onto a table. The eight
variations include
- Lifting the box (1kg) 5 times with a straight back throughout lift.
- Lifting the box (1kg) 5 times with a bent back throughout lift.
- Lifting the box (1kg) 5 times with a straight back throughout lift with added weight (same as lift 1 but
with 5kg now in the box for a total of 6kg).
- Lifting the box with weight (6kg) 5 times with a straight back to the table with a 30-degree back twist.
- Lifting the box with weight (6kg) 5 times with a straight back to the table with a 45-degree back twist.
- Lifting the box with weight (6kg) 5 times with a straight back to the table with a 60-degree back twist.
- Lifting the box with weight (6kg) 5 times with a straight back to the table with a 90-degree back twist
- The final lift is lifting the box alone (1kg) up to the table with a 90-degree twist for a 15 minute period
of time. This is to simulate a lifting task typically completed at a workplace.

How your movement will be monitored
During these trials, your movement will be monitored using body mounted inertial sensors (accelerometer
and gyroscope). This is a small, lightweight, and unobtrusive device which will be stuck to your skin with
physio tape. A Device will be attached to your chest, upper back, middle back, and lower back. You will
also wear gloves with an inertial sensor on both hands.
Your human movement will also be monitored by a three-dimensional motion capture system which tracks
reflective markers. These markers will be attached to the inertial sensor devices.
Finally your position in the lifts will be manually measured with a tape measure and goniometer.
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Important note for clothing:
Due to the devices being stuck onto the skin with tape, participants will need to remove their tops
for the data collection. If you are a female participant, please wear a sports bra. Furthermore, please
bring along pants or bottoms that allow for enough flexibility to pick a box up from the floor. Do not
wear any reflective clothing as this will interfere with devices.

The basis by which participants will be selected or screened
Participants are restricted to healthy adults aged 18+ with a minimum of 2 years prior lifting experience,
either recreational or professional. Participants must have performed multiple successful repetition
maximums in the past. Participants must regularly perform correct lifting techniques, a minimum of once
per week. Participants must have no health concerns that could affect their ability to lift weights, or
influence lifting technique.
To minimise safety risks, participants will undergo a series of screening questions and fill out a consent
form. You will have to fill out these forms truthfully. The screening documents will determine if you meet the
inclusion criteria, and are safely able to participate in data collection. These screening forms must be
completed before participation in the project can commence. The consent form ensures you understand all
the information present in this document and are willing to participate in the study.

Risks to you
This experiment involves very little risk to you during lifting trials as it reproduces movement patterns typically
performed in work, gyms, and everyday activity. The heaviest lift is a 6kg lift from the floor, which is lightweight
and achievable by over 80% of the population.

To decrease your risk of an injury, a qualified strength and conditioning coach will oversee the data collection
and demonstrate all the desired lifts before you participate. First aid and emergency contacts are also available
in the unlikely event of injury.

On top of this, you will be made aware that:





If discomfort is felt at any time the experiment will be stopped.
If you experience fatigue the experiment will be stopped.
At any time or for any reason you can stop the experiment and request the gathered information be
deleted.
If you feel your technique is changing significantly due to devices or other reasons, the data collection
will be stopped

Procedure in the event of injury:
In the unlikely event of an injury, data collection will be immediately stopped and first aid will be provided. If
it is a severe injury, an ambulance will be called immediately.

Your confidentiality
Your data will remain anonymous in this project. Captured data files will not include your name, or any
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information that could identify you. You will be referred to using a code number, and your data and your
code will be stored separately. At no time will any data or participant information be used by anyone
except the researchers.
Screening and consent form/s containing personal information which could identify you will only be used by
the research team to determine the safety of participation and adhere to inclusion criteria. Under no
circumstance will any information disclosed on these forms be published or included when reporting the
research. These forms, your name and contact details will be the only personal information kept on record.
It will be kept under lock and key by Dr Jim Lee and will only be accessible by the research team. This
information will be only used for you to participate in the study and receive feedback on the outcome of this
research and will not be used for any other purpose. Unless required by law, it will not be passed on to any
third party. Only group data will be analysed with no linkage back to your contact details.
If you wish to withdraw from the research, data collected from you up to that stage will not be kept or used
for analysis. If you choose to withdraw from the research, feedback of the results will still be made available
to you if you wish but you will receive no appreciation gift.

Audio-visual recordings
The high definition 3D motion capture video recordings will be viewed only by the research team for the
purpose of better understanding the physical motions of the trials, and for comparing these motions to the
data. The video files will be stored using a code number. 3D data captures are animated stick figure type
visualisations and in itself, creates an automatic de-identification system. The 3D motion capture is not
filming you, it is only tracking the markers attached to devices.

Mechanism for distribution and return of information
All information is communicated or filled out in person or via email/phone conversations, privately with a member
of the research team.

Vouchers and Feedback to you
A summary of the results will be made available to you at the end of the study. Due to the larger than anticipated
participation numbers, not every participant may receive a gift voucher. The vouchers were to be small sum of
money (15-25 dollars) vouchers for a popular retail store (Myer or equivalent) as a token of appreciation for
participation. At the end of all participant trials, the available vouchers will be randomly drawn to participants and
distributed electronically via email.

Questions / further information
For any further information on the experiment or participation in the experiment contact Mr Sam Gleadhill.

You are able to take your time to think about whether you wish to participate in this study. If after having
some time to think about it you decide you would like to participate, please contact sam Gleadhill to
organize a time to participate.
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Consent to Participate In Research
Inertial sensors application to monitor human movement parameters of
resistance exercise.
Names

Mr Sam Gleadhill
Dr James Lee
Dr Daniel James

School

School of Psychological and Clinical Sciences (SPACS)
School of Engineering (Griffith University, Nathan Campus)

Centre

SABEL Labs, Griffith University

Contact Phone

Mr Sam Gleadhill:

Email

Sam@qsportstechnology.com

(07) 0400 736 664

The “Inertial sensors application to monitor human movement parameters of resistance exercise”
project will attempt to extract safety and workload movement indicators from a series of different
resistance exercise trials using accelerometers, gyroscopes, positional transducers, manual
measures, and motion capture. It is envisaged that this research will lead to practical applications to
measure human movement parameters of resistance exercise.
By signing below, I confirm that I have read and understood the “Research Project Information Sheet”
and that I am willing to participate in the project.
 I understand that my involvement in this research will include;

 The completion of a series of lifting tasks while being monitored by accelerometers,
gyroscopes, positional transducers, manual measures, and motion capture.
 The completion of a series of unconventional lifting patterns.
 The completion of a series of conventional lifting patterns with weight attached.
 I have had any questions answered to my satisfaction;
 I understand the risks involved;
 I understand that first aid equipment will be provided and a list of emergency contacts is available;
 I understand that there will be no direct benefit to me from my participation in this research;
 I understand that my participation in this research is voluntary;
 I understand that if I have any additional questions I can contact the research team;
 I understand that I am free to withdraw at any time, without comment or penalty;
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I understand and agree that the data collected on myself may be used for future research outside
of this proposed research study;

 I understand that if I do choose to withdraw from the research study at any time, any information

received from me or pertaining to me that was obtained during the research or recruitment will not
be used;
 I understand that I will not be penalised or treated less favourably or lose any benefit if I do

withdraw from the study;
 I understand that all information obtained from me or pertaining to me will be kept strictly

confidential to the research team;
 I understand that there will be no means of identifying me personally as a research participant in

any publication, presentation or other means arising from the research;
 I understand that the study will be carried out as described on the “Research Project Information

Sheet”;
 I understand that data collection will be stopped if I feel uncomfortable or unable to perform the lift

safely. NOTE: for this research to be successful, we will be relying on your feedback to
assist us in determining whether anything (including equipment) is interfering with your
lifting technique;
 I understand that if during the course of the project, I have any concerns about the project or the

researcher; I may contact the Research Ethics Coordinator at the Charles Darwin University
Human Research Ethics Committee, who is not connected with this project and who can pass on
my concerns to appropriate officers within the University.
 I understand the Research Ethics Coordinator can be contacted on 08 8946 6923 or by

email: ethics@cdu.edu.au
 I agree to participate in the project.

...............................................................
Participant

....................................
Date

...............................................................
Researcher

....................................
Date
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%}
function sam_lifting_script_all_v5()
%
profile on;
addpath('quaternion_library');
handles = [];
fprintf('***************************************************************\n');
%
%
%

pathname = 'C:\Users\ray_l\Dropbox\NIFS AHRS Named\P5'
pathname = 'E:\SABEL\Sam data\Jim data\Inertial sensor\Named AHRS'
pathname = 'Z:\Sam data\Pilot data\Inertial sensor'
pathname = '';
%flag for saving
save_csv = 1;
%load lumber data, * for all
[athdatas, fileInfo] = load_data('*', pathname)
[mocap, fileInfo_mocap] = load_data_mocap('*', pathname)
%trim to user selection
%athdata = trim_dataset(athdata);
%AHRS processmiss
%athdata = ahrs_process(athdata);
%setup structs
fixed_vars.pathname = pathname;
fixed_vars.fileInfo = fileInfo;

%**********************************************************************
%manual measures
%*metric*
fixed_vars.Load_constant = 23;
fixed_vars.Average_Load = 7.1;
fixed_vars.Coupling = 1;
%1=good,2=fair,3=poor
fixed_vars.Horz_location = [0, 0];
% [origin, destination]
fixed_vars.Vert_location = [75, 85];
% [origin, destination]
fixed_vars.HB = [21.6, 59];
% [origin, destination]
fixed_vars.Distance = [diff(fixed_vars.Vert_location),
diff(fixed_vars.Vert_location)];
% [origin, destination]
fixed_vars.Body_weight = 73.2; %kg
fixed_vars.Height = 174.8; %cm
%Angle fix vars
%Sensors
fixed_vars.longitudinal_axis = 3; %Axis to use for twist
fixed_vars.transverse_axis = 2;
%Axis to use for flexion
fixed_vars.transverse_angle_offset = 70; %angle sensor angle is
subtracted from
fixed_vars.transverse_angle_invert = 1; %1 for no invert, -1 to invert
%MoCap
fixed_vars.longitudinal_axis_mocap = 2; %Axis to use for twist
fixed_vars.transverse_axis_mocap = 1;
%Axis to use for flexion
fixed_vars.transverse_angle_offset_mocap = 0; %angle added to mocap angle
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fixed_vars.transverse_angle_invert_mocap = 1; %1 for no invert, -1 to
invert

fixed_vars
%**********************************************************************
%**********************************************************************
%parse frequency info
%start stop lift
%lifts per min
length(athdatas)
%extact lift info from primary sensors (D10(C7), D11(S1), D14(ST))
if ( length(athdatas) == 1 )
%single file, parse as normal
[freq_info, handles] = parse_freq_info_single(athdatas{1},
fixed_vars, handles, 0, fileInfo.sensorLocation{1});
else
[freq_info, handles] = parse_freq_info_single(athdatas, fixed_vars,
handles, 1, fileInfo.sensorLocation);
end
[freq_info_mocap, handles] = parse_freq_info_mocap(mocap, fixed_vars,
handles, fileInfo.sensorLocation{handles.masterIndex});
fprintf('Trial Length: %g\n', freq_info.trial_length);
fprintf('Total lifts: %g\n', freq_info.total_lifts);
fprintf('Lift freq: %g\n\n', freq_info.lift_freq);
%Calculate linear distances from data
[distance_info, handles] = parse_distance_info(fixed_vars, freq_info,
handles);
%Extract distances from mocap data
[distance_info_mocap, handles] = parse_distance_info_mocap(mocap,
fixed_vars, freq_info_mocap, handles);
%extract Asymmetry angle
if ( length(athdatas) == 1 )
%single file, parse as normal
[angle_info, handles] =
parse_angle_info_single(athdatas{handles.masterIndex}, fixed_vars, freq_info,
handles, 0, 1);
else
[angle_info, handles] =
parse_angle_info_single(athdatas{handles.masterIndex}, fixed_vars, freq_info,
handles, 0, 1);
end
[angle_info_mocap, handles] = parse_angle_info_mocap(mocap, fixed_vars,
freq_info_mocap, handles);
%
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NIOSH_mocap = calc_NIOSH_Multipliers(fixed_vars, freq_info_mocap,
angle_info_mocap, handles, 1, []);
NIOSH_mocap_distance = calc_NIOSH_Multipliers(fixed_vars,
freq_info_mocap, angle_info_mocap, handles, 1, distance_info_mocap);
%NIOSH multiplier's
NIOSH = calc_NIOSH_Multipliers(fixed_vars, freq_info, angle_info,
handles, 0, []);
NIOSH_distance = calc_NIOSH_Multipliers(fixed_vars, freq_info,
angle_info, handles, 0, distance_info);
%plot AM
figure; hold on;
for i=1:length(NIOSH)
plot(NIOSH(i).AM);
end
title('AM, per sample, per lift');
xlabel('Samples'); ylabel('AM');
if ~isempty(mocap)
figure; hold on;
for i=1:length(NIOSH_mocap.AM)
plot(NIOSH_mocap.AM{i});
end
title('mocap AM, per sample, per lift');
xlabel('Samples'); ylabel('AM');
end

%calc RWL, LI
[RWL, LI] = calc_RWL(fixed_vars, freq_info, angle_info, NIOSH, handles);
%calc distance RWL, LI
[RWL_distance, LI_distance] = calc_RWL(fixed_vars, freq_info, angle_info,
NIOSH_distance, handles);
%calc mocap RWL, LI
[RWL_mocap, LI_mocap] = calc_RWL(fixed_vars, freq_info_mocap,
angle_info_mocap, NIOSH_mocap, handles);
%calc mocap distance RWL, LI
[RWL_mocap_distance, LI_mocap_distance] = calc_RWL(fixed_vars,
freq_info_mocap, angle_info_mocap, NIOSH_mocap_distance, handles);
%BCF
[BCF1, BCF2, zeroed_BCF1, zeroed_BCF2] = calc_BCF(athdatas, fixed_vars,
handles, angle_info, []);
%BCF
[BCF1_mocap, BCF2_mocap, zeroed_BCF1_mocap, zeroed_BCF2_mocap] =
calc_BCF(athdatas, fixed_vars, handles, angle_info_mocap, []);
%BCF
[BCF1_mocap_distance, BCF2_mocap_distance] = calc_BCF(athdatas,
fixed_vars, handles, angle_info_mocap, distance_info_mocap);
figure; hold on;
for i=1:length(BCF1)
plot(BCF1{i});
end
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title('BCF1 sensor, per sample, per lift');
xlabel('Samples'); ylabel('BCF');
figure; hold on;
for i=1:length(zeroed_BCF1)
plot(zeroed_BCF1{i});
end
title('zeroed_BCF1 sensor, per sample, per lift');
xlabel('Samples'); ylabel('BCF');
figure; hold on;
for i=1:length(angle_info.BCF_angle)
plot(angle_info.BCF_angle{i});
end
title('Flexion angle sensor');
xlabel('Samples'); ylabel('deg');
figure; hold on;
for i=1:length(angle_info.zeroed_BCF_angle)
plot(angle_info.zeroed_BCF_angle{i});
end
title('Flexion angle zeroed sensor');
xlabel('Samples'); ylabel('deg');
if ~isempty(mocap)
figure; hold on;
for i=1:length(angle_info_mocap.BCF_angle)
plot(angle_info_mocap.BCF_angle{i});
end
title('Flexion angle mocap');
xlabel('Samples'); ylabel('deg');
figure; hold on;
for i=1:length(angle_info_mocap.zeroed_BCF_angle)
plot(angle_info_mocap.zeroed_BCF_angle{i});
end
title('Flexion angle zeroed mocap');
xlabel('Samples'); ylabel('deg');
end
%save data
if save_csv
if ~isempty(mocap)
save_data_csv(handles, mocap, fixed_vars, freq_info_mocap,
angle_info_mocap, NIOSH_mocap, [fileInfo.sensorLocation{1} '_MoCap'],
RWL_mocap, LI_mocap, BCF1_mocap, BCF2_mocap, zeroed_BCF1_mocap,
zeroed_BCF2_mocap, []);
save_data_csv(handles, mocap, fixed_vars, freq_info_mocap,
angle_info_mocap, NIOSH_mocap_distance, [fileInfo.sensorLocation{1} '_MoCapDistance'], RWL_mocap_distance, LI_mocap_distance, BCF1_mocap_distance,
BCF2_mocap_distance, [], [], distance_info_mocap);
end
if ( length(athdatas) == 1 )
%single file
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save_data_csv(handles, athdatas, fixed_vars, freq_info,
angle_info, NIOSH, fileInfo.sensorLocation{1}, RWL, LI, BCF1, BCF2,
zeroed_BCF1, zeroed_BCF2, []);
save_bcf_csv(handles, athdatas, fixed_vars, freq_info,
angle_info, NIOSH, fileInfo.sensorLocation{1}, RWL, LI, BCF1, BCF2,
zeroed_BCF1, zeroed_BCF2, []);
save_niosh_csv(handles, athdatas, fixed_vars, freq_info,
angle_info, NIOSH_distance, fileInfo.sensorLocation{1}, RWL_distance,
LI_distance, BCF1, BCF2, zeroed_BCF1, zeroed_BCF2, []);
else
save_data_csv(handles, athdatas, fixed_vars, freq_info,
angle_info, NIOSH, 'Multi', RWL, LI, BCF1, BCF2, zeroed_BCF1, zeroed_BCF2,
[]);
save_bcf_csv(handles, athdatas, fixed_vars, freq_info,
angle_info, NIOSH, 'Multi', RWL, LI, BCF1, BCF2, zeroed_BCF1, zeroed_BCF2,
[]);
save_niosh_csv(handles, athdatas, fixed_vars, freq_info,
angle_info, NIOSH_distance, 'Multi', RWL_distance, LI_distance, BCF1, BCF2,
zeroed_BCF1, zeroed_BCF2, []);
end
end

fprintf('***************************************************************\n');
fprintf('***************************************************************\n');
%
profile viewer;
end
function [BCF1, BCF2, zeroed_BCF1, zeroed_BCF2] = calc_BCF(athdatas,
fixed_vars, handles, angle_info, distance)
BCF1=[];
BCF2=[];
zeroed_BCF1=[];
zeroed_BCF2=[];
if isempty(angle_info)
return
end
if(isempty(distance))
%array per lift
if isfield(angle_info, 'BCF_angle')
for i=1:length(angle_info.BCF_angle)
%generate n linear spaced points between origin and
%destination distance
generatedHB =
linspace(fixed_vars.HB(1),fixed_vars.HB(2),length(angle_info.BCF_angle{i}(:))
);
% Use all angle points
for e=1:length(angle_info.zeroed_BCF_angle{i}(:))
BCF1{i}(e) =
((0.0167.*fixed_vars.Body_weight.*fixed_vars.Height.*sin(deg2rad(angle_info.B
CF_angle{i}(e))))+ (0.145 * fixed_vars.Average_Load * generatedHB(e)) ...
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+ (0.8 * (fixed_vars.Body_weight/2 +
fixed_vars.Average_Load) + 23)) * 9.81;
BCF2{i}(e) =
((0.0175.*fixed_vars.Body_weight.*fixed_vars.Height.*sin(deg2rad(angle_info.B
CF_angle{i}(e))))+ (0.152 * fixed_vars.Average_Load * generatedHB(e)) ...
+ (0.8 * (fixed_vars.Body_weight/2 +
fixed_vars.Average_Load) + 20)) * 9.81;
end
%
%origin
%
BCF1{i}(1) =
((0.0167.*fixed_vars.Body_weight.*fixed_vars.Height.*sin(deg2rad(angle_info.B
CF_angle{i}(1))))+ (0.145 * fixed_vars.Average_Load * fixed_vars.HB(1)) ...
%
+ (0.8 * (fixed_vars.Body_weight/2 +
fixed_vars.Average_Load) + 23)) * 9.81;
%
%dest
%
BCF1{i}(2) =
((0.0167.*fixed_vars.Body_weight.*fixed_vars.Height.*sin(deg2rad(angle_info.B
CF_angle{i}(end))))+ (0.145 * fixed_vars.Average_Load * fixed_vars.HB(2)) ...
%
+ (0.8 * (fixed_vars.Body_weight/2 +
fixed_vars.Average_Load) + 23)) * 9.81;
%
%
%origin
%
BCF2{i}(1) =
((0.0175.*fixed_vars.Body_weight.*fixed_vars.Height.*sin(deg2rad(angle_info.B
CF_angle{i}(1))))+ (0.152 * fixed_vars.Average_Load * fixed_vars.HB(1)) ...
%
+ (0.8 * (fixed_vars.Body_weight/2 +
fixed_vars.Average_Load) + 20)) * 9.81;
%
%dest
%
BCF2{i}(2) =
((0.0175.*fixed_vars.Body_weight.*fixed_vars.Height.*sin(deg2rad(angle_info.B
CF_angle{i}(end))))+ (0.152 * fixed_vars.Average_Load * fixed_vars.HB(2)) ...
%
+ (0.8 * (fixed_vars.Body_weight/2 +
fixed_vars.Average_Load) + 20)) * 9.81;
end
end
if isfield(angle_info, 'zeroed_BCF_angle')
for i=1:length(angle_info.zeroed_BCF_angle)
%generate n linear spaced points between origin and
%destination distance
generatedHB =
linspace(fixed_vars.HB(1),fixed_vars.HB(2),length(angle_info.zeroed_BCF_angle
{i}(:)));
% Use all angle points
for e=1:length(angle_info.zeroed_BCF_angle{i}(:))
zeroed_BCF1{i}(e) =
((0.0167.*fixed_vars.Body_weight.*fixed_vars.Height.*sin(deg2rad(angle_info.z
eroed_BCF_angle{i}(e))))+ (0.145 * fixed_vars.Average_Load * generatedHB(e))
...
+ (0.8 * (fixed_vars.Body_weight/2 +
fixed_vars.Average_Load) + 23)) * 9.81;
zeroed_BCF2{i}(e) =
((0.0175.*fixed_vars.Body_weight.*fixed_vars.Height.*sin(deg2rad(angle_info.z
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eroed_BCF_angle{i}(e))))+ (0.152 * fixed_vars.Average_Load * generatedHB(e))
...
+ (0.8 * (fixed_vars.Body_weight/2 +
fixed_vars.Average_Load) + 20)) * 9.81;
end
%
%origin
%
zeroed_BCF1{i}(1) =
((0.0167.*fixed_vars.Body_weight.*fixed_vars.Height.*sin(deg2rad(angle_info.z
eroed_BCF_angle{i}(1))))+ (0.145 * fixed_vars.Average_Load *
fixed_vars.HB(1)) ...
%
+ (0.8 * (fixed_vars.Body_weight/2 +
fixed_vars.Average_Load) + 23)) * 9.81;
%
%dest
%
zeroed_BCF1{i}(2) =
((0.0167.*fixed_vars.Body_weight.*fixed_vars.Height.*sin(deg2rad(angle_info.z
eroed_BCF_angle{i}(end))))+ (0.145 * fixed_vars.Average_Load *
fixed_vars.HB(2)) ...
%
+ (0.8 * (fixed_vars.Body_weight/2 +
fixed_vars.Average_Load) + 23)) * 9.81;
%
%
%origin
%
zeroed_BCF2{i}(1) =
((0.0175.*fixed_vars.Body_weight.*fixed_vars.Height.*sin(deg2rad(angle_info.z
eroed_BCF_angle{i}(1))))+ (0.152 * fixed_vars.Average_Load *
fixed_vars.HB(1)) ...
%
+ (0.8 * (fixed_vars.Body_weight/2 +
fixed_vars.Average_Load) + 20)) * 9.81;
%
%dest
%
zeroed_BCF2{i}(2) =
((0.0175.*fixed_vars.Body_weight.*fixed_vars.Height.*sin(deg2rad(angle_info.z
eroed_BCF_angle{i}(end))))+ (0.152 * fixed_vars.Average_Load *
fixed_vars.HB(2)) ...
%
+ (0.8 * (fixed_vars.Body_weight/2 +
fixed_vars.Average_Load) + 20)) * 9.81;
end
end
else
%array per lift
if isfield(angle_info, 'BCF_angle')
for i=1:length(angle_info.BCF_angle)
%origin
BCF1{i}(1) =
((0.0167.*fixed_vars.Body_weight.*fixed_vars.Height.*sin(deg2rad(angle_info.B
CF_angle{i}(1))))+ (0.145 * fixed_vars.Average_Load *
distance(i).horz_distance(1)) ...
+ (0.8 * (fixed_vars.Body_weight/2 +
fixed_vars.Average_Load) + 23)) * 9.81;
%dest
BCF1{i}(2) =
((0.0167.*fixed_vars.Body_weight.*fixed_vars.Height.*sin(deg2rad(angle_info.B
CF_angle{i}(end))))+ (0.145 * fixed_vars.Average_Load *
distance(i).horz_distance(2)) ...
+ (0.8 * (fixed_vars.Body_weight/2 +
fixed_vars.Average_Load) + 23)) * 9.81;
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%origin
BCF2{i}(1) =
((0.0175.*fixed_vars.Body_weight.*fixed_vars.Height.*sin(deg2rad(angle_info.B
CF_angle{i}(1))))+ (0.152 * fixed_vars.Average_Load *
distance(i).horz_distance(1)) ...
+ (0.8 * (fixed_vars.Body_weight/2 +
fixed_vars.Average_Load) + 20)) * 9.81;
%dest
BCF2{i}(2) =
((0.0175.*fixed_vars.Body_weight.*fixed_vars.Height.*sin(deg2rad(angle_info.B
CF_angle{i}(end))))+ (0.152 * fixed_vars.Average_Load *
distance(i).horz_distance(2)) ...
+ (0.8 * (fixed_vars.Body_weight/2 +
fixed_vars.Average_Load) + 20)) * 9.81;
end
end
end
end
function [freq_info, handles] = parse_freq_info(athdatas, fixed_vars,
handles, liftType)
%extact lift info from primary sensors (D10(C7), D11(S1), D14(ST))
freq_info=[];
lift_time=[];
lift_ranges=[];
lift_freq=[];
search_interval = round(athdatas.C7.samplerate * 0.25);
one_sec = round(athdatas.C7.samplerate * 1);
search_length = round(athdatas.C7.samplerate * 5);

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

%
%

%
%

%plot lift info
f1 = figure;
f2 = figure;
f3 = figure;
axis(1)=subplot(3,1,1,'Parent',f1);
axis(2)=subplot(3,1,2,'Parent',f1);
axis(3)=subplot(3,1,3,'Parent',f1);
axisA(1)=subplot(3,1,1,'Parent',f3);
axisA(2)=subplot(3,1,2,'Parent',f3);
axisA(3)=subplot(3,1,3,'Parent',f3);
orientation_axis(1)=subplot(3,1,1,'Parent',f2);
orientation_axis(2)=subplot(3,1,2,'Parent',f2);
orientation_axis(3)=subplot(3,1,3,'Parent',f2);
set(axis,'NextPlot','add');
set(axisA,'NextPlot','add');
set(orientation_axis,'NextPlot','add');
%mag
plot(axis(1), athdatas.C7.filtered_data_1_8(:,11:13));
plot(axis(2), athdatas.S1.filtered_data_1_8(:,11:13));
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

plot(axis(3), athdatas.ST.filtered_data_1_8(:,11:13));
linkaxes(axis,'x');
%accel
plot(axisA(1), athdatas.C7.filtered_data_1_8(:,4),'b');
plot(axisA(2), athdatas.S1.filtered_data_1_8(:,4),'b');
plot(axisA(3), athdatas.ST.filtered_data_1_8(:,6),'r');
%gyro
plot(axisA(1), athdatas.C7.filtered_data_1_8(:,9),'k:');
plot(axisA(2), athdatas.S1.filtered_data_1_8(:,9),'k:');
plot(axisA(3), athdatas.ST.filtered_data_1_8(:,9),'k:');
linkaxes(axisA,'x');
plot(orientation_axis(1), athdatas.C7.orientation);
plot(orientation_axis(2), athdatas.S1.orientation);
plot(orientation_axis(3), athdatas.ST.orientation);
linkaxes(orientation_axis,'x');

%

title(axis(1),'Noise filtered');
title(orientation_axis(1),'Orientation filtered');
%
xlabel(axis(1), 'Samples'); ylabel(axis(1), 'Acceleration (m/s/s)');
%xlabel(axis(2), 'Samples'); ylabel(axis(2), 'Angular velocity (deg/s)');
xlabel(orientation_axis(1), 'Samples'); ylabel(orientation_axis(1),
'Acceleration (m/s/s) C7');
xlabel(orientation_axis(2), 'Samples'); ylabel(orientation_axis(2),
'Acceleration (m/s/s) S1');
xlabel(orientation_axis(3), 'Samples'); ylabel(orientation_axis(3),
'Acceleration (m/s/s) ST');
%
legend(axis(1),'Ax','Ay','Az');
%
legend(axis(2),'Ax','Ay','Az');
%
legend(axis(3),'Ax','Ay','Az');
legend(orientation_axis(1),'Ax','Ay','Az');
legend(orientation_axis(2),'Ax','Ay','Az');
legend(orientation_axis(3),'Ax','Ay','Az');
%identify lifts
%cheat based off file name atm
if liftType
%twist
%find lift peaks
%end of lift
[x_peaks_C7,x_locs_C7] =
findpeaks(athdatas.C7.orientation(:,1),'MINPEAKHEIGHT',800,'MINPEAKDISTANCE',one_sec*4);
%confirm with other axes
deleteIDX=[];
c=1;
for i=1:length(x_locs_C7)
if (athdatas.S1.orientation(x_locs_C7(i), 3) > -1300)
deleteIDX(c) = i;
c = c + 1;
end
end
x_peaks_C7(deleteIDX)=[];
x_locs_C7(deleteIDX)=[];
%remove duplicate lifts
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scatter(orientation_axis(1),x_locs_C7,x_peaks_C7,'k');
else
%straight
%C7 -> x->0
%S1 -> z->-1g
%ST -> z->+1g
%find lift peaks
%end of lift
[x_peaks_C7,x_locs_C7] =
findpeaks(athdatas.C7.orientation(:,1),'MINPEAKHEIGHT',300,'MINPEAKDISTANCE',one_sec*4);
%confirm with other axes
deleteIDX=[];
c=1;
for i=1:length(x_locs_C7)
if (athdatas.S1.orientation(x_locs_C7(i), 3) > -1500)
deleteIDX(c) = i;
c = c + 1;
end
end
x_peaks_C7(deleteIDX)=[];
x_locs_C7(deleteIDX)=[];
%remove duplicate lifts
scatter(orientation_axis(1),x_locs_C7,x_peaks_C7,'k');
end
lift_starts = [];
lift_ends = [];
for i=1:length(x_locs_C7)
%
%look back to base
%
I = x_locs_C7(i);
%
I2 = find((athdatas.C7.orientation(I-4:-5:1,1)athdatas.C7.orientation(I:-5:5,1)) > 0,1);
%
lift_starts(i) = I - (I2*5);
%
%check start is correct, moving towards -1g
%
while athdatas.C7.orientation(lift_starts(i),1) > -1000
%
%keep searching search
%
I = lift_starts(i);
%
I2 = find((athdatas.C7.orientation(I-4:-5:1,1)athdatas.C7.orientation(I:-5:5,1)) > 0,1);
%
lift_starts(i) = I - (I2*5);
%
end
%
%
%look forward for base of peak
%
I3 =
find((athdatas.C7.orientation((lift_starts(i)+one_sec*1):5:end,1)athdatas.C7.orientation((lift_starts(i)+one_sec*1)-5:5:end-5,1)) < 0,1);
%
lift_ends(i) = (lift_starts(i)+one_sec*1) + (I3*5);
%look forward to base
I = x_locs_C7(i);
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I2 = find((athdatas.C7.orientation(I+one_sec:5:end,1)athdatas.C7.orientation((I+one_sec)-5:5:end-5,1)) > 0,1);
lift_ends(i) = (I+one_sec) + (I2*5);
%check start is correct, moving towards -1g
while athdatas.C7.orientation(lift_ends(i),1) > -1000
%keep searching search
I = lift_ends(i);
I2 = find((athdatas.C7.orientation(I:5:end,1)athdatas.C7.orientation(I-5:5:end-5,1)) > 0,1);
lift_ends(i) = I + (I2*5);
end
%look back for top of peak
I3 = find((athdatas.C7.orientation((lift_ends(i)-one_sec)-4:-5:1,1)athdatas.C7.orientation(lift_ends(i)-one_sec:-5:5,1)) < 0,1);
lift_starts(i) = (lift_ends(i)-one_sec) - (I3*5);
end

scatter(orientation_axis(1),lift_starts,athdatas.C7.orientation(lift_starts,1
),'rx');
scatter(orientation_axis(1),lift_ends,athdatas.C7.orientation(lift_ends,1),'r
o');

total_lifts = length(lift_starts);
%start of first to end of last
trial_length = ((lift_ends(end)lift_starts(1))/athdatas.C7.samplerate)/60;
%lifts/min
lift_freq = total_lifts/trial_length;
%calc times
for z=1:length(lift_ends)
lift_time(z) = (lift_ends(z) lift_starts(z))/athdatas.C7.samplerate;
lift_ranges(z,:) = [lift_starts(z),lift_ends(z)];
end
%setup structs
handles.axis = axis;
handles.orientation_axis = orientation_axis;
freq_info.starts = lift_starts;
freq_info.stops = lift_ends;
freq_info.total_lifts = total_lifts;
freq_info.lift_ranges = lift_ranges;
freq_info.lift_time = lift_time;
freq_info.lift_freq = lift_freq;
freq_info.trial_length = trial_length;
end
function [freq_info, handles] = parse_freq_info_single(athdatas, fixed_vars,
handles, multi, sensor)
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%extact lift info from single sensors
freq_info=[];
lift_time=[];
lift_ranges=[];
masterIndex = 1;
if(multi)
liftStarts = {};
liftEnds = {};
%extract start and ends from all sensors
for ii=1:length(athdatas)
one_sec = round(athdatas{ii}.samplerate * 1);
switch sensor{ii}
case 'C7'
MinPeakHeight =
MinPeakDistance
case 'S1'
MinPeakHeight =
MinPeakDistance
case 'ST'
MinPeakHeight =
MinPeakDistance
case 'T12'
MinPeakHeight =
MinPeakDistance
case 'RH'
MinPeakHeight =
MinPeakDistance
case 'LH'
MinPeakHeight =
MinPeakDistance
end

-1500
= one_sec*3.5
-1000
= one_sec*3.5
-1800
= one_sec*3.5
-1800
= one_sec*3.5
-1800
= one_sec*3.5
-1800
= one_sec*3.5

%plot lift info
f2 = figure;
orientation_axis(1)=subplot(1,1,1,'Parent',f2);
set(orientation_axis,'NextPlot','add');
plot(orientation_axis(1), athdatas{ii}.orientation);
linkaxes(orientation_axis,'x');
title(orientation_axis(1),['Orientation filtered - '
sensor{ii}]);
xlabel(orientation_axis(1), 'Samples');
ylabel(orientation_axis(1), 'Acceleration (m/s/s)');
legend(orientation_axis(1),'Ax','Ay','Az');
%identify lifts
%C7 -> x->0
%S1 -> z->-1g
%ST -> z->+1g
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%find lift peaks
%end of lift
[x_peaks_C7,x_locs_C7] =
findpeaks(athdatas{ii}.orientation(:,1),'MINPEAKHEIGHT',MinPeakHeight,'MINPEA
KDISTANCE',MinPeakDistance);
[z_peaks,z_locs] = findpeaks(athdatas{ii}.orientation(:,3).*1,'MINPEAKHEIGHT',700,'MINPEAKDISTANCE',MinPeakDistance);
%confirm with other axes
deleteIDX=[];
c=1;
x_peaks_C7(deleteIDX)=[];
x_locs_C7(deleteIDX)=[];
if(length(x_peaks_C7) < 3)
%use z axis
scatter(orientation_axis(1),z_locs,z_peaks.*-1,'k');
lift_starts = [];
lift_ends = [];
deleteIDX=[];
c=1;
for i=1:length(z_locs)
%look forward to base
I = z_locs(i);
I2 = find((athdatas{ii}.orientation(I+one_sec:5:end,3)athdatas{ii}.orientation((I+one_sec)-5:5:end-5,3)) < 0,1);
if (isempty(I2))
lift_ends(i) = length(athdatas{ii}.orientation(:,3));
else
lift_ends(i) = (I+one_sec) + (I2*5);
end
lift_starts(i) = z_locs(i);
end
lift_starts(deleteIDX)=[];
lift_ends(deleteIDX)=[];

scatter(orientation_axis(1),lift_starts,athdatas{ii}.orientation(lift_starts,
3),'rx');
scatter(orientation_axis(1),lift_ends,athdatas{ii}.orientation(lift_ends,3),'
ro');
else
%use x axis
scatter(orientation_axis(1),x_locs_C7,x_peaks_C7,'k');
lift_starts = [];
lift_ends = [];
deleteIDX=[];
c=1;
for i=1:length(x_locs_C7)
%look forward to base
I = x_locs_C7(i);
I2 = find((athdatas{ii}.orientation(I+one_sec:5:end,1)athdatas{ii}.orientation((I+one_sec)-5:5:end-5,1)) > 0,1);
if (isempty(I2))
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lift_ends(i) = length(athdatas{ii}.orientation(:,1));
else
lift_ends(i) = (I+one_sec) + (I2*5);
end
%check start is correct, moving towards -1g
while athdatas{ii}.orientation(lift_ends(i),1) > -1000
%keep searching search
I = lift_ends(i);
I2 = find((athdatas{ii}.orientation(I:5:end,1)athdatas{ii}.orientation(I-5:5:end-5,1)) > 0,1);
if (~isempty(I2))
lift_ends(i) = I + (I2*5);
else
lift_ends(i) = I + (10*5);
end
if (lift_ends(i) >
length(athdatas{ii}.orientation(:,1)))
%delete
deleteIDX(c) = i;
c = c + 1;
break;
end
end
%look back for top of peak
I3 = find((athdatas{ii}.orientation((lift_ends(i)one_sec)-4:-5:1,1)-athdatas{ii}.orientation(lift_ends(i)-one_sec:-5:5,1)) <
0,1);
lift_starts(i) = (lift_ends(i)-one_sec) - (I3*5);
end
lift_starts(deleteIDX)=[];
lift_ends(deleteIDX)=[];

scatter(orientation_axis(1),lift_starts,athdatas{ii}.orientation(lift_starts,
1),'rx');
scatter(orientation_axis(1),lift_ends,athdatas{ii}.orientation(lift_ends,1),'
ro');
end
liftStarts{ii} = lift_starts;
liftEnds{ii} = lift_ends;
end
lift_starts=[];
%combine into common indexs
%sensor with most detected will be master, if location also found
%in others, it is a valid point
%master sensors end locations are used by default
%for each sensor
dataLength = [];
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for f=1:length(liftStarts)
dataLength(f) = length(liftStarts{f});
end
[val, masterIndex] = max(dataLength);
t=1;
keptIndex = [];
%for each index of master
for z = 1:length(liftStarts{masterIndex})
%for each lift set
for zz=1:length(liftStarts)
if (zz == masterIndex)
continue;
end
%check if in other sensors, within 500 samples
if sum(abs(liftStarts{zz}-liftStarts{masterIndex}(z)) < 500)
%verified lift
keptIndex(t) = z;
lift_starts(t) = liftStarts{masterIndex}(z);
t = t + 1;
break;
end
end
end
lift_ends = liftEnds{masterIndex}(keptIndex);
total_lifts = length(lift_starts);
%start of first to end of last
trial_length = ((lift_ends(end)lift_starts(1))/athdatas{1}.samplerate)/60;
%lifts/min
lift_freq = total_lifts/trial_length;
%calc times
for z=1:length(lift_ends)
lift_time(z) = (lift_ends(z) lift_starts(z))/athdatas{1}.samplerate;
lift_ranges(z,:) = [lift_starts(z),lift_ends(z)];
end
else
one_sec = round(athdatas.samplerate * 1);
switch sensor
case 'C7'
MinPeakHeight =
MinPeakDistance
case 'S1'
MinPeakHeight =
MinPeakDistance
case 'ST'
MinPeakHeight =
MinPeakDistance

-1500
= one_sec*3.5
-1800
= one_sec*3.5
-1800
= one_sec*3.5
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case 'T12'
MinPeakHeight =
MinPeakDistance
case 'RH'
MinPeakHeight =
MinPeakDistance
case 'LH'
MinPeakHeight =
MinPeakDistance

-1800
= one_sec*3.5
-1800
= one_sec*3.5
-1800
= one_sec*3.5

end
%plot lift info
f2 = figure;
orientation_axis(1)=subplot(1,1,1,'Parent',f2);
set(orientation_axis,'NextPlot','add');
plot(orientation_axis(1), athdatas.orientation);
linkaxes(orientation_axis,'x');
title(orientation_axis(1),['Orientation filtered - ' sensor]);
xlabel(orientation_axis(1), 'Samples'); ylabel(orientation_axis(1),
'Acceleration (m/s/s)');
legend(orientation_axis(1),'Ax','Ay','Az');
%identify lifts
%C7 -> x->0
%S1 -> z->-1g
%ST -> z->+1g
%find lift peaks
%end of lift
[x_peaks_C7,x_locs_C7] =
findpeaks(athdatas.orientation(:,1),'MINPEAKHEIGHT',MinPeakHeight,'MINPEAKDIS
TANCE',MinPeakDistance);
[z_peaks,z_locs] = findpeaks(athdatas.orientation(:,3).*1,'MINPEAKHEIGHT',700,'MINPEAKDISTANCE',MinPeakDistance);
%confirm with other axes
deleteIDX=[];
c=1;
%
for i=1:length(x_locs_C7)
%
if (athdatas.S1.orientation(x_locs_C7(i), 3) > -1500)
%
deleteIDX(c) = i;
%
c = c + 1;
%
end
%
end
x_peaks_C7(deleteIDX)=[];
x_locs_C7(deleteIDX)=[];
if(length(x_peaks_C7) < 3)
%use z axis
scatter(orientation_axis(1),z_locs,z_peaks.*-1,'k');
lift_starts = [];
lift_ends = [];
deleteIDX=[];
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c=1;
for i=1:length(z_locs)
%look forward to base
I = z_locs(i);
I2 = find((athdatas.orientation(I+one_sec:5:end,3)athdatas.orientation((I+one_sec)-5:5:end-5,3)) < 0,1);
if (isempty(I2))
lift_ends(i) = length(athdatas.orientation(:,3));
else
lift_ends(i) = (I+one_sec) + (I2*5);
end
lift_starts(i) = z_locs(i);
end
lift_starts(deleteIDX)=[];
lift_ends(deleteIDX)=[];

scatter(orientation_axis(1),lift_starts,athdatas.orientation(lift_starts,3),'
rx');
scatter(orientation_axis(1),lift_ends,athdatas.orientation(lift_ends,3),'ro')
;
else
%use x axis
scatter(orientation_axis(1),x_locs_C7,x_peaks_C7,'k');
lift_starts = [];
lift_ends = [];
deleteIDX=[];
c=1;
for i=1:length(x_locs_C7)
%look forward to base
I = x_locs_C7(i);
I2 = find((athdatas.orientation(I+one_sec:5:end,1)athdatas.orientation((I+one_sec)-5:5:end-5,1)) > 0,1);
if (isempty(I2))
lift_ends(i) = length(athdatas.orientation(:,1));
else
lift_ends(i) = (I+one_sec) + (I2*5);
end
%check start is correct, moving towards -1g
while athdatas.orientation(lift_ends(i),1) > -1000
%keep searching search
I = lift_ends(i);
I2 = find((athdatas.orientation(I:5:end,1)athdatas.orientation(I-5:5:end-5,1)) > 0,1);
if (~isempty(I2))
lift_ends(i) = I + (I2*5);
else
lift_ends(i) = I + (10*5);
end
if (lift_ends(i) > length(athdatas.orientation(:,1)))
%delete
deleteIDX(c) = i;
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c = c + 1;
break;
end
end
%look back for top of peak
I3 = find((athdatas.orientation((lift_ends(i)-one_sec)-4:5:1,1)-athdatas.orientation(lift_ends(i)-one_sec:-5:5,1)) < 0,1);
lift_starts(i) = (lift_ends(i)-one_sec) - (I3*5);
end
lift_starts(deleteIDX)=[];
lift_ends(deleteIDX)=[];

scatter(orientation_axis(1),lift_starts,athdatas.orientation(lift_starts,1),'
rx');
scatter(orientation_axis(1),lift_ends,athdatas.orientation(lift_ends,1),'ro')
;
end
total_lifts = length(lift_starts);
%start of first to end of last
trial_length = ((lift_ends(end)lift_starts(1))/athdatas.samplerate)/60;
%lifts/min
lift_freq = total_lifts/trial_length;
%calc times
for z=1:length(lift_ends)
lift_time(z) = (lift_ends(z) lift_starts(z))/athdatas.samplerate;
lift_ranges(z,:) = [lift_starts(z),lift_ends(z)];
end
end
%setup structs
handles.axis = axis;
handles.orientation_axis = orientation_axis;
handles.masterIndex = masterIndex;
freq_info.starts = lift_starts;
freq_info.stops = lift_ends;
freq_info.total_lifts = total_lifts;
freq_info.lift_ranges = lift_ranges;
freq_info.lift_time = lift_time;
%hardcode lift freq and trial length
if (strcmp(fixed_vars.fileInfo.liftNumber, 'L8'))
freq_info.lift_freq = total_lifts/15;
freq_info.trial_length = 15;
else
freq_info.lift_freq = 0.2;
freq_info.trial_length = trial_length;
end
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end
function [freq_info, handles] = parse_freq_info_mocap(mocapData, fixed_vars,
handles, sensor)
freq_info = [];
if isempty(mocapData)
return
end
f1 = figure;
mocap_axis(1)=subplot(6,1,1,'Parent',f1);
mocap_axis(2)=subplot(6,1,2,'Parent',f1);
mocap_axis(3)=subplot(6,1,3,'Parent',f1);
mocap_axis(4)=subplot(6,1,4,'Parent',f1);
mocap_axis(5)=subplot(6,1,5,'Parent',f1);
mocap_axis(6)=subplot(6,1,6,'Parent',f1);
set(mocap_axis,'NextPlot','add');
plot(mocap_axis(1), mocapData.C7(:,1:3));
plot(mocap_axis(2), mocapData.S1(:,1:3));
plot(mocap_axis(3), mocapData.ST(:,1:3));
plot(mocap_axis(4), mocapData.T12(:,1:3));
plot(mocap_axis(5), mocapData.RH(:,1:3));
plot(mocap_axis(6), mocapData.LH(:,1:3));
linkaxes(mocap_axis,'x');
title(mocap_axis(1),'MoCap');
xlabel(mocap_axis(1),
C7');
xlabel(mocap_axis(2),
S1');
xlabel(mocap_axis(3),
ST');
xlabel(mocap_axis(4),
T12');
xlabel(mocap_axis(5),
RH');
xlabel(mocap_axis(6),
LH');

'Frame'); ylabel(mocap_axis(1), 'Position (cm)
'Frame'); ylabel(mocap_axis(2), 'Position (cm)
'Frame'); ylabel(mocap_axis(3), 'Position (cm)
'Frame'); ylabel(mocap_axis(4), 'Position (cm)
'Frame'); ylabel(mocap_axis(5), 'Position (cm)
'Frame'); ylabel(mocap_axis(6), 'Position (cm)

legend(mocap_axis(1),'x','y','z');
legend(mocap_axis(2),'x','y','z');
legend(mocap_axis(3),'x','y','z');
legend(mocap_axis(4),'x','y','z');
legend(mocap_axis(5),'x','y','z');
legend(mocap_axis(6),'x','y','z');
one_sec = round(mocapData.samplerate * 1);
switch sensor
case 'C7'
MinPeakHeight = -120
MinPeakDistance = one_sec*3.5
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classificationData = mocapData.C7(:,2);
plotAxis = mocap_axis(1);
case 'S1'
MinPeakHeight = -80
MinPeakDistance = one_sec*3.5
classificationData = mocapData.S1(:,2);
plotAxis = mocap_axis(2);
case 'ST'
MinPeakHeight = -80
MinPeakDistance = one_sec*3.5
classificationData = mocapData.ST(:,2);
plotAxis = mocap_axis(3);
case 'T12'
MinPeakHeight = -90
MinPeakDistance = one_sec*3.5
classificationData = mocapData.T12(:,2);
plotAxis = mocap_axis(4);
case 'RH'
MinPeakHeight = -50
MinPeakDistance = one_sec*3.5
classificationData = mocapData.RH(:,2);
plotAxis = mocap_axis(5);
case 'LH'
MinPeakHeight = -50
MinPeakDistance = one_sec*3.5
classificationData = mocapData.LH(:,2);
plotAxis = mocap_axis(6);
end
%invert detection axis
classificationData = classificationData.*-1;
[x_peaks_C7,x_locs_C7] =
findpeaks(classificationData,'MINPEAKHEIGHT',MinPeakHeight,'MINPEAKDISTANCE',
MinPeakDistance);
%confirm with other axes
deleteIDX=[];
c=1;
%
for i=1:length(x_locs_C7)
%
if (athdatas.orientation(x_locs_C7(i), 3) > -1400)
%
deleteIDX(c) = i;
%
c = c + 1;
%
end
%
end
x_peaks_C7(deleteIDX)=[];
x_locs_C7(deleteIDX)=[];
%remove duplicate lifts
scatter(plotAxis,x_locs_C7,x_peaks_C7.*-1,'k');

lift_starts = [];
lift_ends = [];
deleteIDX=[];
c=1;
for i=1:length(x_locs_C7)
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%look forward to base
I = x_locs_C7(i);
I2 = find((classificationData(I+one_sec:5:end)classificationData((I+one_sec)-5:5:end-5)) > 0,1);
lift_ends(i) = (I+one_sec) + (I2*5);
%check start is correct, moving towards -1g
while classificationData(lift_ends(i)) > MinPeakHeight
%keep searching search
I = lift_ends(i);
I2 = find((classificationData(I:5:end)-classificationData(I5:5:end-5)) > 0,1);
if isempty(I2)
%delete
deleteIDX(c) = i;
c = c + 1;
break;
end
lift_ends(i) = I + (I2*5);
if (lift_ends(i) > length(classificationData(:)))
%delete
deleteIDX(c) = i;
c = c + 1;
break;
end
end
%look back for top of peak
I3 = find((classificationData((lift_ends(i)-one_sec)-4:-5:1)classificationData(lift_ends(i)-one_sec:-5:5)) < 0,1);
lift_starts(i) = (lift_ends(i)-one_sec) - (I3*5);
end
lift_starts(deleteIDX)=[];
lift_ends(deleteIDX)=[];
scatter(plotAxis,lift_starts,classificationData(lift_starts).*-1,'rx');
scatter(plotAxis,lift_ends,classificationData(lift_ends).*-1,'ro');

total_lifts = length(lift_starts);
%start of first to end of last
trial_length = ((lift_ends(end)-lift_starts(1))/mocapData.samplerate)/60;
%lifts/min
lift_freq = total_lifts/trial_length;
%calc times
for z=1:length(lift_ends)
lift_time(z) = (lift_ends(z) - lift_starts(z))/mocapData.samplerate;
lift_ranges(z,:) = [lift_starts(z),lift_ends(z)];
end
%setup structs
handles.mocap_axis = mocap_axis;
freq_info.starts = lift_starts;
freq_info.stops = lift_ends;
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freq_info.total_lifts = total_lifts;
freq_info.lift_ranges = lift_ranges;
freq_info.lift_time = lift_time;
%hardcode lift freq and trial length
if (strcmp(fixed_vars.fileInfo.liftNumber, 'L8'))
freq_info.lift_freq = total_lifts/15;
freq_info.trial_length = 15;
else
freq_info.lift_freq = 0.2;
freq_info.trial_length = trial_length;
end
end
function [angle_info, handles] = parse_angle_info_mocap(mocapData,
fixed_vars, freq_info, handles)
angle_info.angle=[];
angle_info.BCF_angle=[];
angle_info.zeroed_BCF_angle=[];
showPlots=1;
plot_axis = [1 2 3];
if isempty(mocapData)
return
end
if(showPlots)
f4 = figure;
axis(1)=subplot(6,1,1,'Parent',f4);
axis(2)=subplot(6,1,2,'Parent',f4);
axis(3)=subplot(6,1,3,'Parent',f4);
axis(4)=subplot(6,1,4,'Parent',f4);
axis(5)=subplot(6,1,5,'Parent',f4);
axis(6)=subplot(6,1,6,'Parent',f4);
set(axis,'NextPlot','add');
title(axis(1),'MoCap C7 - Zeroed');
xlabel(axis(1), 'Frame');
ylabel(axis(1), 'Angle (deg)');
title(axis(2),'MoCap S1 - Zeroed');
xlabel(axis(2), 'Frame');
ylabel(axis(2), 'Angle (deg)');
title(axis(3),'MoCap ST - Zeroed');
xlabel(axis(3), 'Frame');
ylabel(axis(3), 'Angle (deg)');
title(axis(4),'MoCap RH - Zeroed');
xlabel(axis(4), 'Frame');
ylabel(axis(4), 'Angle (deg)');
title(axis(5),'MoCap LH - Zeroed');
xlabel(axis(5), 'Frame');
ylabel(axis(5), 'Angle (deg)');
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title(axis(6),'MoCap T12 - Zeroed');
xlabel(axis(6), 'Frame');
ylabel(axis(6), 'Angle (deg)');
end
%quatern data to euler
angle_C7 = rad2deg(quatern2euler(mocapData.C7(:,4:7)));
angle_S1 = rad2deg(quatern2euler(mocapData.S1(:,4:7)));
angle_ST = rad2deg(quatern2euler(mocapData.ST(:,4:7)));
angle_RH = rad2deg(quatern2euler(mocapData.RH(:,4:7)));
angle_LH = rad2deg(quatern2euler(mocapData.LH(:,4:7)));
angle_T12 = rad2deg(quatern2euler(mocapData.T12(:,4:7)));
for z=1:length(freq_info.lift_ranges(:,1))
%C7
zeroed_angle =
getAngleZeroed(angle_C7(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,1):freq_info.lift_ranges(z,2)
, :));
if(showPlots) p=plot(axis(1),
zeroed_angle(:,fixed_vars.longitudinal_axis_mocap)); p(1).Color = [0 0.4470
0.7410]; end %p(2).Color = [0.8500 0.3250 0.0980]; p(3).Color = [0.9290
0.6940 0.1250]; end;
C7{z} = zeroed_angle(:,fixed_vars.longitudinal_axis_mocap);
BCF_angle =
getAngle(angle_C7(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,1):freq_info.lift_ranges(z,2), :))
.* fixed_vars.transverse_angle_invert_mocap;
C7_BCF{z} = fixed_vars.transverse_angle_offset_mocap +
BCF_angle(:,fixed_vars.transverse_axis_mocap);
BCF_zeroed_angle = getAngleZeroedStart(angle_C7(1:100, :),
angle_C7(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,1):freq_info.lift_ranges(z,2), :)) .*
fixed_vars.transverse_angle_invert_mocap;
zeroed_C7_BCF{z} =
BCF_zeroed_angle(:,fixed_vars.transverse_axis_mocap);
%S1
zeroed_angle =
getAngleZeroed(angle_S1(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,1):freq_info.lift_ranges(z,2)
, :));
if(showPlots) p=plot(axis(2),
zeroed_angle(:,fixed_vars.longitudinal_axis_mocap)); p(1).Color = [0 0.4470
0.7410]; end %p(2).Color = [0.8500 0.3250 0.0980]; p(3).Color = [0.9290
0.6940 0.1250]; end;
S1{z} = zeroed_angle(:,fixed_vars.longitudinal_axis_mocap);
BCF_angle =
getAngle(angle_S1(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,1):freq_info.lift_ranges(z,2), :))
.* fixed_vars.transverse_angle_invert_mocap;
S1_BCF{z} = fixed_vars.transverse_angle_offset_mocap +
BCF_angle(:,fixed_vars.transverse_axis_mocap);
BCF_zeroed_angle = getAngleZeroedStart(angle_S1(1:100, :),
angle_S1(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,1):freq_info.lift_ranges(z,2), :)) .*
fixed_vars.transverse_angle_invert_mocap;
zeroed_S1_BCF{z} =
BCF_zeroed_angle(:,fixed_vars.transverse_axis_mocap);
%ST
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zeroed_angle =
getAngleZeroed(angle_ST(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,1):freq_info.lift_ranges(z,2)
, :));
if(showPlots) p=plot(axis(3),
zeroed_angle(:,fixed_vars.longitudinal_axis_mocap)); p(1).Color = [0 0.4470
0.7410]; end %p(2).Color = [0.8500 0.3250 0.0980]; p(3).Color = [0.9290
0.6940 0.1250]; end;
ST{z} = zeroed_angle(:,fixed_vars.longitudinal_axis_mocap);
BCF_angle =
getAngle(angle_ST(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,1):freq_info.lift_ranges(z,2), :))
.* fixed_vars.transverse_angle_invert_mocap;
ST_BCF{z} = fixed_vars.transverse_angle_offset_mocap +
BCF_angle(:,fixed_vars.transverse_axis_mocap);
BCF_zeroed_angle = getAngleZeroedStart(angle_ST(1:100, :),
angle_ST(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,1):freq_info.lift_ranges(z,2), :)) .*
fixed_vars.transverse_angle_invert_mocap;
zeroed_ST_BCF{z} =
BCF_zeroed_angle(:,fixed_vars.transverse_axis_mocap);
%RH
zeroed_angle =
getAngleZeroed(angle_RH(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,1):freq_info.lift_ranges(z,2)
, :));
if(showPlots) p=plot(axis(4),
zeroed_angle(:,fixed_vars.longitudinal_axis_mocap)); p(1).Color = [0 0.4470
0.7410]; end %p(2).Color = [0.8500 0.3250 0.0980]; p(3).Color = [0.9290
0.6940 0.1250]; end;
RH{z} = zeroed_angle(:,fixed_vars.longitudinal_axis_mocap);
BCF_angle =
getAngle(angle_RH(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,1):freq_info.lift_ranges(z,2), :))
.* fixed_vars.transverse_angle_invert_mocap;
RH_BCF{z} = fixed_vars.transverse_angle_offset_mocap +
BCF_angle(:,fixed_vars.transverse_axis_mocap);
BCF_zeroed_angle = getAngleZeroedStart(angle_RH(1:100, :),
angle_RH(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,1):freq_info.lift_ranges(z,2), :)) .*
fixed_vars.transverse_angle_invert_mocap;
zeroed_RH_BCF{z} =
BCF_zeroed_angle(:,fixed_vars.transverse_axis_mocap);
%LH
zeroed_angle =
getAngleZeroed(angle_LH(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,1):freq_info.lift_ranges(z,2)
, :));
if(showPlots) p=plot(axis(5),
zeroed_angle(:,fixed_vars.longitudinal_axis_mocap)); p(1).Color = [0 0.4470
0.7410]; end %p(2).Color = [0.8500 0.3250 0.0980]; p(3).Color = [0.9290
0.6940 0.1250]; end;
LH{z} = zeroed_angle(:,fixed_vars.longitudinal_axis_mocap);
BCF_angle =
getAngle(angle_LH(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,1):freq_info.lift_ranges(z,2), :))
.* fixed_vars.transverse_angle_invert_mocap;
LH_BCF{z} = fixed_vars.transverse_angle_offset_mocap +
BCF_angle(:,fixed_vars.transverse_axis_mocap);
BCF_zeroed_angle = getAngleZeroedStart(angle_LH(1:100, :),
angle_LH(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,1):freq_info.lift_ranges(z,2), :)) .*
fixed_vars.transverse_angle_invert_mocap;
zeroed_LH_BCF{z} =
BCF_zeroed_angle(:,fixed_vars.transverse_axis_mocap);
%T12
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zeroed_angle =
getAngleZeroed(angle_T12(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,1):freq_info.lift_ranges(z,2
), :));
if(showPlots) p=plot(axis(6),
zeroed_angle(:,fixed_vars.longitudinal_axis_mocap)); p(1).Color = [0 0.4470
0.7410]; end %p(2).Color = [0.8500 0.3250 0.0980]; p(3).Color = [0.9290
0.6940 0.1250]; end;
T12{z} = zeroed_angle(:,fixed_vars.longitudinal_axis_mocap);
BCF_angle =
getAngle(angle_T12(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,1):freq_info.lift_ranges(z,2), :))
.* fixed_vars.transverse_angle_invert_mocap;
T12_BCF{z} = fixed_vars.transverse_angle_offset_mocap +
BCF_angle(:,fixed_vars.transverse_axis_mocap);
BCF_zeroed_angle = getAngleZeroedStart(angle_T12(1:100, :),
angle_T12(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,1):freq_info.lift_ranges(z,2), :)) .*
fixed_vars.transverse_angle_invert_mocap;
zeroed_T12_BCF{z} =
BCF_zeroed_angle(:,fixed_vars.transverse_axis_mocap);
end
if(showPlots)
legend(axis(1),
legend(axis(2),
legend(axis(3),
legend(axis(4),
legend(axis(5),
legend(axis(6),
end

'Z(psi)')
'Z(psi)')
'Z(psi)')
'Z(psi)')
'Z(psi)')
'Z(psi)')

%only save from required location
switch fixed_vars.fileInfo.sensorLocation{handles.masterIndex}
case 'C7'
angle_info.angle = C7;
angle_info.BCF_angle = C7_BCF;
angle_info.zeroed_BCF_angle = zeroed_C7_BCF;
case 'S1'
angle_info.angle = S1;
angle_info.BCF_angle = S1_BCF;
angle_info.zeroed_BCF_angle = zeroed_S1_BCF;
case 'ST'
angle_info.angle = ST;
angle_info.BCF_angle = ST_BCF;
angle_info.zeroed_BCF_angle = zeroed_ST_BCF;
case 'RH'
angle_info.angle = RH;
angle_info.BCF_angle = RH_BCF;
angle_info.zeroed_BCF_angle = zeroed_RH_BCF;
case 'LH'
angle_info.angle = LH;
angle_info.BCF_angle = LH_BCF;
angle_info.zeroed_BCF_angle = zeroed_LH_BCF;
case 'T12'
angle_info.angle = T12;
angle_info.BCF_angle = T12_BCF;
angle_info.zeroed_BCF_angle = zeroed_T12_BCF;
end
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%extra angle plots
%zeroed
if(showPlots)
f4 = figure;
axis(1)=subplot(1,1,1,'Parent',f4);
set(axis,'NextPlot','add');
switch fixed_vars.fileInfo.sensorLocation{handles.masterIndex}
case 'C7'
title(axis(1),'MoCap C7 - Zeroed');
xlabel(axis(1), 'Frame');
ylabel(axis(1), 'Angle (deg)');
case 'S1'
title(axis(1),'MoCap S1 - Zeroed');
xlabel(axis(1), 'Frame');
ylabel(axis(1), 'Angle (deg)');
case 'ST'
title(axis(1),'MoCap ST - Zeroed');
xlabel(axis(1), 'Frame');
ylabel(axis(1), 'Angle (deg)');
case 'RH'
title(axis(1),'MoCap RH - Zeroed');
xlabel(axis(1), 'Frame');
ylabel(axis(1), 'Angle (deg)');
case 'LH'
title(axis(1),'MoCap LH - Zeroed');
xlabel(axis(1), 'Frame');
ylabel(axis(1), 'Angle (deg)');
case 'T12'
title(axis(1),'MoCap T12 - Zeroed');
xlabel(axis(1), 'Frame');
ylabel(axis(1), 'Angle (deg)');
end
end
for z=1:length(freq_info.lift_ranges(:,1))
switch fixed_vars.fileInfo.sensorLocation{handles.masterIndex}
case 'C7'
%C7
zeroed_angle =
getAngleZeroed(angle_C7(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,1):freq_info.lift_ranges(z,2)
, :));
if(showPlots) p=plot(axis(1), zeroed_angle(:,plot_axis));
p(1).Color = [0 0.4470 0.7410]; p(2).Color = [0.8500 0.3250 0.0980];
p(3).Color = [0.9290 0.6940 0.1250]; end;
case 'S1'
%S1
zeroed_angle =
getAngleZeroed(angle_S1(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,1):freq_info.lift_ranges(z,2)
, :));
if(showPlots) p=plot(axis(1), zeroed_angle(:,plot_axis));
p(1).Color = [0 0.4470 0.7410]; p(2).Color = [0.8500 0.3250 0.0980];
p(3).Color = [0.9290 0.6940 0.1250]; end;
case 'ST'
%ST
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zeroed_angle =
getAngleZeroed(angle_ST(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,1):freq_info.lift_ranges(z,2)
, :));
if(showPlots) p=plot(axis(1), zeroed_angle(:,plot_axis));
p(1).Color = [0 0.4470 0.7410]; p(2).Color = [0.8500 0.3250 0.0980];
p(3).Color = [0.9290 0.6940 0.1250]; end;
case 'RH'
%RH
zeroed_angle =
getAngleZeroed(angle_RH(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,1):freq_info.lift_ranges(z,2)
, :));
if(showPlots) p=plot(axis(1), zeroed_angle(:,plot_axis));
p(1).Color = [0 0.4470 0.7410]; p(2).Color = [0.8500 0.3250 0.0980];
p(3).Color = [0.9290 0.6940 0.1250]; end;
case 'LH'
%LH
zeroed_angle =
getAngleZeroed(angle_LH(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,1):freq_info.lift_ranges(z,2)
, :));
if(showPlots) p=plot(axis(1), zeroed_angle(:,plot_axis));
p(1).Color = [0 0.4470 0.7410]; p(2).Color = [0.8500 0.3250 0.0980];
p(3).Color = [0.9290 0.6940 0.1250]; end;
case 'T12'
%T12
zeroed_angle =
getAngleZeroed(angle_T12(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,1):freq_info.lift_ranges(z,2
), :));
if(showPlots) p=plot(axis(1), zeroed_angle(:,plot_axis));
p(1).Color = [0 0.4470 0.7410]; p(2).Color = [0.8500 0.3250 0.0980];
p(3).Color = [0.9290 0.6940 0.1250]; end;
end
end
if(showPlots)
legend(axis(1), 'X(phi)','Y(theta)','Z(psi)')
end
%Unwraped
if(showPlots)
f4 = figure;
axis(1)=subplot(1,1,1,'Parent',f4);
set(axis,'NextPlot','add');
switch fixed_vars.fileInfo.sensorLocation{handles.masterIndex}
case 'C7'
title(axis(1),'MoCap C7 - Unwraped');
xlabel(axis(1), 'Frame');
ylabel(axis(1), 'Angle (deg)');
case 'S1'
title(axis(1),'MoCap S1 - Unwraped');
xlabel(axis(1), 'Frame');
ylabel(axis(1), 'Angle (deg)');
case 'ST'
title(axis(1),'MoCap ST - Unwraped');
xlabel(axis(1), 'Frame');
ylabel(axis(1), 'Angle (deg)');
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case 'RH'
title(axis(1),'MoCap RH - Unwraped');
xlabel(axis(1), 'Frame');
ylabel(axis(1), 'Angle (deg)');
case 'LH'
title(axis(1),'MoCap LH - Unwraped');
xlabel(axis(1), 'Frame');
ylabel(axis(1), 'Angle (deg)');
case 'T12'
title(axis(1),'MoCap T12 - Unwraped');
xlabel(axis(1), 'Frame');
ylabel(axis(1), 'Angle (deg)');
end
end
for z=1:length(freq_info.lift_ranges(:,1))
switch fixed_vars.fileInfo.sensorLocation{handles.masterIndex}
case 'C7'
%C7
angle =
getAngle(angle_C7(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,1):freq_info.lift_ranges(z,2), :));
if(showPlots) p=plot(axis(1), angle(:,plot_axis)); p(1).Color
= [0 0.4470 0.7410]; p(2).Color = [0.8500 0.3250 0.0980]; p(3).Color =
[0.9290 0.6940 0.1250]; end;
case 'S1'
%S1
angle =
getAngle(angle_S1(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,1):freq_info.lift_ranges(z,2), :));
if(showPlots) p=plot(axis(1), angle(:,plot_axis)); p(1).Color
= [0 0.4470 0.7410]; p(2).Color = [0.8500 0.3250 0.0980]; p(3).Color =
[0.9290 0.6940 0.1250]; end;
case 'ST'
%ST
angle =
getAngle(angle_ST(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,1):freq_info.lift_ranges(z,2), :));
if(showPlots) p=plot(axis(1), angle(:,plot_axis)); p(1).Color
= [0 0.4470 0.7410]; p(2).Color = [0.8500 0.3250 0.0980]; p(3).Color =
[0.9290 0.6940 0.1250]; end;
case 'RH'
%RH
angle =
getAngle(angle_RH(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,1):freq_info.lift_ranges(z,2), :));
if(showPlots) p=plot(axis(1), angle(:,plot_axis)); p(1).Color
= [0 0.4470 0.7410]; p(2).Color = [0.8500 0.3250 0.0980]; p(3).Color =
[0.9290 0.6940 0.1250]; end;
case 'LH'
%LH
angle =
getAngle(angle_LH(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,1):freq_info.lift_ranges(z,2), :));
if(showPlots) p=plot(axis(1), angle(:,plot_axis)); p(1).Color
= [0 0.4470 0.7410]; p(2).Color = [0.8500 0.3250 0.0980]; p(3).Color =
[0.9290 0.6940 0.1250]; end;
case 'T12'
%T12
angle =
getAngle(angle_T12(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,1):freq_info.lift_ranges(z,2),
:));
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if(showPlots) p=plot(axis(1), angle(:,plot_axis)); p(1).Color
= [0 0.4470 0.7410]; p(2).Color = [0.8500 0.3250 0.0980]; p(3).Color =
[0.9290 0.6940 0.1250]; end;
end
end
if(showPlots)
legend(axis(1), 'X(phi)','Y(theta)','Z(psi)')
end
%raw
if(showPlots)
f4 = figure;
axis(1)=subplot(1,1,1,'Parent',f4);
set(axis,'NextPlot','add');
switch fixed_vars.fileInfo.sensorLocation{handles.masterIndex}
case 'C7'
title(axis(1),'MoCap C7');
xlabel(axis(1), 'Frame');
ylabel(axis(1), 'Angle (deg)');
case 'S1'
title(axis(1),'MoCap S1');
xlabel(axis(1), 'Frame');
ylabel(axis(1), 'Angle (deg)');
case 'ST'
title(axis(1),'MoCap ST');
xlabel(axis(1), 'Frame');
ylabel(axis(1), 'Angle (deg)');
case 'RH'
title(axis(1),'MoCap RH');
xlabel(axis(1), 'Frame');
ylabel(axis(1), 'Angle (deg)');
case 'LH'
title(axis(1),'MoCap LH');
xlabel(axis(1), 'Frame');
ylabel(axis(1), 'Angle (deg)');
case 'T12'
title(axis(1),'MoCap T12');
xlabel(axis(1), 'Frame');
ylabel(axis(1), 'Angle (deg)');
end
end
for z=1:length(freq_info.lift_ranges(:,1))
switch fixed_vars.fileInfo.sensorLocation{handles.masterIndex}
case 'C7'
%C7
angle =
(angle_C7(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,1):freq_info.lift_ranges(z,2), :));
if(showPlots) p=plot(axis(1), angle(:,plot_axis)); p(1).Color
= [0 0.4470 0.7410]; p(2).Color = [0.8500 0.3250 0.0980]; p(3).Color =
[0.9290 0.6940 0.1250]; end;
case 'S1'
%S1
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angle =
(angle_S1(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,1):freq_info.lift_ranges(z,2), :));
if(showPlots) p=plot(axis(1), angle(:,plot_axis)); p(1).Color
= [0 0.4470 0.7410]; p(2).Color = [0.8500 0.3250 0.0980]; p(3).Color =
[0.9290 0.6940 0.1250]; end;
case 'ST'
%ST
angle =
(angle_ST(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,1):freq_info.lift_ranges(z,2), :));
if(showPlots) p=plot(axis(1), angle(:,plot_axis)); p(1).Color
= [0 0.4470 0.7410]; p(2).Color = [0.8500 0.3250 0.0980]; p(3).Color =
[0.9290 0.6940 0.1250]; end;
case 'RH'
%RH
angle =
(angle_RH(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,1):freq_info.lift_ranges(z,2), :));
if(showPlots) p=plot(axis(1), angle(:,plot_axis)); p(1).Color
= [0 0.4470 0.7410]; p(2).Color = [0.8500 0.3250 0.0980]; p(3).Color =
[0.9290 0.6940 0.1250]; end;
case 'LH'
%LH
angle =
(angle_LH(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,1):freq_info.lift_ranges(z,2), :));
if(showPlots) p=plot(axis(1), angle(:,plot_axis)); p(1).Color
= [0 0.4470 0.7410]; p(2).Color = [0.8500 0.3250 0.0980]; p(3).Color =
[0.9290 0.6940 0.1250]; end;
case 'T12'
%T12
angle =
(angle_T12(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,1):freq_info.lift_ranges(z,2), :));
if(showPlots) p=plot(axis(1), angle(:,plot_axis)); p(1).Color
= [0 0.4470 0.7410]; p(2).Color = [0.8500 0.3250 0.0980]; p(3).Color =
[0.9290 0.6940 0.1250]; end;
end
end
if(showPlots)
legend(axis(1), 'X(phi)','Y(theta)','Z(psi)')
end
end
function [distance_info, handles] = parse_distance_info(fixed_vars,
freq_info, handles)
distance_info=[];
for z=1:length(freq_info.lift_ranges(:,1))
vert_distance =
linspace(fixed_vars.Vert_location(1),fixed_vars.Vert_location(2),length(freq_
info.lift_ranges(z,1):freq_info.lift_ranges(z,2)));
horz_distance =
linspace(fixed_vars.Horz_location(1),fixed_vars.Horz_location(2),length(freq_
info.lift_ranges(z,1):freq_info.lift_ranges(z,2)));
%distance_info(z).vert_abs_distance = abs(diff(vert_distance(1:2)));
%distance_info(z).horz_abs_distance = abs(diff(horz_distance(1:2)));
distance_info(z).vert_abs_distance = abs(diff([vert_distance(1)
vert_distance(end)]));
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distance_info(z).horz_abs_distance = abs(diff([horz_distance(1)
horz_distance(end)]));
distance_info(z).vert_distance = vert_distance;
distance_info(z).horz_distance = horz_distance;
end
end
function [distance_info, handles] = parse_distance_info_mocap(mocapData,
fixed_vars, freq_info, handles)
distance_info=[];
if isempty(mocapData)
return
end
switch fixed_vars.fileInfo.sensorLocation{handles.masterIndex}
case 'C7'
vert_classificationData = mocapData.C7(:,2);
horz_classificationData = mocapData.C7(:,1);
case 'S1'
vert_classificationData = mocapData.S1(:,2);
horz_classificationData = mocapData.S1(:,1);
case 'ST'
vert_classificationData = mocapData.ST(:,2);
horz_classificationData = mocapData.ST(:,1);
case 'T12'
vert_classificationData = mocapData.T12(:,2);
horz_classificationData = mocapData.T12(:,1);
case 'RH'
vert_classificationData = mocapData.RH(:,2);
horz_classificationData = mocapData.RH(:,1);
case 'LH'
vert_classificationData = mocapData.LH(:,2);
horz_classificationData = mocapData.LH(:,1);
end
for z=1:length(freq_info.lift_ranges(:,1))
vert_distance(1) =
vert_classificationData(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,1));
vert_distance(2) =
vert_classificationData(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,2));
horz_distance(1) =
horz_classificationData(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,1));
horz_distance(2) =
horz_classificationData(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,2));
distance_info(z).vert_abs_distance = abs(diff(vert_distance));
distance_info(z).horz_abs_distance = abs(diff(horz_distance));
%calc horz distance relative to start
horz_distance(1) = 0;
horz_distance(2) = distance_info(z).horz_abs_distance;
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distance_info(z).vert_distance = vert_distance;
distance_info(z).horz_distance = horz_distance;
end
end
function [angle_info, handles] = parse_angle_info_single(athdatas,
fixed_vars, freq_info, handles, liftType, showPlots)
%produce array of asym angle for each lift
%origin set to zero at start
%from variety of locations
data = [];
angle_BCF = [];
zeroed_angle_BCF = [];
if(showPlots)
f4 = figure;
axis(1)=subplot(1,1,1,'Parent',f4);
set(axis,'NextPlot','add');

title(axis(1),[fixed_vars.fileInfo.sensorLocation{handles.masterIndex} ' Zeroed']);
xlabel(axis(1), 'Samples');
ylabel(axis(1), 'Angle (deg)');
end
for z=1:length(freq_info.lift_ranges(:,1))
%data
zeroed_angle =
getAngleZeroed(athdatas.AHRS.euler(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,1):freq_info.lift_
ranges(z,2), :));
if(showPlots) plot(axis(1),
zeroed_angle(:,fixed_vars.longitudinal_axis)); end;
data{z} = zeroed_angle(:,fixed_vars.longitudinal_axis);
BCF_angle =
getAngle(athdatas.AHRS.euler(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,1):freq_info.lift_ranges
(z,2), :)) .* fixed_vars.transverse_angle_invert;
angle_BCF{z} = fixed_vars.transverse_angle_offset - BCF_angle(:,
fixed_vars.transverse_axis);
zeroed_BCF_angle = getAngleZeroedStart(athdatas.AHRS.euler(1:100, :),
athdatas.AHRS.euler(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,1):freq_info.lift_ranges(z,2),
:)) .* fixed_vars.transverse_angle_invert;
zeroed_angle_BCF{z} = zeroed_BCF_angle(:,
fixed_vars.transverse_axis);
end
if(showPlots)
%
legend(axis(1), 'Roll(phi)','Pitch(theta)','Yaw(psi)')
legend(axis(1), 'Yaw(psi)')
end
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angle_info.angle = data;
angle_info.BCF_angle = angle_BCF;
angle_info.zeroed_BCF_angle = zeroed_angle_BCF;
end
function [angle_info, handles] = parse_angle_info(athdatas, fixed_vars,
freq_info, handles, liftType, showPlots)
%produce array of asym angle for each lift
%origin set to zero at start
%from variety of locations
C7 = [];
S1 = [];
ST = [];
S1_BCF = [];
RH = [];
LH = [];
if(showPlots)
f4 = figure;
axis(1)=subplot(5,1,1,'Parent',f4);
axis(2)=subplot(5,1,2,'Parent',f4);
axis(3)=subplot(5,1,3,'Parent',f4);
axis(4)=subplot(5,1,4,'Parent',f4);
axis(5)=subplot(5,1,5,'Parent',f4);
set(axis,'NextPlot','add');
title(axis(1),'C7 - Zeroed');
xlabel(axis(1), 'Samples');
ylabel(axis(1), 'Angle (deg)');
title(axis(2),'S1 - Zeroed');
xlabel(axis(2), 'Samples');
ylabel(axis(2), 'Angle (deg)');
title(axis(3),'ST - Zeroed');
xlabel(axis(3), 'Samples');
ylabel(axis(3), 'Angle (deg)');
title(axis(4),'RH - Zeroed');
xlabel(axis(4), 'Samples');
ylabel(axis(4), 'Angle (deg)');
title(axis(5),'LH - Zeroed');
xlabel(axis(5), 'Samples');
ylabel(axis(5), 'Angle (deg)');
end
for z=1:length(freq_info.lift_ranges(:,1))
%C7
zeroed_angle =
getAngleZeroed(athdatas.C7.AHRS.euler(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,1):freq_info.li
ft_ranges(z,2), :));
if(showPlots) plot(axis(1), zeroed_angle(:,3)); end;
C7{z} = zeroed_angle(:,3);
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%S1
zeroed_angle =
getAngleZeroed(athdatas.S1.AHRS.euler(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,1):freq_info.li
ft_ranges(z,2), :));
if(showPlots) plot(axis(2), zeroed_angle(:,3)); end;
S1{z} = zeroed_angle(:,3);
BCF_angle =
getAngle(athdatas.S1.AHRS.euler(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,1):freq_info.lift_ran
ges(z,2), :));
S1_BCF{z} = BCF_angle(:,2);
%
plot(axis(2), BCF_angle(:,2));
%ST
zeroed_angle =
getAngleZeroed(athdatas.ST.AHRS.euler(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,1):freq_info.li
ft_ranges(z,2), :));
if(showPlots) plot(axis(3), zeroed_angle(:,3)); end;
ST{z} = zeroed_angle(:,3);
%RH
zeroed_angle =
getAngleZeroed(athdatas.RH.AHRS.euler(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,1):freq_info.li
ft_ranges(z,2), :));
if(showPlots) plot(axis(4), zeroed_angle(:,3)); end;
RH{z} = zeroed_angle(:,3);
%LH
zeroed_angle =
getAngleZeroed(athdatas.LH.AHRS.euler(freq_info.lift_ranges(z,1):freq_info.li
ft_ranges(z,2), :));
if(showPlots) plot(axis(5), zeroed_angle(:,3)); end;
LH{z} = zeroed_angle(:,3);
end
if(showPlots)
%
legend(axis(1), 'Roll(phi)','Pitch(theta)','Yaw(psi)')
%
legend(axis(2), 'Roll(phi)','Pitch(theta)','Yaw(psi)')
%
legend(axis(3), 'Roll(phi)','Pitch(theta)','Yaw(psi)')
%
legend(axis(4), 'Roll(phi)','Pitch(theta)','Yaw(psi)')
legend(axis(1), 'Yaw(psi)')
legend(axis(2), 'Yaw(psi)')
legend(axis(3), 'Yaw(psi)')
legend(axis(4), 'Yaw(psi)')
end

angle_info.C7 = C7;
angle_info.S1 = S1;
angle_info.ST = ST;
angle_info.S1_BCF = S1_BCF;
angle_info.RH = RH;
angle_info.LH = LH;
end
%zero to start of dataset
function angle = getAngleZeroedStart(dataset, data)
angle_unwraped = rad2deg(unwrap(deg2rad(data)));
dataset_unwraped = rad2deg(unwrap(deg2rad(dataset)));
zero_set = mean(dataset_unwraped, 1);
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angle(:,1) = angle_unwraped(:,1)-zero_set(1);
angle(:,2) = angle_unwraped(:,2)-zero_set(2);
angle(:,3) = angle_unwraped(:,3)-zero_set(3);
angle = abs(angle);
end
%zero to start of lift
function angle = getAngleZeroed(data)
angle_unwraped = rad2deg(unwrap(deg2rad(data)));
zero_set = angle_unwraped(1,:);
angle(:,1) = angle_unwraped(:,1)-zero_set(1);
angle(:,2) = angle_unwraped(:,2)-zero_set(2);
angle(:,3) = angle_unwraped(:,3)-zero_set(3);
angle = abs(angle);
end
function angle = getAngle(data)
angle_unwraped = rad2deg(unwrap(deg2rad(data)));
angle(:,1) = angle_unwraped(:,1);
angle(:,2) = angle_unwraped(:,2);
angle(:,3) = angle_unwraped(:,3);
end
function NIOSH = calc_NIOSH_Multipliers(fixed_vars, freq_info, angle_info,
handles, mocap, distance)
NIOSH.HM
NIOSH.VM
NIOSH.DM
NIOSH.AM
NIOSH.FM
NIOSH.CM

=
=
=
=
=
=

[];
[];
[];
[];
[];
[];

if isempty(freq_info)
return
end
if(~isempty(distance))
for z=1:length(freq_info.lift_ranges(:,1))
%NIOSH Multipliers
for e=1:length(distance(z).vert_distance)
FM(e) = get_NIOSH_FM(freq_info.lift_freq,
freq_info.trial_length, distance(z).vert_distance(e));
if (~strcmp(fixed_vars.fileInfo.liftNumber, 'L8'))
FM(e) = 1;
end
VM(e) = 1-(0.003*(abs(distance(z).vert_distance(e)-75)));
HM(e) = 25/distance(z).horz_distance(e);
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if (distance(z).horz_distance(e) <= 25)
HM(e) = 1;
end
if (HM(e) < 0.4)
if (distance(z).horz_distance(e) > 64)
HM(e) = 0.4;
end
end
CM(e) = get_NIOSH_CM(fixed_vars.Coupling,
distance(z).vert_distance(e));
DM(e) = 0.82 + (4.5/distance(z).vert_abs_distance);
end
AM = get_NIOSH_AM(angle_info.angle{z});
NIOSH(z).HM
NIOSH(z).VM
NIOSH(z).DM
NIOSH(z).AM
NIOSH(z).FM
NIOSH(z).CM

=
=
=
=
=
=

HM;
VM;
DM;
AM';
FM;
CM;

end
else
for z=1:length(freq_info.lift_ranges(:,1))
%calc using manual
%NIOSH Multipliers
FM = [get_NIOSH_FM(freq_info.lift_freq, freq_info.trial_length,
fixed_vars.Vert_location(1)) get_NIOSH_FM(freq_info.lift_freq,
freq_info.trial_length, fixed_vars.Vert_location(2))];
if (~strcmp(fixed_vars.fileInfo.liftNumber, 'L8'))
FM(1) = 1; %origin
FM(2) = 1; %dest
end
VM = [1-(0.003*(abs(fixed_vars.Vert_location(1)-75))) 1(0.003*(abs(fixed_vars.Vert_location(2)-75)))];
HM = [25/fixed_vars.Horz_location(1)
25/fixed_vars.Horz_location(2)];
if (fixed_vars.Horz_location(1) <= 25)
HM(1) = 1;
end
if (HM(1) < 0.4)
if (fixed_vars.Horz_location(1) > 64)
HM(1) = 0.4;
end
end
if (fixed_vars.Horz_location(1) <= 25)
HM(2) = 1;
end
if (HM(2) < 0.4)
if (fixed_vars.Horz_location(2) > 64)
HM(2) = 0.4;
end
end
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CM = [get_NIOSH_CM(fixed_vars.Coupling,
fixed_vars.Vert_location(1)) get_NIOSH_CM(fixed_vars.Coupling,
fixed_vars.Vert_location(2))];
DM = [0.82 + (4.5/fixed_vars.Distance(1)) 0.82 +
(4.5/fixed_vars.Distance(2))];
AM = get_NIOSH_AM(angle_info.angle{z});
NIOSH(z).HM
NIOSH(z).VM
NIOSH(z).DM
NIOSH(z).AM
NIOSH(z).FM
NIOSH(z).CM

=
=
=
=
=
=

HM;
VM;
DM;
AM';
FM;
CM;

end
end
end
function [RWL LI] = calc_RWL(fixed_vars, freq_info, angle_info, NIOSH,
handles)
RWL = [];
LI = [];
if isempty(freq_info)
return
end
if (length(NIOSH(1).VM) > 2)
%distance array
for f=1:length(NIOSH)
for i=1:length(NIOSH(f).VM)
RWL{f}(i) = fixed_vars.Load_constant * NIOSH(f).HM(i) *
NIOSH(f).VM(i) * NIOSH(f).DM(i) * NIOSH(f).AM(i) * NIOSH(f).FM(i) *
NIOSH(f).CM(i);
LI{f}(i) = fixed_vars.Average_Load/RWL{f}(i);
end
end
else
%calc just at origin and dest for now
for i=1:length(NIOSH)
RWL(i,1) = fixed_vars.Load_constant * NIOSH(i).HM(1) *
NIOSH(i).VM(1) * NIOSH(i).DM(1) * NIOSH(i).AM(1) * NIOSH(i).FM(1) *
NIOSH(i).CM(1);
RWL(i,2) = fixed_vars.Load_constant * NIOSH(i).HM(2) *
NIOSH(i).VM(2) * NIOSH(i).DM(2) * NIOSH(i).AM(end) * NIOSH(i).FM(2) *
NIOSH(i).CM(2);
LI(i,1) = fixed_vars.Average_Load/RWL(i,1);
LI(i,2) = fixed_vars.Average_Load/RWL(i,2);
end
end
end
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function FM = get_NIOSH_FM(lift_freq, trial_length, Vert_location)
FM = [];
lift_freq = round(lift_freq);
if (trial_length <= 60) %1hr
if Vert_location < 30
if (lift_freq <= 0.2)
FM = 1.00;
elseif (lift_freq == 0.5)
FM = 0.97;
elseif (lift_freq == 1)
FM = 0.94;
elseif (lift_freq == 2)
FM = 0.91;
elseif (lift_freq == 3)
FM = 0.88;
elseif (lift_freq == 4)
FM = 0.84;
elseif (lift_freq == 5)
FM = 0.80;
elseif (lift_freq == 6)
FM = 0.75;
elseif (lift_freq == 7)
FM = 0.70;
elseif (lift_freq == 8)
FM = 0.60;
elseif (lift_freq == 9)
FM = 0.52;
elseif (lift_freq == 10)
FM = 0.45;
elseif (lift_freq == 11)
FM = 0.41;
elseif (lift_freq == 12)
FM = 0.37;
elseif (lift_freq == 13)
FM = 0.00;
elseif (lift_freq == 14)
FM = 0.00;
elseif (lift_freq == 15)
FM = 0.00;
elseif (lift_freq > 15)
FM = 0.00;
end
elseif Vert_location >= 30
if (lift_freq <= 0.2)
FM = 1.00;
elseif (lift_freq == 0.5)
FM = 0.97;
elseif (lift_freq == 1)
FM = 0.94;
elseif (lift_freq == 2)
FM = 0.91;
elseif (lift_freq == 3)
FM = 0.88;
elseif (lift_freq == 4)
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FM
elseif
FM
elseif
FM
elseif
FM
elseif
FM
elseif
FM
elseif
FM
elseif
FM
elseif
FM
elseif
FM
elseif
FM
elseif
FM
elseif
FM
end

= 0.84;
(lift_freq
= 0.80;
(lift_freq
= 0.75;
(lift_freq
= 0.70;
(lift_freq
= 0.60;
(lift_freq
= 0.52;
(lift_freq
= 0.45;
(lift_freq
= 0.41;
(lift_freq
= 0.37;
(lift_freq
= 0.34;
(lift_freq
= 0.31;
(lift_freq
= 0.28;
(lift_freq
= 0.00;

== 5)
== 6)
== 7)
== 8)
== 9)
== 10)
== 11)
== 12)
== 13)
== 14)
== 15)
> 15)

end
elseif (trial_length <= 120) %2hr
if Vert_location < 30
if (lift_freq <= 0.2)
FM = 0.95;
elseif (lift_freq == 0.5)
FM = 0.92;
elseif (lift_freq == 1)
FM = 0.88;
elseif (lift_freq == 2)
FM = 0.84;
elseif (lift_freq == 3)
FM = 0.79;
elseif (lift_freq == 4)
FM = 0.72;
elseif (lift_freq == 5)
FM = 0.60;
elseif (lift_freq == 6)
FM = 0.50;
elseif (lift_freq == 7)
FM = 0.42;
elseif (lift_freq == 8)
FM = 0.35;
elseif (lift_freq == 9)
FM = 0.30;
elseif (lift_freq == 10)
FM = 0.26;
elseif (lift_freq == 11)
FM = 0.00;
elseif (lift_freq == 12)
FM = 0.00;
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elseif (lift_freq == 13)
FM = 0.00;
elseif (lift_freq == 14)
FM = 0.00;
elseif (lift_freq == 15)
FM = 0.00;
elseif (lift_freq > 15)
FM = 0.00;
end
elseif Vert_location >= 30
if (lift_freq <= 0.2)
FM = 0.95;
elseif (lift_freq == 0.5)
FM = 0.92;
elseif (lift_freq == 1)
FM = 0.88;
elseif (lift_freq == 2)
FM = 0.84;
elseif (lift_freq == 3)
FM = 0.79;
elseif (lift_freq == 4)
FM = 0.72;
elseif (lift_freq == 5)
FM = 0.60;
elseif (lift_freq == 6)
FM = 0.50;
elseif (lift_freq == 7)
FM = 0.42;
elseif (lift_freq == 8)
FM = 0.35;
elseif (lift_freq == 9)
FM = 0.30;
elseif (lift_freq == 10)
FM = 0.26;
elseif (lift_freq == 11)
FM = 0.23;
elseif (lift_freq == 12)
FM = 0.21;
elseif (lift_freq == 13)
FM = 0.00;
elseif (lift_freq == 14)
FM = 0.00;
elseif (lift_freq == 15)
FM = 0.00;
elseif (lift_freq > 15)
FM = 0.00;
end
end
elseif (trial_length <= 480) %8hr
if Vert_location < 30
if (lift_freq <= 0.2)
FM = 0.85;
elseif (lift_freq == 0.5)
FM = 0.81;
elseif (lift_freq == 1)
FM = 0.75;
elseif (lift_freq == 2)
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FM = 0.65;
elseif (lift_freq == 3)
FM = 0.55;
elseif (lift_freq == 4)
FM = 0.45;
elseif (lift_freq == 5)
FM = 0.35;
elseif (lift_freq == 6)
FM = 0.27;
elseif (lift_freq == 7)
FM = 0.22;
elseif (lift_freq == 8)
FM = 0.18;
elseif (lift_freq == 9)
FM = 0.15;
elseif (lift_freq == 10)
FM = 0.13;
elseif (lift_freq == 11)
FM = 0.00;
elseif (lift_freq == 12)
FM = 0.00;
elseif (lift_freq == 13)
FM = 0.00;
elseif (lift_freq == 14)
FM = 0.00;
elseif (lift_freq == 15)
FM = 0.00;
elseif (lift_freq > 15)
FM = 0.00;
end
elseif Vert_location >= 30
if (lift_freq <= 0.2)
FM = 0.85;
elseif (lift_freq == 0.5)
FM = 0.81;
elseif (lift_freq == 1)
FM = 0.75;
elseif (lift_freq == 2)
FM = 0.65;
elseif (lift_freq == 3)
FM = 0.55;
elseif (lift_freq == 4)
FM = 0.45;
elseif (lift_freq == 5)
FM = 0.35;
elseif (lift_freq == 6)
FM = 0.27;
elseif (lift_freq == 7)
FM = 0.22;
elseif (lift_freq == 8)
FM = 0.18;
elseif (lift_freq == 9)
FM = 0.00;
elseif (lift_freq == 10)
FM = 0.00;
elseif (lift_freq == 11)
FM = 0.00;
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elseif
FM
elseif
FM
elseif
FM
elseif
FM
elseif
FM
end

(lift_freq
= 0.00;
(lift_freq
= 0.00;
(lift_freq
= 0.00;
(lift_freq
= 0.00;
(lift_freq
= 0.00;

== 12)
== 13)
== 14)
== 15)
> 15)

end
end
if (FM < 0.37)
FM = 0.37;
end
end
function CM = get_NIOSH_CM(Coupling, Vert_location)
CM = [];
if Coupling == 1
if Vert_location < 75
CM = 1;
elseif Vert_location >= 75
CM = 1;
end
elseif Coupling == 2
if Vert_location < 75
CM = 0.95;
elseif Vert_location >= 75
CM = 1;
end
elseif Coupling == 3
if Vert_location < 75
CM = 0.9;
elseif Vert_location >= 75
CM = 0.9;
end
end
end
function AM = get_NIOSH_AM(angle_info)
%array per lift
AM = 1-(abs(0.0032.*angle_info));
end
function [athdatas, fileInfo] = load_data(type, pathname)
fileInfo={};
athdatas={};
%prompt for file name location
%pathname = uigetdir(pathname);
[filename, pathname] = uigetfile(fullfile(pathname, '*.mat'), 'Pick a
Sensor Data file','MultiSelect', 'on');
if (iscell(filename))
multi_select = length(filename);
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file_name = filename;
else
multi_select = 1;
file_name{1} = filename;
end
for i=1:multi_select
fileInfo.filename{i} = file_name{i};
fileInfo.pathname{i} = pathname;
[~, name, ~] = fileparts(file_name{i});
fileSplit = strsplit(name, '_');
%promt for sensor location
%fileInfo.sensorLocation = 'C7';
fileInfo.sensorLocation{i} = fileSplit{1};
%
fileInfo.liftNumber{i} = fileSplit{2};
%prompt for twist
%fileInfo.liftType{i} = 'straight';
load(fullfile(pathname,file_name{i}));
%create filter
%noise filter design
Fs = athdata.samplerate;
Fc = 1.8;
%**might need to be dynamic**
N = 4;
% FIR filter order
[b_noise,a_noise] = butter(N,2*Fc/Fs);
%noise filter design
Fs = athdata.samplerate;
Fc = 4;
N = 4;
% FIR filter order
[b_noise_4,a_noise_4] = butter(N,2*Fc/Fs);
%orientation filter design
Fs = athdata.samplerate;
Fc = 0.5;
N = 4;
% FIR filter order
[b_orientation,a_orientation] = butter(N,2*Fc/Fs);
athdata.filtered_data_1_8 = athdata.data;
athdata.filtered_data_1_8(:,4:10) =
filtfilt(b_noise,a_noise,athdata.data(:,4:10));
athdata.filtered_data_4_0 = athdata.data;
athdata.filtered_data_4_0(:,4:10) =
filtfilt(b_noise_4,a_noise_4,athdata.data(:,4:10));
athdata.orientation =
filtfilt(b_orientation,a_orientation,athdata.data(:,4:6));
athdata.orientation_rms = rms(athdata.orientation,2);
athdatas{i}=athdata;
end
end
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function [mocap, fileInfo] = load_data_mocap(type, pathname)
fileInfo=[];
mocap=[];
%prompt for file name location
[filename, pathname] = uigetfile(fullfile(pathname, '*.csv'), 'Pick a
MoCap-file','MultiSelect', 'off');
fileInfo.filename = filename;
fileInfo.pathname = pathname;
if isequal(pathname,0)
return;
end
%
%
files = dir(fullfile(pathname,['*' type '*.csv']));
%dynamic header read
%FullFile = textread(fullfile(pathname, filename),'%s','delimiter',',');
fid = fopen(fullfile(pathname, filename));
FullFile = textscan(fid,'%s','delimiter',',');
fclose(fid);
FullFile = FullFile{1,1};
data = dlmread(fullfile(pathname, filename), ',', 7, 0);
markers = FullFile(23+size(data,2):23+(size(data,2)*2)-3, 1);
samplerate = str2double(FullFile{6});
[C7_q, C7_pos] = setMarker(data, markers, 'C7');
[S1_q, S1_pos] = setMarker(data, markers, 'S1');
[RH_q, RH_pos] = setMarker(data, markers, 'Right hand');
if (isempty(RH_q) || isempty(RH_pos))
[RH_q, RH_pos] = setMarker(data, markers, 'Right Hand');
end
if (isempty(RH_q) || isempty(RH_pos))
[RH_q, RH_pos] = setMarker(data, markers, 'RH');
end
[LH_q, LH_pos] = setMarker(data, markers, 'Left hand');
if (isempty(LH_q) || isempty(LH_pos))
[LH_q, LH_pos] = setMarker(data, markers, 'Left Hand');
end
if (isempty(LH_q) || isempty(LH_pos))
[LH_q, LH_pos] = setMarker(data, markers, 'LH');
end
[ST_q, ST_pos] = setMarker(data, markers, 'Stern');
if (isempty(ST_q) || isempty(ST_pos))
[ST_q, ST_pos] = setMarker(data, markers, 'ST');
end
[T12_q, T12_pos] = setMarker(data, markers, 'T12');
%

C7_q = data(:,3:6);
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

C7_pos = data(:,7:9);
S1_q = data(:,47:50);
S1_pos = data(:,51:53);
RH_q = data(:,23:26);
RH_pos = data(:,27:29);
LH_q = data(:,119:122);
LH_pos = data(:,123:125);
ST_q = data(:,67:70);
ST_pos = data(:,71:73);
T12_q = data(:,91:94);
T12_pos = data(:,95:97);

mocap.C7 = [C7_pos C7_q];
mocap.S1 = [S1_pos S1_q];
mocap.RH = [RH_pos RH_q];
mocap.LH = [LH_pos LH_q];
mocap.ST = [ST_pos ST_q];
mocap.T12 = [T12_pos T12_q];
mocap.samplerate = samplerate;
end
function [result_q, result_pos] = setMarker(data, markers, match)
result_q = [];
result_pos = [];
for i=1:length(markers)
if strcmp(markers{i},match)
inx = i + 2;
result_q = data(:,inx:inx+3);
result_pos = data(:,inx+4:inx+6);
return
end
end
end
function save_data_csv(handles, athdata, fixed_vars, freq_info, angle_info,
NIOSH, sensor, RWL, LI, BCF1, BCF2, zeroed_BCF1, zeroed_BCF2, distance)
%build csv
%
%write data channels to csv
%[~, name, ~] = fileparts(fixed_vars.file_name);
name = '';
h = waitbar(0,'Saving Data');
%check file name
count = 1;
if strcmp(computer, 'MACI64')
new_name = [name '_RESULTS_' sensor];
while exist(fullfile(fixed_vars.pathname, [new_name '.csv']), 'file')
== 2
new_name = [name '_RESULTS_' sensor '_' int2str(count)];
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count = count+1;
end
else
new_name = [name '_RESULTS_' sensor];
while exist(fullfile(fixed_vars.pathname, [new_name '.xls']), 'file')
== 2
new_name = [name '_RESULTS_' sensor '_' int2str(count)];
count = count+1;
end
end
name=new_name;
waitbar(0.01,h,'Building csv...');
if (length(NIOSH) > 1 && (~isempty(distance)))
%distance data
out = {sensor [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] []
[] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] []};
out(end+1,:) = {'total_lifts' 'lift_freq' 'trial_length' [] [] [] []
[] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] []};
out(end+1,:) = {freq_info.total_lifts freq_info.lift_freq
freq_info.trial_length [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] []
[] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] []};
out(end+1,1)={[]};
out(end+1,:) = {'horz_distance_origin' 'horz_distance_destination'
'horz_abs_distance' 'vert_distance_origin' 'vert_distance_destination'
'vert_abs_distance' 'HM_origin' 'HM_destination' ...
'VM_origin' 'VM_destination' 'DM_origin' 'DM_destination'
'AM_origin' 'AM_destination' 'FM_origin' 'FM_destination' 'CM_origin'
'CM_destination' 'flexion_origin' 'flexion_destination'
'zeroed_flexion_origin' 'zeroed_flexion_destination' ...
'twist_origin' 'twist_destination' 'RWL_origin' 'RWL_destination'
'LI_origin' 'LI_destination' 'BCF1_origin' 'BCF1_destination' 'BCF2_origin'
'BCF2_destination'};
for z=1:freq_info.total_lifts
out(end+1,:) = {distance(z).horz_distance(1)
distance(z).horz_distance(2) distance(z).horz_abs_distance
distance(z).vert_distance(1) distance(z).vert_distance(2)
distance(z).vert_abs_distance ...
NIOSH(z).HM(1) NIOSH(z).HM(2) NIOSH(z).VM(1) NIOSH(z).VM(2)
NIOSH(z).DM(1) NIOSH(z).DM(2) NIOSH(z).AM(1) NIOSH(z).AM(end) NIOSH(z).FM(1)
NIOSH(z).FM(2) NIOSH(z).CM(1) NIOSH(z).CM(2) ...
angle_info.BCF_angle{z}(1) angle_info.BCF_angle{z}(end)
angle_info.zeroed_BCF_angle{z}(1) angle_info.zeroed_BCF_angle{z}(end)
angle_info.angle{z}(1) angle_info.angle{z}(end) RWL{z}(1) RWL{z}(2) LI{z}(1)
LI{z}(2) BCF1{z}(1) BCF1{z}(end) BCF2{z}(1) BCF2{z}(end)};
end
if strcmp(computer, 'MACI64')
fid=fopen(fullfile(fixed_vars.pathname, [name '.csv']),'wt');
[rows,cols]=size(out);
for i=1:rows
if i == 1
fprintf(fid,'%s,',out{i,1:end-1});
fprintf(fid,'%s\n',out{i,end});
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else
fprintf(fid,'%g,',out{i,1:end-1});
fprintf(fid,'%g\n',out{i,end});
end
end
fclose(fid);
else
xlswrite(fullfile(fixed_vars.pathname, [name '.xls']),out);
end
else
out = {sensor [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] []
[]};
out(end+1,:) = {'total_lifts' 'lift_freq' 'trial_length' 'FM_origin'
'FM_destination' [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] []};
out(end+1,:) = {freq_info.total_lifts freq_info.lift_freq
freq_info.trial_length NIOSH(1).FM(1) NIOSH(1).FM(2) [] [] [] [] [] [] [] []
[] [] [] [] [] [] []};
out(end+1,1)={[]};
out(end+1,:) = {'AM_origin' 'AM_destination' 'flexion_origin'
'flexion_destination' 'zeroed_flexion_origin' 'zeroed_flexion_destination'
'twist_origin' 'twist_destination' 'RWL_origin'
'RWL_destination'
'LI_origin' 'LI_destination' 'BCF1_origin' 'BCF1_destination' 'BCF2_origin'
'BCF2_destination' 'zeroed_BCF1_origin' 'zeroed_BCF1_destination'
'zeroed_BCF2_origin' 'zeroed_BCF2_destination'};
for z=1:freq_info.total_lifts
out(end+1,:) = {NIOSH(z).AM(1) NIOSH(z).AM(end)
angle_info.BCF_angle{z}(1) angle_info.BCF_angle{z}(end)
angle_info.zeroed_BCF_angle{z}(1) angle_info.zeroed_BCF_angle{z}(end)
angle_info.angle{z}(1) angle_info.angle{z}(end) RWL(z,1) RWL(z,2) LI(z,1)
LI(z,2) BCF1{z}(1) BCF1{z}(end) BCF2{z}(1) BCF2{z}(end) zeroed_BCF1{z}(1)
zeroed_BCF1{z}(end) zeroed_BCF2{z}(1) zeroed_BCF2{z}(end)};
end
if strcmp(computer, 'MACI64')
fid=fopen(fullfile(fixed_vars.pathname, [name '.csv']),'wt');
[rows,cols]=size(out);
for i=1:rows
if i == 1
fprintf(fid,'%s,',out{i,1:end-1});
fprintf(fid,'%s\n',out{i,end});
else
fprintf(fid,'%g,',out{i,1:end-1});
fprintf(fid,'%g\n',out{i,end});
end
end
fclose(fid);
else
xlswrite(fullfile(fixed_vars.pathname, [name '.xls']),out);
end
end
close(h);
end
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function save_bcf_csv(handles, athdata, fixed_vars, freq_info, angle_info,
NIOSH, sensor, RWL, LI, BCF1, BCF2, zeroed_BCF1, zeroed_BCF2, distance)
%build csv
%
%write data channels to csv
%[~, name, ~] = fileparts(fixed_vars.file_name);
name = '';
h = waitbar(0,'Saving Data');
%check file name
count = 1;
if strcmp(computer, 'MACI64')
new_name = [name '_RESULTS_BCF_' sensor];
while exist(fullfile(fixed_vars.pathname, [new_name '.csv']), 'file')
== 2
new_name = [name '_RESULTS_BCF_' sensor '_' int2str(count)];
count = count+1;
end
else
new_name = [name '_RESULTS_BCF_' sensor];
while exist(fullfile(fixed_vars.pathname, [new_name '.xls']), 'file')
== 2
new_name = [name '_RESULTS_BCF_' sensor '_' int2str(count)];
count = count+1;
end
end
name=new_name;
waitbar(0.01,h,'Building csv...');
% 4 columns per lift
% Length of max lift rows + 3
[s,d] = cellfun(@size,BCF1);
maxRowLength = max([s,d]);
out = cell(maxRowLength + 3,freq_info.total_lifts * 5);
out{1,1}
out{2,1}
out{3,1}
out{3,2}
out{3,3}
out{3,4}
out{3,5}

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

sensor;
'lift 1';
'HB';
'BCF1';
'BCF2';
'zeroed_BCF1';
'zeroed_BCF2';

for z=1:freq_info.total_lifts
out{2,z + ((z-1) * 5)} = ['lift ' int2str(z)];
out{3,z + ((z-1) * 5)} = 'HB';
out{3,z + ((z-1) * 5) + 1} = 'BCF1';
out{3,z + ((z-1) * 5) + 2} = 'BCF2';
out{3,z + ((z-1) * 5) + 3} = 'zeroed_BCF1';
out{3,z + ((z-1) * 5) + 4} = 'zeroed_BCF2';
rowLength = length(BCF1{z}(:)) + 3;
generatedHB =
linspace(fixed_vars.HB(1),fixed_vars.HB(2),length(BCF1{z}(:)));
out(4:rowLength,z + ((z-1) * 5)) = num2cell(generatedHB);
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out(4:rowLength,z
out(4:rowLength,z
out(4:rowLength,z
out(4:rowLength,z

+
+
+
+

((z-1)
((z-1)
((z-1)
((z-1)

*
*
*
*

5)
5)
5)
5)

+
+
+
+

1)
2)
3)
4)

=
=
=
=

num2cell(BCF1{z}(:));
num2cell(BCF2{z}(:));
num2cell(zeroed_BCF1{z}(:));
num2cell(zeroed_BCF2{z}(:));

end
if strcmp(computer, 'MACI64')
fid=fopen(fullfile(fixed_vars.pathname, [name '.csv']),'wt');
[rows,cols]=size(out);
for i=1:rows
if i == 1
fprintf(fid,'%s,',out{i,1:end-1});
fprintf(fid,'%s\n',out{i,end});
else
fprintf(fid,'%g,',out{i,1:end-1});
fprintf(fid,'%g\n',out{i,end});
end
end
fclose(fid);
else
xlswrite(fullfile(fixed_vars.pathname, [name '.xls']),out);
end
close(h);
end
function save_niosh_csv(handles, athdata, fixed_vars, freq_info, angle_info,
NIOSH, sensor, RWL, LI, BCF1, BCF2, zeroed_BCF1, zeroed_BCF2, distance)
%build csv
%
%write data channels to csv
%[~, name, ~] = fileparts(fixed_vars.file_name);
name = '';
h = waitbar(0,'Saving Data');
%check file name
count = 1;
if strcmp(computer, 'MACI64')
new_name = [name '_RESULTS_NIOSH_' sensor];
while exist(fullfile(fixed_vars.pathname, [new_name '.csv']), 'file')
== 2
new_name = [name '_RESULTS_NIOSH_' sensor '_' int2str(count)];
count = count+1;
end
else
new_name = [name '_RESULTS_NIOSH_' sensor];
while exist(fullfile(fixed_vars.pathname, [new_name '.xls']), 'file')
== 2
new_name = [name '_RESULTS_NIOSH_' sensor '_' int2str(count)];
count = count+1;
end
end
name=new_name;
waitbar(0.01,h,'Building csv...');
% 4 columns per lift
% Length of max lift rows + 3
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[s,d] = cellfun(@size,BCF1);
maxRowLength = max([s,d]);
out = cell(maxRowLength + 3,freq_info.total_lifts * 5);
out{1,1}
out{2,1}
out{3,1}
out{3,2}
out{3,3}
out{3,4}
out{3,5}
out{3,6}
out{3,7}
out{3,8}

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

sensor;
'lift 1';
'HM';
'VM';
'DM';
'AM';
'FM';
'CM';
'RWL';
'LI';

for z=1:freq_info.total_lifts
out{2,z + ((z-1) * 8)} = ['lift ' int2str(z)];
out{3,z + ((z-1) * 8)} = 'HM';
out{3,z + ((z-1) * 8) + 1} = 'VM';
out{3,z + ((z-1) * 8) + 2} = 'DM';
out{3,z + ((z-1) * 8) + 3} = 'AM';
out{3,z + ((z-1) * 8) + 4} = 'FM';
out{3,z + ((z-1) * 8) + 5} = 'CM';
out{3,z + ((z-1) * 8) + 6} = 'RWL';
out{3,z + ((z-1) * 8) + 7} = 'LI';
rowLength = length(NIOSH(z).VM) + 3;
out(4:rowLength,z
out(4:rowLength,z
out(4:rowLength,z
out(4:rowLength,z
out(4:rowLength,z
out(4:rowLength,z
out(4:rowLength,z
out(4:rowLength,z

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

((z-1)
((z-1)
((z-1)
((z-1)
((z-1)
((z-1)
((z-1)
((z-1)

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

8)) = num2cell(NIOSH(z).HM);
8) + 1) = num2cell(NIOSH(z).VM);
8) + 2) = num2cell(NIOSH(z).DM);
8) + 3) = num2cell(NIOSH(z).AM);
8) + 4) = num2cell(NIOSH(z).FM);
8) + 5) = num2cell(NIOSH(z).CM);
8) + 6) = num2cell(RWL{z});
8) + 7) = num2cell(LI{z});

end
if strcmp(computer, 'MACI64')
fid=fopen(fullfile(fixed_vars.pathname, [name '.csv']),'wt');
[rows,cols]=size(out);
for i=1:rows
if i == 1
fprintf(fid,'%s,',out{i,1:end-1});
fprintf(fid,'%s\n',out{i,end});
else
fprintf(fid,'%g,',out{i,1:end-1});
fprintf(fid,'%g\n',out{i,end});
end
end
fclose(fid);
else
xlswrite(fullfile(fixed_vars.pathname, [name '.xls']),out);
end
close(h);
end
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